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ABSTRACT
Because quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is non-perturbative at low energies, strong in-
teractions at the ∼ GeV scale are very challenging to understand. Theoretical progress
has been made recently using QCD-based effective field theories (EFT). The short-distance
physics of the effective theory is absorbed into a limited number of low energy constants
(LECs), which are determined by direct experimental measurement. The MuSun experi-
ment is measuring the rate Λd for muon capture on the deuteron, which is the simplest weak
interaction in a two nucleon system. Λd will be used, in turn, to better determine a funda-
mental LEC known as dR in the EFT. An improvement in the precision of this LEC will
improve our understanding of several other processes in the two-nucleon sector: pp fusion,
the main source of energy in the sun and other main-sequence stars and neutrino-deuteron
scattering, as observed in the SNO experiment.
The MuSun experiment determines Λd via a precision measurement of the negative
muon lifetime in deuterium. The time difference between an incoming muon, which stops
in deuterium, and the subsequent decay electron characterizes the muon disappearance rate.
That disappearance rate is the sum of the ordinary muon decay rate and the nuclear capture
rate. The ultimate goal of the MuSun experiment is to determine the nuclear capture rate
(Λd) to a precision of 1.5 %, an order of magnitude improvement over previous efforts.
The principal experimental development required to achieve this goal is a cryogenic (T ∼30
vi
K) time projection chamber, which not only serves as the deuterium gas target, but also
provides an unambiguous measurement of muon stopping position - muons that stop in high
Z materials outside the fiducial deuterium volume produce a very large systematic error.
The low temperature helps minimize several other systematic errors.
The MuSun experiment is taking place at the Paul Scherrer Institut in Villigen, Switzer-
land. Over the past 5 years, the MuSun collaboration has staged 4 major experimental
production runs. In this thesis, I present a measurement of the muon capture rate on deu-
terium, as determined from data taken in the summer of 2013. The estimated statistical
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This dissertation describes a precise measurement of the rate Λd for the semi-leptonic weak
process
µ− + d→ νµ + n+ n (1.1)
Λd denotes the capture rate from the doublet hyperfine state of the muonic deuterium atom
in its 1S ground state. The data set under consideration was collected at Switzerland’s Paul
Scherrer Institut (PSI) in fall 2013 as part of an ongoing experimental effort by the MuSun
collaboration. The MuSun experiment, taking advantage of the muon as the weak probe,
extends the knowledge of the hadronic interactions of the two-nucleon system below the
1 GeV range, a region that always been very challenging theoretically. The measurement
described herein represents the collaboration’s first experimental result after many years of
planning and development, beginning in 2008. The accuracy of the result in Λd is limited by
the size of the data set collected in 2013. The precision of this dataset falls short of the final
MuSun goal of 1.5%, the uncertainty is comparable with the most precise measurement of
the past experiments.
The details of the MuSun measurement are described in the following chapters. Chapter
1 gives the motivation and a brief overview of MuSun experiment. Chapter 2 describes the
theoretical calculation of µd capture rate using Chiral Perturbation Theory. The experi-
mental challenges and design are described in Chapter 3. Details of the experimental setup
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2for the measurements are given in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces the standard MuSun
analysis framework. The systematic analysis for run 2013 data is presented in Chapter 6.
Finally, the MuSun first results are summarized in Chapter 7.
1.1 Motivation - macroscopic view
Broadly viewed, the MuSun experiment is an important part of the systematic program
to achieve a new level of precision in confronting the theories of weak interactions, QCD
and few body physics with precision muon capture experiments on µ− + p → νµ + p,
µ− + d → νµ + n + n and µ− +3 He → νµ + t [1]. Compared to the weak interaction, our
understanding on the strong interaction in the full energy scale is still rather limited.
What is the bottleneck stopping us from fully understanding the strong interaction?
In general, even though it has always been physicists’ dream to come up with a theory
of everything (TOE) to describe the nature, every theory developed so far only works in a
limited energy scale. Figure 1.1 shows a selection of energy and length scales in fields across
all of physics.
At the GUT scale (1016 GeV), the electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction all
converge into one single force characterized by one coupling constant αx. As the energy
decreases, differences between the interactions begin to merge. In particular, the force
generated from the color charge between quarks increases in strength with decreasing energy.
This phenomenon is referred to as the infrared slavery of the Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD). The weakening of the force with increasing energy is known as asymptotic freedom1.
More specifically, the coupling constant of the strong interaction varies with the energy scale
of the interaction: αs(k
2) ' (β0 ln(k2/Λ2QCD))−1, where k is the energy or momentum scale
of the process, and ΛQCD, with a value about 220 MeV, is the characteristic energy scale
of QCD. Clearly, when the ratio k/ΛQCD is very big, and the coupling constant αs is
significantly less than 1, QCD is a perturbative theory. A perturbation expansion in QCD
1Asymptotic freedom was first discovered in the early 1970 by David Politzer, Frank Wilczek and David
Gross, for which they were awarded the 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics
3Figure 1.1: This picture shows, in a unified way, a selection of energy and length scales in
fields across all of physics. Figure credit: [2].
usually converges well for the energy region above 5 GeV. (αs is about 0.1 for momentum
transfer at 5 GeV) By contrast, in the low energy region below 1 GeV, QCD is no longer
perturbative and alternative ways to describe strong interaction are needed.
Effective field theory is a general and practical framework to handle the low-energy di-
vergence problem of a theory which converges in the high energy (UV) regime. (Details can
be found in section 2.2). Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) is the effective field theory
of QCD. It is usually used to predict the cross-section of hadronic interaction much below 1
GeV2. Further details on ChPT are given in the next chapter. The desire of understanding
the strong interaction in this energy region has motivated the experimental efforts world-
wide. In particular, the series of precision muon capture measurements mentioned above
is designed to determine some of the basic constants (known as Low Energy Constants or
2Perturbative QCD applies to physics process with the energy scale larger than 5GeV. ChPT, with the
definition of the cut off scale Λχ about 1GeV, is designed for energy Q Λχ. Safely speaking, ChPT works
nicely for Q < 0.5 GeV. For the range 0.5 GeV < Q < 5 GeV is still very much a theoretical challenge.
Current situation is to understand the experimental data two NN scattering which available up to 2 GeV.
4Figure 1.2: Relations between basic muon capture reactions on the nucleon and A = 2, 3
nuclei.
LECs) required for calculations within the ChPT framework. Figure 1.2 illustrates processes
used to determine the parameters in the theoretical framework. Alternative approach to the
low-energy hadronic interaction problem is Lattice QCD, which has undergone significant
developments in the last decade. Lattice QCD is a mathematical tool which has successfully
predicted the cross-section of many low energy processes, but since it exceeds the scope of
this thesis, I will not discuss it here.
1.2 Motivation - microscopic view
In the past decade, much progress in both theory and experiment has been made in verifying
the effective field theory framework. The main mission of MuSun is to determine the value
of LEC dR with better precision. dR, which appears in the two-body axial-vector current,
is the only undetermined LEC up to the Next-to-Next-to-Next-to-leading order (N3LO) in
the Chiral perturbation theory. As the only missing piece, pinning down dR will resolve
large uncertainties in the cross section of many other hadronic processes, where theoretical
uncertainties are dominated by our knowledge of dR.
Before revealing how and what specific processes could benefit from a more accurate
determination of dR, we should first establish the connection between low energy hadron
5physics and muon capture on the deuteron.
1.2.1 Why µ+ d capture?
With the goal of fixing dR in mind, the process we are looking for has to satisfy two
basic conditions: the interaction must take place between the lepton and two-body nucleon
system, via the charged weak current ; the process must be simple enough that it includes
a minimal number of poorly determined LECs up to next-to-next-to-next-to leading order
(N3LO). In this case, µ+ d capture seems a natural choice.
In the standard model, the muon is the second-generation charged lepton. With its
much larger mass, the muon easily replaces the atomic electron and quickly cascades to the
ground state. The average radius of this muonic atom is 200 times smaller than that of
an electron in atomic hydrogen. This makes the muon a great probe for investigating the
internal structure of the nuclei. Containing one proton and one neutron, the deuteron is the
simplest compound nucleus. Thus, muon capture on the deuteron shows how the charged
current weak interaction in the nucleus is affected by the strong interaction.
Theoretically, dR determines the strength of the weak axial-current contact term of the
two-nucleon interaction at N3LO. Its value is connected with the another LEC, cD, which
enters the three-nucleon contact term at N2LO. By tuning these two LECs to fit the triton
binding energy and the Gamow-Teller matrix element in tritium β-decay, the µd capture
rate can be calculated very accurately, at least in principle. There is only a small uncertainty
introduced from the experimental error on the triton lifetime.
Experimentally, it is easy to obtain large numbers of deuterons and muons. Modern
cyclotron technology enables the production of high intensity muon beam. Deuterium, with
a natural abundance of 0.0156%, can be extracted from sea water. With these two building
blocks, MuSun adopted the lifetime technique, which, in the MuCap experiment, proved
successful in reaching high precision for the rate of muon capture rate on the proton. It also
developed a special time projection chamber (TPC) to establish that the muons stopped in
the deuterium target. So, again in principle, we are able to measure the µ+ d capture rate
6very accurately.
To conclude, a measurement of the muon capture rate (process 1.1) is the simplest means
to determine dR, and both theory and experiment can reach a high level of precision on the
capture rate, and thus provide a good test of ChPT.
1.2.2 Why name it MuSun?
This question brings us to the application of the µ + d capture rate. As mentioned in the
previous section, after MuSun fixes the LEC dR, all the LECs in the two-nucleon ChPT are
fixed at N3LO. Therefore ChPT is able to predict the cross-section of many processes with
much improved precision.
Figure 1.3 is a chart showing the connections of three interactions to µd capture. Before
MuSun, the theoretical predictions of the two-nucleon process were mostly derived from
tritium β−decay. The triton binding energy and lifetime are the experimental inputs to the
hybrid EFT3 to fix dR. Although claiming high accuracy, the drawback of using tritium
decay to determine dR is that the extraction can only be done using the phenomenological
wave functions in the complex three-body system. The inconsistency of different calculations
made the results controversial. Several attempts have been made to solve the two-nucleon
problem independent of tritium decay, but due to experimental challenges posed by alter-
native processes, such as neutrino deuteron scattering, the results have not been satisfying.
Indeed, it is better to parameterize the rates for these processes in terms of dR and extract
dR from µd capture. A result based on measurements within the very clean two-nucleon
sector promises decisive improvements in experimental precision.
Our measurement of µd capture will also shed light on the rate of pp fusion in the sun:
p+ p→ d+ e+ + νe (1.2)
Besides its importance in explaining stellar evolution, improving our understanding of the
muon capture process also provides the insights into the solar neutrino problem. Motivated
3The hybrid EFT employs the phenomenological wave functions together with the effective field theory.
This approach suffers the inconsistency in chiral power counting and off-shell ambiguities.
7Figure 1.3: Chart of theoretical determination (blue) and experimental measurement (red)
of dR and the connections of various processes through dR.
by determining the flux of solar neutrinos, a great deal of theoretical work has gone into
reducing the uncertainty on the rate of pp fusion. One of the most accurate calculations of
pp fusion is the hybrid EFT method mentioned above. The quoted uncertainty is 0.3%(ex-
perimental) + 0.1%(theoretical) [3]. The standard nuclear physics approach shows a similar
result [4]. Now with the help of the MuSun result, the calculation of pp fusion cross-section
will be determined cleanly within the two-nucleon system in a model independent fashion.
This represents a great improvement over the ambiguities of the hybrid EFT method with
the uncertainties inherent in using data from tritium beta decay. MuSun provides, in ter-
restrial conditions, a clean measurement of the most basic reaction in the standard solar
model. This is where the name ”MuSun” from.
Our measurement of µd capture rate can also be related to the neutrino interactions.
νe + d→ e− + p+ p (1.3)
ν + d→ ν + p+ n (1.4)
8Reactions 1.3, 1.4 are the charged and neutral current reactions (CC, NC) detected by
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) and their comparison provides direct evidence for
neutrino oscillation. The neutral current process also serves as a measurement of the total
8B neutrino flux from the sun [5]. The charged-current flux from SNO experiment is
basically a precision measurement of the solar neutrino mixing parameters (θ12, δm
2
21), which
vary with the value of dR. With a better-determined value of dR from MuSun, the CC flux
uncertainty is expected to shrink from 6.3% to 4.0% in the final SNO-III phase, and the θ13
error will decrease to the sub-percent level.
Besides the astrophysical and neutrino physics interest, a precision measurement of
muon capture on the deuteron will also help to establish another parameter in the two
nucleon section, ann (nn scattering length), through its connections to the pion interaction
pi−+d→ γnn, which is the primary channel for extracting ann. With a better constraint on
dR, the theoretical error in ann obtained through a pure ChPT calculation will be reduced to
0.3%. The more accurate value of ann will improve the sensitivity to the difference between
nn and pp scattering length, which is used to constrain the charge-symmetry-breaking pieces
of modern, high-precision phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potentials.
In summary, a more precise measurement of muon capture on deuterium, and therefore
dR, will improve our understanding of several important processes involving the two-nucleon
sector. In particular, a calculation made entirely within the ChPT framework will be sig-
nificantly more reliable than older calculations made within hybrid EFT, which are plagued
by uncertainties in the three-body tritium wavefunction.
1.2.3 The Experimental Importance of MuSun
Let’s first take a look on the experimental path. Past measurements of the µd capture
rate can be divided into two groups: direct measurement of the neutrons, and indirect
measurement using the decay electrons.
Although the neutron method is direct, it has several serious drawbacks. First, the
energy spectrum of capture neutrons peaks at 1.5 MeV but extends above 50 MeV. That
9makes difficult the separation of capture neutrons from background. Furthermore, the easily
formed dµd molecule will experience three muon-catalyzed dd fusion channels. One of the
fusion channels: µ− + d + d→ n + 3He + µ−, with a 2.45 MeV neutron in the final state,
is the major background contribution to the detection of capture neutrons. To suppress
fusion neutron backgrounds, some previous experiments [6] [7] chose a hydrogen target with
a small deuterium concentration. With high density, additional background µ3He capture
would occur. Low density, on the other hand, meant a low capture rate and in addition,
the ratio of the captures on the doublet and quartet states is also unclear. The challenges
of direct detection are sufficiently daunting that no groups have taken this approach for
several decades.
The advantage of direct neutron detection is the modest statistical requirements. Roughy
speaking, the statistical uncertainty is proportional to 1/
√
N . Thus a 1% (4Hz for µ + d
capture rate) statistical error implies a data set with approximately 104 signal events. The
first attempt to measure the capture rate using neutron detection, from more than 40 years
ago was Wang et al [6]. They obtained Λd = 365(96) s
−1. A few years later, Bertin et al.
measured Λd = 445(60) s
−1 [7].4 The last neutron detection measurement was performed by
Cargnelli et al. [8], a Vienna-PSI experiment in the 1980s. They used a deuterium gas tar-
get, and, to suppress the fusion neutron background, they selected capture neutrons above
2.5 MeV energy. However, the background from carbon stops, diffusion, photo neutrons,
etc still exceeded the signal by a factor of 1.4. Their final result on the capture rate is
409(40) s−1, with an error of ± 15 (stat) and ± 20 (sys).
An alternative approach is the so called lifetime technique, which indirectly extracts the
nuclear µd capture rate by measuring the muon disappearance rate. In a deuterium target,
the µ+ disappears only through muon decay, while the µ− disappears through both decay
and capture. Therefore , the µd capture rate can be determined from the difference between
positive and negative muon disappearance rates. In fact, The experiment of Bardin et. al.,
also performed in the 1980s measured the µ + d capture rate using the lifetime technique.
4Their result assumed the measured capture rate is from the pure doublet state, and hence is controversial
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Using a liquid deuterium target to stop the muons, they observed the muon disappearance by
detecting the decay electrons. To prevent captures on the materials of the target enclosure,
they started their lifetime measurement period 1 µs after the incoming muon arrived. With
a high deuterium density, there was a big correction of ∆d = (60 ± 16) s−1 for µ−3He
capture. Furthermore, capture on impurity protium led to a 12 s−1 correction. Their final
result was Λd = 470±29 s−1; the total uncertainty corresponded to ±25(stat) and ±16(sys)
s−1 [9].
As mentioned above, the theoretical determination of the µd capture rate has involved
a series of approaches: standard nuclear physics approach (SNPA), hybrid EFT, pionless
EFT, and full ChPT methods in a rough time order. From the review by L. Marcucci
concerning theoretical prospects on µd capture rate, it seems that there was a puzzling
discrepancy (7 − 10%) on the value of Λd between Ricci et al. (423 ± 7 s−1 from hybrid
EFT) and Marcucci (392± 2.3 s−1 from SNPA). The hybrid EFT result also varies as the
cutoff scale, Λχ, is changed from 500 MeV to 800 MeV. The latest prediction of Λd is 399(3)
s−1, with the nuclear potentials and charge changing current both derived within ChPT. 5
Table 1.1 shows the current situation regarding the experimental and theoretical values
of the µd capture rate Λd. To summarize, different theoretical calculations (with uncertain-
ties estimated to be less than 1%!) more or less agree with each other, with 5% variations
among the different methods. Previous experiments, only marginally consistent, have un-
certainties of 6.2− 10%, with the more accurate experiment deviating from theory by 2.9σ.
Therefore, MuSun (expected to reduce the total error on Λd to 1.5%) is urgently needed
to improve the experimental sensitivity and to shed light on the discrepancies among the
theoretical models.
5This result, by Marcucci and Machleidt, came out in Sep. 2014. From the reference [10], their estimate
of Λd is also slightly different with different value of ann. For ann = −18.95 fm or −16.0 fm, Λd = 399(3)
s−1; for ann = −22.0 fm, Λd = 400(3) s−1; As for ann = +18.22 fm, the result of 275(3) s−1(135(3) s−1 was
obtained when the di-neutron system in the final state is unbound(bound). Furthermore, MuSun precision
has the potential to confirm or exclude the existence of a bound di-neutron state if the measured capture
rate is sufficiently accurate to exclude a capture rate of 410(6) s−1.
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Λd year Method Reference
392.0± 2.3 2011 hybrid EFT Marcucci, Phys. Rev. C83:014002
399± 3 2012 EFT Marcucci, Phys.Rev.Lett. 108, 052502
383.8− 392.4 2012 EFT Adam, Phys.Lett. B709, 93-100
470± 29 1986 Electron Bardin, Nucl. Phys A453, 591-604
409± 40 1989 Neutron Cargnelli
Table 1.1: Recent theoretical and experimental results on the muon-capture rate Λd from
the doublet stat of the µd atom. “Electron” denotes that the capture rate was measured
with the lifetime technique, in contrast with the direct observation of capture neutrons.
1.3 An overview of the MuSun experiment
The MuSun experiment is designed to measure the rate of muon capture on the deuteron
to the much improved precision of 1.5% (6Hz). In order to avoid the uncertainties and
ambiguities encountered by previous experiments, MuSun uses the lifetime technique. One
at a time, muons enter the target - a time projection chamber(TPC) filled with low-density
ultra-pure deuterium gas. Detectors surrounding the TPC are used to measure the times of
the decay electrons. The lifetime histogram is filled with the difference of the muon decay
time, te and the muon entrance time tµ. In principle, the lifetime histogram should follow
a simple exponential,
Nµ−(t) ∝ e−λµ− t (1.5)
where the decay constant corresponds to the muon disappearance rate λµ− .
Ideally,
λµ− = λµ+ + Λd (1.6)
However, in practice, there may be background processes which contribute to (or mimic)
muon disappearance. In mathematical terms,
λµ− = λµ+ + Λd + ∆syst1 + ...+ ∆systn (1.7)
where ∆systn represents the systematic effects such as the corrections for the capture rate
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on µd quartet state, impurity captures, as well as artificial systematic errors generated by
possibly time-dependent cuts. In order to determine Λd with 6 Hz precision, it is crucial
to limit the uncertainty from each systematic correction to be less than 1 Hz, which is
a great challenge. As a first step, the experimental conditions should be optimized. For
example, we chose the optimal TPC temperature at 31 K, pressure at 5.1bar. Under
these conditions, the quartet state will be rapidly depopulated, making transitions to either
doublet state or the dµd state. This will greatly reduce the correction from Λq. Meanwhile,
for a deuterium density of 6% of liquid hydrogen, unlike the liquid deuterium target in
the previous lifetime measurement, the rate of µ3He capture is negligible. It is also worth
mentioning that the walls of the TPC are mostly made of high-Z material such as tungsten,
silver, etc. Since the capture rate approximately proportional to Z4, the muon will be
captured very fast if it stops on these materials. These events would manifest as a high
rate component in the lifetime histogram, which are easy to exclude by delaying the start
of the fitting window by just a few hundred nanoseconds after the muon entrance time.
Statistically, since the muons disappear dominantly through the decay channel, with a rate
of approximately 455 kHz, while the capture rate is approximately 400 Hz, a 6 Hz statistical
error on the capture rate requires a 10 ppm measurement of the muon disappearance rate.
Again, with the simple 1/
√
N model, we have to collect approximately 1010 events. To
satisfy this statistical requirement, MuSun plans to have four production runs, with about
10 weeks for each running period. In order to increase the efficiency of data taking, we take
advantage of the PSI high intensity muon beam, and run in muon-on-request mode (we
only let muon enter the detector when the measurement on the previous muon is finished).
About 60% muons stops in the TPC volume, and 40% in the fiducial volume.
The main challenge of the MuSun analysis is the selection of good muon stops. The
tracking algorithms are designed to distinguish“good” muon stop within the deuterium gas
from “bad” stops elsewhere. We have to make sure that the selection cuts, individually
and combined, will not veto (or select) the events in a time-dependent fashion. As an
example, interference from muon catalyzed fusion can introduce time-dependence into the
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event selection process. But in the end, the three parameter exponential function N(t) =




Several different theoretical approaches, such as SNPA, hybrid EFT, pionless EFT and
ChPT have been used to calculate Λd. In this chapter, I will only focus on the most modern
and self-consistent method - ChPT. Since ChPT is the low-energy effective field theory of
QCD, I will first describe the procedure of constructing the chiral Lagrangian using the QCD
symmetries, followed by details on the derivation of matrix elements and wave functions.
At the end of this chapter, the most recent theoretical result is presented.
2.1 QCD
In the Standard Model, at energy scales larger than ΛQCD, the strong interaction is well-
described by QCD. The degrees of freedom of the Lagrangian are Nf flavors of quarks q
and gluons g. The latter are included in the covariant derivative in the equation below as
well as in the non-abelian field strength tensor Gµν and Nf . The QCD Lagrangian is:
LQCD =
Nf∑




Compared to the hadronic interaction scale of approximately 1 GeV, the mass of the u and
d quarks are relatively small. Therefore it is reasonable to consider the QCD Lagrangian












Here the left-handed and right-handed quark fields are separated and the Lagrangian
possesses the chiral symmetry SU(2)R × SU(2)L. In this case, the 2 is the dimension
of the flavor space. A more complete symmetry group of the massless Lagrangian is
SU(2)R×SU(2)L×U(1)V ×U(1)A, where U(1)V conserves the quark number, while U(1)A
is not a symmetry of the system. (The so-called U(1) anomaly leads to the “strong CP
problem”.)
The quark masses are non-zero, of course, which mixes left and right quark fields and
explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry. However, because the quark masses are much smaller
than the energy scale of most hadronic processes, the effect of the quark masses can largely
be neglected.
Aside from the explicit chiral symmetry breaking, the ground state of the QCD La-
grangian also doesn’t carry the chiral symmetry. To be more specific, the non-zero quark
condensate spontaneously breaks the axial symmetry, so the chiral symmetry SU(2)R ×
SU(2)L = SU(2)V × SU(2)A breaks down to SU(2)V (isospin symmetry). For example,
without spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (SCSB) in QCD, it’s hard to explain why
the negative parity ρ meson comes in three charged states, all without a positive parity
partner.
The unbroken generators of the theory annihilate the vacuum. The broken generators:
QAi =
∫
d3xq†γ5 τi2 q (where i indexes the three SU(2) group generators) produce the so-
called Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken chiral theory. These are the isotriplet
of pseudoscalar mesons, the pions. Their relatively small mass can be traced to the small
but non-vanishing masses of the u and d quarks. 1
Due to the gluon self-interaction in the QCD Lagrangian, the β-function is negative, that
is, as the energy scale of the interaction increases, the strength of the coupling decreases, a
property known as asymptotic freedom. QCD is safely perturbative only when the energy
scale is bigger than 5 GeV (see section 1.1).
1If we consider the light quark sector u,d,s, there are 8 pseudo scalar Goldstone bosons, identified as pi+,
pi−,pi0,η,K+,K−,K0,K¯0
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Figure 2.1: A summary of classical symmetries of QCD and their quantum fate, from The
Origin of Mass in QCD. Figure credit: from reference [11].
2.2 Effective field theory (EFT)
Effective field theory is a general and practical framework for addressing the effect of ultravi-
olet (UV) divergences on low energy processes. The basic insight, based on the renormaliza-
tion group, is that the UV physics does not directly affect the qualitative features of infrared
(IR) physics. The effective Lagrangian is constructed with particles whose masses are much
less than the UV (cutoff) energy scale. Moreover, the effective Lagrangian should inherit
all the symmetries of the UV theory. With these two basic rules, the heavy particles in the
UV theory are integrated out and the complicated structure of interactions among these
particles is characterized by effective vertices. The cutoff mass M , represents the boundary
between the degrees of freedom of the effective Lagrangian and the (presumably unknown)
physics at higher energies. The non-renormalizable operators of the effective theory can
be characterized as an expansion in powers of k/M , where k is the momentum transfer in
the interaction. Now, the effective field theory becomes perturbative if k/M  1, which
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is exactly what we need in the low energy regime. In order to actually use the effective
field theory to estimate the cross-section of a particular physics process, the only missing
pieces are coupling constants for the non-renomalizable terms, the so-called low energy con-
stants (LECs). In principle, these LECs could be derived from the UV theory. However in
practice, that calculation is either prohibitively difficult (as in QCD), or the high energy
physics simply isn’t known.2 Therefore, the LECs in the effective field theory are mostly
determined from direct experimental measurement.
2.3 Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT)
2.3.1 Chiral Lagrangian
ChPT is the EFT of QCD in the energy range below 1 GeV. With the symmetries (and
broken symmetries) and basic ideas of EFTs in hand, we should be able to write down the
general form of the effective chiral Lagrangian. The degrees of freedom are the nucleons and
Goldstone bosons. The effective Lagrangian should be invariant under SU(2)R×SU(2)L×
U(1)V transformation with the chiral limit of 2 flavors, and the ground state is only invariant
under SU(2)V × U(1)V transformation. The Lagrangian is arranged as an expansion in
powers of Q/Λχ where Q is the momentum transfer of the process. The general effective
Lagrangian should include the following terms:
Leff = Lpipi + LpiN + LNN ..., (2.3)
where Lpipi describes interactions among the pions and LpiN describes pion-nucleon inter-
actions. Since the pion has negative parity, but the Lagrangian is parity invariant, the
operators in Lpipi should have an even number of derivatives or pion mass terms. The typi-
cal choice of representation of SU(2) matrix U, which is used to collect pions to construct
2Some of the UV theory is non-renormalizable, even number of the short distance interactions are finite
in the reducible set, the calculation of the matrix elements get complicate very fast with higher order
contribution.
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where τ represents the Pauli matrices, and pi is a triplet isovector of pions. To leading order,






µU † +m2pi(U + U
†)], 3 (2.5)
Under chiral rotation, the U fields transformation is given by: U → RUL† and ∂U →
R∂UL†, where R and L are the elements of SU(2)R and SU(2)L.
The leading order pion-nucleon interaction can be written as:
LpiN = Ψ¯(iγµDµ −MN + gA
2
γµγ5uµ)Ψ (2.6)
Here Ψ is the nucleon field, and MN is the nucleon mass. The chiral covariant derivative
Dµ = ∂µ + Γµ is introduced in an analogy to a gauged symmetry so that the operator as
invariant under chiral transformations. The first term represents the vector current which
couples an even number of pions with the nucleon. The last term is the axial-vector current,












It is worth mentioning that the axial-vector coupling constant gA(q
2 = 0) = 1.2695(29),
measured from neutron β decay, is a fundamental constant in the ChPT. To write the
leading order pion-nucleon Lagrangian explicitly:
L(1)piN = Ψ¯(iγµ∂µ −MN −
1
4f2pi
γµτ · (pi × ∂µpi)− gA
2fpi
γµγ5τ · ∂µpi + ...)Ψ (2.8)
.
3Goldstone bosons can interact only when they carry momentum, the interaction between pions comes
in powers of ∂µU reference [12] page 8.
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2.3.2 Heavy baryon ChPT
There are two problems in the above relativistic chiral Lagrangian: the baryon mass term
MΨ¯Ψ breaks the chiral symmetry but does not disappear in the chiral limit; the ∂tΨ
generates a factor of unclean energy, E, which is large compared to Λχ and therefore non-
perturbative. The solution solved by Jenkins and Manohar [13] is to treat baryons as
heavy static sources such that the momentum transfer between baryons by pion exchange
is small compared to the baryon mass. In this framework, known as heavy baryon chiral
perturbation theory (HBChPT), the heavy nucleon fields N and h (where Ψ = e−Mv·x(N +
h)) are introduced into the HB chiral Lagrangian. When the covariant derivative acts on
field N, the kinematical dependence on the baryon mass is eliminated. So the leading order
in this relativistic chiral Lagrangian (equation 2.6) now becomes




The higher-order terms involve many more operators. Some of these terms have coupling
constants fixed from lower order terms (such as the loop diagrams), and the rest of the
operators in the same order require new LECs, which have to be determined experimentally.
All of these terms should obey chiral symmetry, Lorentz invariance, parity conservation, etc.
The third type of term in the effective Lagrangian is the nucleon-nucleon interaction
LNN . In organizing the terms by decreasing significance, not only do we count the number
of derivatives or pion mass terms, in the interactions among nucleons we must also consider
the number of nucleon fields.
2.3.3 Power counting
As mentioned before, the effective chiral Lagrangian is expanded in powers of (Q/Λχ), where
Q is the small external momentum and Λχ ∼ 1 GeV is the chiral symmetry breaking scale.
Because of the small value of Q/Λχ, higher order terms contribute less to the interaction.
Following a naive dimensional analysis, a nucleon propagator has units of Q−1, a pion
propagator Q−2, each derivative Q, and each four-momentum interaction Q4. The order
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of a vertex in the effective Lagrangian is often characterized by the index ∆ = d + n2 − 2,
where d is the number of derivatives or pion mass terms, and n is the number of nucleon
fields. For example, the leading order (LO) vertex shown in the first row in Figure 2.2, the
contact term (left) has 4 nucleon fields, no pion field, therefore ∆ = 0. Weinberg’s power
counting scheme gives the power of a term in the expansion as




where A is the number of nucleons, C is the number of separately connected pieces and L
is the number of loops in the diagram, ∆i is the previously defined chiral index of the ith
vertex. In order to solve the divergence problem for the terms involving 3 or more nucleons,
the definition ν = νW +3A−6 is often adopted. For the irreducible two-nucleon interactions
(A = 2, C = 1), the power formula can be expressed as ν = 2L+
∑
i ∆i.
With these power counting rules, Figure 2.2 shows the diagrams of up to N3LO involving
2, 3, and 4 nucleon forces. For example, for the middle graph in the first row of NLO, the
two vertices have chiral index 1, there are four nucleon fields, 1 connected piece, and 1
loop, therefore, the Weinberg’s power index is 2. In summary, there exist only a finite
number of graphs at each given order ν. Terms of order (Q/Λχ)
ν+1 provide an estimate on
the accuracy of an expansion to order ν. Thus, if all the required LECs are available, the
theory can be calculated to any desired accuracy and has predictive power.
2.3.4 Extracting dR from ChPT
So far, only the most basic concepts of ChPT have been described, and the Lagrangian
above doesn’t include any external fields. However, processes which are phenomenologically
interesting, such as electroweak transitions in light nuclei (including processes like hep, pp
fusion, mu-d capture, νd scattering, etc.) all include external fields. A rate or cross section
measurement calculation within the ChPT that is consistent with the experimental result
provides a nice confirmation of the framework. However with external fields, the vertex
power counting index needs to be modified to ∆ = d + e + n2 − 2, where e is the number
external fields, while the formula for chiral index ν remains the same.
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchy of nuclear forces in ChPT. Solid lines represent nucleons and dashed
lines pions. Small dots, large solid dots, solid squares, and solid diamonds denote vertices
of index = 0, 1, 2, and 4, respectively. This figure is from Fig.1 of reference [12].
Electroweak transition operators consist of six terms: the charge and current operators
of EM, weak axial and weak vector. Reference [3] gives a very nice summary of the operators
of the weak current at each order; see table 2.1. In general, two elements are needed in
order to use ChPT to predict the cross-section of certain processes: the operators allowed
by the symmetries and the coupling constants. Here I focus on the axial current as an
example. More detailed information about the weak vector and EM operators can be found
in reference [3] and [14].


















2) and GP (q
2) are the axial vector and induced pseudo-scalar form factors. The pseu-
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Jµ ν = 0 ν = 1 ν = 2 ν = 3 ν = 4
A 1B - 1B-RC 2B 1B-RC, 2B-1L, 3B
A0 - 1B 2B 1B-RC 1B-RC, 2B-1L
V - 1B 2B 1B-RC 1B-RC, 2B-1L
V 0 1B - - 2B 1B-RC, 2B-1L, and 3B
Table 2.1: Contributions from each type of current at q=0. The entry of “-” indicates no
contribution. “1B-RC” stands for relativistic corrections to the one-body operators, and
“2B-1L” for one-loop two-body contributions including counter-term contributions [3] page
4.
Figure 2.3: A one-pion pole (a) responsible for Aa(1pi), and a short-range contribution
diagram (b) responsible for Aa(2pi). The solid circles include counter term insertions and
loop corrections. The wavy line stands for the external field (current) and the dashed line
for the pion.
doscalar coupling constant GP was measured in the MuCap experiment. For two-body
operators, such as a proton and neutron in the initial state, the Gamow-Teller operators





Aa2B(1pi) represents the one-pion pole and A
a
2B(2pi) is the remaining short-range part. The
tree level diagrams are shown Fig. 2.3 (one pion-exchange and contact) with the νi = 1
vertex. The explicit form of the Aν32B(1pi) and A
ν3
2B(2pi) terms are given in reference [3].
The Aν32B(1pi) current involves LECs c3,c4,c6, which were fixed by piN scattering data.
The LECs in the contact term, d1 and d2, remain unfixed, but luckily the combination of










4 turns out to be the only relevant unfixed
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Figure 2.4: One-pion exchange plus NN contact, and NNN contact terms entering the three-
nucleon potential at N3LO, and the NN contact term coupling with weak current. Figure
from reference [10].
LEC up to N3LO in the two-body axial current. As mentioned in Chapter 1, dR enters into
the Gamow-Teller matrix elements that are featured in pp fusion, tritium β decay, the hep
process, µ − d capture, ν − d scattering, etc. Therefore, if the value of dR is fixed using
one of the above processes, a model-free prediction for the GT matrix elements of the other
processes could be made.
Due to the unavailability of experimental data from the two-nucleon process, dR is
currently determined from tritium β-decay in the three-nucleon sector. dR is related to the











where gA is the single-nucleon axial coupling constant, the cutoff energy Λ was taken as
500 and 600 MeV in reference [10] when determining dR. LECs {cD, cE} are determined
by fitting the experimental binding energies for A=3: BE(3H) = 8.475 MeV and BE(3He)
= 7.725 MeV. The resulting trajectories are shown in Fig. 2.5. Each cD − cE pair from
the graph is used to calculate the axial current Gamow-Teller matrix element of tritium β
decay (GT TH). Compared with GTEXP = 0.955 ± 0.004, when GT TH = GTEXP within
the experimental error, cD ∈ [−0.20,−0.04], cE ∈ [−0.208,−0.184] for Λ = 500 MeV, and
cD ∈ [−0.32,−0.19], cE ∈ [−0.857,−0.833] for Λ = 600 MeV. The result from Reference
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Figure 2.5: cD − cE trajectories fitted to reproduce the experimental 3H and 3He binding
energies.
[15] is dR = 0.97(7) at Λ = 500 MeV, and dR = 1.75(8) when Λ = 600 MeV. The uncertainty
comes mainly from the experimental error on GTEXP . Reference [3] has slightly different
values of dR, but agrees with [15] within the stated error bar.
2.3.5 From dR to Λd
This section describes the procedure for estimating the rate of the muon capture process









σ(x) are the leptonic and hadronic current. The transition amplitude can be
written as:
TW (f, fz; s1, s2, hν) ≡
〈














Figure 2.6: Best theoretical fit of cD to experimental Gamow-Teller matrix element of
tritium decay at both 500 MeV and 600 MeV.
where f is the total initial spin, taken as 1/2 for the µd doublet state; p is the nn rela-
tive momentum; hν is the helicity of the neutrino. The leptonic current takes the simple
Standard Model form
lσ(hν , sµ) ≡ u¯(kν , hν)γσ(1− γ5)u(kµ, sµ) (2.15)
and the hadronic current jσ is the difficult part.














2 − 4m2n − 4p2
2(mµ +md)
(2.17)
The total capture rate ΓD is obtained by integrating the differential cross section for each
partial wave, which will be shown in table 2.3.
The problem can be broken into two pieces: (1) Determine the wave function Ψp,s1,s2(nn)
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{cD, cE } g4S g4V
Λ = 500 MeV {-0.20, -0.208} 0.207 ±0.007 0.765 ±0.004
{-0.04, -0.184} 0.200 ±0.007 0.771 ±0.004
Λ = 600 MeV {-0.32, -0.857} 0.146 ±0.008 0.585 ±0.004
{-0.19, -0.833} 0.145 ±0.008 0.590 ±0.004
Table 2.2: The LECs cD, cE from the NNN potential, and g4S and g4V associated with the
isoscalar and isovector NN contact terms in the EM current for Λ = 500 MeV and 600 MeV.
and Ψd(sd), both of which are part of the more general NN potential problem. (2) Calculate
the hadronic current jσ.
The NN potential (references [16] and [12] ) has been calculated up to order (Q/Λ)4
in the the chiral expansion. Note that in Fig 2.2, there are LO, NLO, N2LO vertices in
the piN chiral Lagrangian, and contact terms. The LECs involved in those diagrams were
constrained by fits to NN scattering data.
The hadronic part of the weak charge and current consists of scalar/vector and pseu-
doscalar/axial pieces. The previous sections showed the example of the two-body axial
current in N3LO where the only undetermined LEC, dR, is fixed by fitting tritium β decay.
The two-body vector current has been derived up to N3LO in reference [17] with contribu-
tions from soft OPE (one pion exchange), vertex correction to the OPE, TPE (three pion
exchange), and contact terms. In this reference, two LECs, g4S and g4V , associated with
the isoscalar and isovector contact terms in the EM current, were fixed by reproducing the
experimental values of the triton and 3He magnetic moments.
Table 2.2 summarizes the values of LECs needed for calculating the weak current, and
table 2.3 presents the most recent result for µ − d capture rate from reference [18] in
the full ChPT framework. Theoretical errors arise from the fitting procedure, primarily
due to the experimental error on GTEXP . In this reference, the final result is quoted as
ΓD = 399(3)s








Λ = 500 MeV 254.4 ±0.9 20.5 46.8 72.1 4.5 0.9 399.2 ±0.9
Λ = 600 MeV 255.2 ±1.0 20.3 46.6 71.6 4.5 0.9 399.1 ±1.0
Table 2.3: Total rates for muon capture on deuteron in sec−1, corresponding to Λ = 500




The most recent theoretical result on Λd, with uncertainty less than 1%, was presented in
the previous chapter. The final goal of MuSun is to reach an error of 1.5%. In order to
achieve this precision, several practical challenges need to be overcome:
• The difficulties of direct neutron detection requires alternative observables.
• Complicated muon kinetics in the deuterium target.
• Muon captures on impurities in the deuterium gas and other high-Z materials.
In this chapter, I will address each of the obstacles listed above and outline the strategy for
reducing the systematic and statistical uncertainties.
3.1 Observables and Lifetime technique
The products of process 1.1 are a muon neutrino and two neutrons. The natural thought
for measuring the capture rate would be the direct detection of the neutrons. However, as
mentioned in section 1.2.3, direct neutron detection has many disadvantages, and indeed
several experimental attempts to measure Λd by direct detection have large systematic
uncertainties. To reduce the systematic uncertainty, instead of direct neutron detection,
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MuSun measures muon disappearance in a very pure deuterium target. Surrounded by a
deuterium environment, negative muons disappear through both muon decay and µ − d
capture. Positive muons disappear only through muon decay. Therefore, the µ− d capture
rate will be the difference between the µ− and µ+ disappearance rates. (We assume that
the free decay rates of negative and positive muons are the same.)
Λd = λ
−
µ − λ+µ (3.1)
This is the so-called lifetime technique, which was also adopted by the MuCap collaboration
for their measurement of muon capture on protium. The main observables of the lifetime
technique are the muon arrival time tµ− and decay electron time te− . The time difference
between the two should follow an exponential decay with a decay constant characterized by
the total disappearance rate. The capture rate can be extracted (according to equation 3.1)
after the disappearance rate has been measured. In principle, the error on the MuSun result
arises from measurement errors on both the µ+ and µ− disappearance rates. In practice, we
adopted the µ+ disappearance rate measurement from the MuLan experiment, which holds
the highest precision for the free muon decay rate (1ppm measurement). Since δµ+  δµ−
(δ is the uncertainty of the measurement), the uncertainty on ΛD is dominated by δµ− .
Although the difficulties of neutron detection are not an issue in a muon disappearance
measurement, the statistical requirements are much greater. A 6 Hz uncertainty on a rate
which is approximately 455 kHz implies a fractional uncertainty of 10 ppm. And, following
the 1/
√
N rule, 10 ppm uncertainty requires a data sample of more than 1010 events.
Ambiguities of captures from two muonic atom hyperfine states and muon catalyzed
fusion still persist in the lifetime technique. However, in the next section, it will be shown
that by controlling the density and temperature of deuterium gas, these ambiguities will be
greatly reduced.
MuSun focuses the measurement only on the µddoublet state, because Λdoublet (∼ 400
s−1)  Λquartet (∼12 s−1). From a theoretical point of view, the two rates are of equal
value but because the doublet rate is so much greater, it’s much easier to reach the same
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fractional precision.
3.2 Muon Kinetics and the optimization of TPC running
conditions
In order to measure the µ − d capture rate, we first need to stop the muon inside of the
deuterium target. We use a time projection chamber (TPC) filled with ultra-pure deuterium
gas as an active target to stop the muons. In this section, I will explain in detail the physical
processes undergone by a stopping muon: the stopping process itself and atomic capture,
decay in orbit (DIO) and nuclear capture, and finally muon catalyzed fusion (µCF) and
recycling. The temperature and pressure of the TPC are chosen so as to maximize the
doublet population while minimizing the quartet population, as well as the rate of µCF.
3.2.1 Muon stops and atomic capture
A 40 MeV/c negative muon beam traveling in matter loses its kinetic energy through mul-
tiple scattering and ionization. 1 Once the muon kinetic energy is reduced to 10-20 eV,
enough to break the molecular bond between deuterons in a D2 molecule
2, the muon ef-
fectively ejects an orbital electron in one of the deuterium atoms and forms a µ − d atom
in a highly-excited state. To kick off the 1S orbital electron with 13.4 eV binding energy,
the initial state of the muon is in a high atomic orbital such that n ≤ √Mµ/Me ≈ 14.
The muonic deuteron atom then de-excites to the 1S ground state via a cascade of various
processes:
(i) Radiative decay by emitting photons (the dominant process): (µ−d)n → (µ−d)n′ + γ.
(ii) Coulombic de-excitation: (µ−d)i + d → (µ−d)f + d′ , (i > f), which dominates over
Auger emission for n > 10.
(iii) Auger emission : (µ−d)n +D → (µ−d)n′ +D+ + e−.
1In MuSun, the initial energy of the muon beam is in the range of 5-20 MeV. Energy loss through
radioactive processes such as bremsstrahlung, pair production, and photo nuclear interactions is negligible.
2From reference [20], bond dissociation energy (439.53 - 443.34) kJ/mol at temperature (0-298) K is
about 4.56 eV/molecule
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Figure 3.1: History of energetically introduced negative muon in condensed matter; en-
ergy loss and depolarization mechanisms. From figure 3.2 in the book Introductory Muon
Science [19].
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According to the MuSun GEANT4 simulation, the stopping time in our TPC for a
10 MeV muon is approximately 5 ns. The atomic capture, followed by the cascade of
processes as the muon makes its way to the atomic ground state, takes place in a few
picoseconds. Both stopping and de-excitation take place on time scales far shorter than the
muon lifetime (2.2 µs). Therefore most muons in the TPC appear in the muonic atoms.
Another point worth noting is the polarization of the µ− during de-acceleration, atomic
capture and cascade processes. The PSI beam line provides a highly polarized beam. Once
the muonic atom is formed, the µ− polarization experiences a significant reduction. 3 The











where J± = l ± 12 . Because of the spin flip caused by the hyperfine interaction between
muon and nuclear spins, the cascade further reduces the muon polarization. At the end of









where I is the nuclear spin. So for the µ-d atomic ground state, the muon’s polarization is
less than 10%.
Because the muon has spin 1/2 and the deuteron has spin 1, the µ-d atom has either a
spin of 3/2 (the quartet state with mZ = ±32 ,±12) or 1/2 (the doublet state with mZ = ±12).
Because the energies of the two hyperfine states are very similar and their difference is very
small in comparison to that of typical atomic processes, the relative initial population of
the two is given by the ratio Nq : Nd = 2 : 1, reflecting their degeneracy. With
Equartet − Edoublet = ∆E = 0.0485 eV (3.5)
3The final state of the atomic capture process is a state with fine-structure splitting due to spin-orbit
interactions so the µ− atomic capture process is spin dependent.
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Figure 3.2: Temperature dependence of the qd transition rate. From reference [21].
muons in the quartet state tend to transfer to the lower energy doublet state. Following
the cascade, thermal processes create transitions between the two states. On the one hand,
the (density-normalized) rate for quartet to doublet transitions is very fast - about 35 ×106
s−1 (as shown in figure 3.2). On the other hand, the doublet to quartet rate can be
expressed as λdq ∼ q1−qe
∆E
kT , where q = 2/3 is the initial fraction of the quartet state. At
low temperatures, the d→ q transition rate is nearly 0. Therefore to maximize the fraction
of muons in the doublet state, the TPC is kept at cryogenic temperatures. Additionally,
the transition rate also scales with deuterium gas density. So to speed up the depopulation
of the quartet states, larger density is preferred.
3.2.2 Muon decay in orbit and nuclear capture from hyperfine states
The free muon decay process:












with I(x) = 1− 8x− 12x2 lnx+ 8x3 − x4 and x = 2Ee/m2 .
To account for the binding energy of the muonic atom, a mass correction should be
applied to the free muon decay rate: m5µ → (mµ−∆Eb)5, with ∆Eb ' Z2α2mµ/2 ∼ 2.7 keV.
(∆Eb is the binding energy of the muonic atom). In the 1S state, the relative correction
to the muon decay rate due to decay in orbit is ∆λ/λ ' 1 − (1 − α22 )5 ' 1.3 × 10−4.
Furthermore, due to the nuclear recoil, muon decay from the bound state also modifies the
Michel electron energy spectrum. This phenomenon is the biggest contribution to the µ to
e conversion background. However, because the deuteron mass is much larger than that of
the electron and because of the limited energy resolution of our TPC, the nuclear recoil is
not visible.
Other than DIO, muon nuclear capture is the only other process that contributes to
the muon disappearance rate. In general, the nuclear capture on different nuclei produces
emission of different particles:
µ− + Z → Z ′ + νµ + xn+ yp+ zα+ ... (3.8)
The capture rate is proportional to the spatial density of the µ− at the nucleus [1/R]3
(proportional to Z3) as well as to the atomic number of the nucleus (proportional to Z),
and therefore roughly follows the Z4 law, although the deviation from the Z4 dependence
becomes large for higher Z elements.
As mentioned previously, the rate of muon capture on the deuteron from the quartet
state is much smaller than from the doublet state. This is because the relative chirality of
the muon and deuteron configuration, following the V-A structure of the weak interaction,
greatly suppresses muon capture in the quartet state.
3.2.3 Muon catalyzed fusion (µCF )
Nuclear fusion can take place when two nuclei are separated by less than the range of the
nuclear interaction rn (∼ 10−15 m). To overcome the coulomb barrier, considerable kinetic
energy is required. If that energy is to be supplied by a thermal bath (such as in a star) the
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bath must be very hot indeed: kT≥ e2/rn implies that the temperature T be approximately
equal to 109 K.
Muon catalyzed fusion can take place at low temperature [22]. Because the muon is
200 times more massive than the electron, the radius of the muonic atom is approximately
200 times smaller than that of ordinary deuterium. The muon greatly reduces the large
coulomb barrier between two nuclei when another atom approaches the muonic atom. In
this case, the muon serves as a bond shared between two nuclear ions.
In MuSun, the relevant µCF processes are the dµd formation and dd fusions.
(dµ) +D2 → [(ddµ)de]+ + e− (3.9)
ddµ→

3He(0.82MeV) + n(2.45MeV) + µ
µ3He(0.8MeV) + n(2.47MeV)
t(1.01MeV) + p(3.02MeV) + µ
(3.10)
The molecular dµd formation is spin and temperature dependent. As shown in Figure
3.3, the dµd formation rate from the quartet state is much larger than that from the dou-
blet state at low temperature, but comparable when T is higher than room temperature.
This temperature dependence of molecular formation provides another important path for
depopulating the quartet state 4 and increasing the population of µd doublet states. Ad-
ditionally, the formation rate is also proportional to the deuterium gas density. This gives
us an extra handle to control the number of events in the µCF background (low density is
preferred to reduce the µCF background).
There are 5 possible dµd bound states, characterized by the rotational (J) and vibra-
tional (v) quantum numbers. ( (J,v) = (1,1), (0,1), (2, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0)). The loosely bound
J=v=1 is the resonant state, which has binding energy ∼ 2 eV. The dµd formation is also
accompanied by the back-decay process: [(ddµ)dee]∗ → (µd) + D2. The rates presented
here are the effective rates after considering the back-decay.
4Recall, the fastest channel to depopulate quartet state is through hyperfine transition
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Figure 3.3: Molecular dµd formation rates λq (from quartet state) and λd (from doublet
state).
Once the dµd molecule is formed, the fusion happens immediately (on a time scale of
nanoseconds). Most (90%) of the fusion reactions take place from the resonant (1,1) states,
and 10%, after de-excitation, from the (1,0) state. A temperature-dependent asymmetry
is observed for the branching ratio between the two fusion channels: at room temperature
(300K), R = N(3He+ n)/N(t+ p) = 1.44; at T less than 50 K, R is around 1.05 [23].
Another interesting feature of the fusion processes is that the muon can stick to the
3He (thus forming another muonic atom) and then undergo nuclear capture. This sticking
phenomenon is also known as the main limitation of the practical use of muon catalyzed
fusion. The sticking probability in the 3He + n channel is measured as ∼ 12%. It is not
difficult to estimate the correction on the muon disappearance rate from µ3He capture. At
the MuSun running conditions (shown in the next section), about 3% of the muons undergo
µCF in the 3He and neutron channel. In 12% of these fusion events, the muon sticks to the








] ∗ (λµ+ + Λd)2 ' 6.5 s−1 (3.11)
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where q = 12% * 3%, is the fraction of µHe final states. Since the dµd formation rate is
temperature and density dependent, we can control the fraction of the muons in the He+n
fusion channel. Moreover, by measuring the time spectrum of fusion neutrons we can make
an accurate correction for µHe capture.
The muon is a spectator through the µCF process. After the dd fusion, the muon is
usually released with a small kinetic energy, and quickly rebinds to a deuteron. Once again
the initial quartet to doublet population ratio is 2:1. This muon recycling has a small but
noticeable dependence on the deuterium density. Although muon recycling repopulates the
quartet state, because most of the fusion events come from the quartet state anyway, µCF
and recycling ultimately depopulate the quartet state.
In principle, µCF processes do not make muons disappear. Since the time muons spend
in the molecular state is typically less than 1 ns, the effect on the decay rate from this
bound state is negligible. However, the dd fusion channels produce charged particles such
as protons, tritons and 3Hes. These particles carry enough energy to leave signals in the
TPC. For example, the range of 3He is about 0.2 mm, and the proton can travel as far as
17 mm. These features of µCF lead to some advantages and disadvantages for MuSun.
There are two advantages of the dd fusion: (1) Approximately half of the fusion events
produce a very localized, mono-energetic 3He signal, which can be used for TPC energy
calibration. The same signal proved very helpful for the run 6 impurity study. (2) These
same events produce fusion neutrons. The time structure of 2.45 MeV fusion neutrons gives
us a handle for estimating the population of the quartet and doublet µd states, and hence
provide a monitor of the µd quartet state’s depopulation.
On the other hand, µCF also introduces an unique and dangerous type two systematic
error in MuSun - the so-called fusion interference. The fusion signals interfere with the
muon signals and thus affect the definition of the muon stop location. The particular
details of fusion interference depend on the tracking algorithm. Moreover, because the time
distribution of fusion events is different from that of muon decays, the misidentification
of the muon stopping position can create a time-dependent migration of events across the
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Figure 3.4: Full muon kinetics in pure D2 gas.
fiducial volume boundary - a very serious systematic error for the lifetime measurement. A
detailed discussion of fusion interference is presented in Chapter 6.
3.2.4 MuSun full kinematics and TPC conditions
The previous sections of this chapter described the individual processes undergone by the
stopping muons. We now put the pieces together and describe the full muon kinetics, shown
in Fig. 3.4. Keep in mind that in order to make an unambiguous measurement of Λd, we
want to maximize the population of the doublet state and minimize the population of all
the other states. The main tools available for controlling the transitions between states,
and their populations, are temperature and density. Lower temperature favors the rapid
depopulation of the quartet state: by direct transitions to the double state and by dµd
formation, followed by muon recycling.
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Figure 3.5: Table of rates for all the muon kinetic processes in pure D2 gas at the liquid
hydrogen density (LHD). Table from reference [1]
Two temperature dependent processes: transitions between the two µd hyperfine states
(Figure 3.2); dµd formation from the two hyperfine states (Figure 3.3). These four rates
(Λdq,Λqd, λq, λd) are also proportional to the deuterium density φ, which is expressed rela-
tive to liquid hydrogen density (N = 4.25 × 1022 atoms/cm3 ). Before choosing the optimal
temperature and density, let us first gain some analytical intuition about the time distribu-
tions of different states.
Muons in the MuSun TPC spend most of their time in one of the following atomic bound
states: µd quartet, µd doublet, and µ3He. We define the survival fraction of these three
states at a given time t as Nq(t), Nd(t), NHe(t) with the initial condition (q, 1-q, 0). The




=[−λ+µ − Λq − φλqd − φλq(1− q(1− ω))]Nq(t)
+ [φλdq + φλdq(1− ω)]Nd(t)
dNd(t)
dt
=[φλqd + φλq(1− q)(1− ω)]Nq(t)
+ [−λ+µ − Λd − φλdq − φλd(1− (1− q)(1− ω))]Nd(t)
dNHe(t)
dt
=φλqωNq(t) + φλdωNd(t) + (−λ+µ − ΛHe)NHe(t)
(3.12)
The analytical solutions for equations 3.12 are :
Nq(t) =
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A = −λ+µ − Λq − φλqd − φλq(1− q(1− ω))
B = φλdq + φλdq(1− ω)
C = φλqd + φλq(1− q)(1− ω)
D = −λ+µ − Λd − φλdq − φλd(1− (1− q)(1− ω))
(3.14)
As an example, we can substitute the rates from table in Figure 3.5 at 30K, and φ = 0.065.
The numerical expressions for the quartet and doublet state time distributions now become
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Figure 3.6: Time distribution of quartet, doublet, and µ3He states at T=30K, and φ =








With solutions for Nq(t) and Nd(t), we can also solve the differential equation for µ
3He
(third equation in Eq. 3.12). The numerical result is:
NHe(t) = e
−2.95931×106t(−0.0042357− 0.139067e2.50192×106t + 0.143303e2.50351×106t) (3.16)
A plot of the population of the three states vs. time appears in Fig. 3.6.
In MuSun the main observable, used to fill the lifetime histograms, is the decay electrons.
These electrons are produced by muon decay from the quartet, doublet and µ3He states.6
5time unit is s−1
6Again, since muons spend less than a ns in the dµd molecule, we ignore this state.
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Figure 3.7: Decay electron time distribution considering the full kinetics, the simple expo-
nential fit function, and the difference between the two.
We can also write down an expression for the time distribution of the decay electrons:
dNel(t)
dt
= λµ+(Nq(t) +Nd(t) +NHe(t))
= λµ+ [1.13917e
−455798t − 1.0625× 10−4e−2.95931×106t − 0.139067e−457386t]
(3.17)
Because of the complicated muon kinetics, the full analytical solution of the decay electron
time distribution is close but not quite proportional to an exponential function with the
decay rate λµ+ + Λd. Figure 3.7 shows the analytical solution for the decay electron
time distribution from equation 3.17, the simple one-exponential function with the decay
constant λµ+ + Λd, and the difference between the two.
Finally, with the explicit solution of the differential equation, we are able to choose the
optimal temperature and density to maximize the µd doublet population. As mentioned
before, low temperature speeds up the quartet to doublet transition process, flushes muons
from the quartet to the dµd molecular state but quenches molecular formation from the
doublet state - low temperature is therefore preferable to room temperature.
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Additionally, cryogenic conditions allow for a density which is five times greater than
that at room temperature, which further reduces the population of the quartet state. Higher
density also provides stronger stopping power ( −dE/dX is proportional to the density ρ)
so that we will have a more longitudinally focused muon stop distribution. Tightening up
the stopping distribution is crucial for controlling the systematic uncertainty, as will be
shown in the analysis chapter. However, the choice of density is less obvious than that
of temperature. Arguments supporting the choice of high density were presented above.
Lower density is preferred for the following reasons: (1) The correction from µ3He capture
is smaller lower density. This is the main reason we choose a gas target rather than a
liquid target. 7 (2) Collecting the signal at large density requires a higher cathode to
anode voltage. (3) Smaller density avoids the potential condensation of deuterium gas at
low temperature. (4) A smaller density decreases the multiple scattering of stopping muons
and decay electron. All these factors need to be taken into consideration when choosing the
optimal density. Comparison studies showed (see Figure 3.8) T∼ 30K, φ ∼ 0.05 is close
to the optimal running condition. For the 2013 production run, T = 31 K, and φ = 0.065
were chosen.
3.3 Impurities and high-Z capture
3.3.1 Gas impurities N2, O2, isotope impurity
Another important systematic uncertainty arises from muon capture on gas impurities, in
particular N2 and O2. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, the binding energy of the muonic
atom is proportional to Z2: if the µd atom is close to a heavier Z element, the muon will
quickly jump from the deuteron to the heavier atom and form a µZ atom. Here we focus
the discussion on N2, which is our main impurity concern.
The effect of impurity captures is set by the rate of two processes: the transfer of the
muon from µd to µN and the rate of nuclear µ − N capture. Following the logic of the
7µHe capture made a big contribution to the systematic error in the most recent liquid D2 target exper-
iment.
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Figure 3.8: Time distributions of relevant states (blue= µd, red= µdd, black = µdq, green
= µ3He) for different deuterium densities φ and temperatures T. The bottom right panel
illustrates the preferred running conditions for the MuSun experiment.
previous section, we can write down the differential equations. 8
dD(t)
dt
= [−λµ+ − Λd − cNλdNφ]D(t)
dN(t)
dt
= [−λµ+ − ΛN ]N(t) + cNλdNφD(t)
dNel(t)
dt
= λµ+ [D(t) +N(t)]
(3.18)
where D(t), N(t) are the µd and µN populations; cN is the nitrogen concentration, λdN
is the transfer rate from µd to µN . The analytical solution for the decay electron time
8Here, we simplify the differential equation for µd by only considering the muon decay and capture on
the deuteron from the doublet state.
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Figure 3.9: N2 impurity effect on the electron lifetime, for cN concentrations = 2 ppm,
200 ppb, 20 ppb and 2 ppb. The Y axis is the difference between the analytical solution
with N2 impurity from equation 3.19 and the simple exponential function with decay
constant λµ+ + Λd normalized by the exponential function. The deuterium gas density that
is used to make these plots is φ = 6% of LHD.
distribution is:
el(t) =
λµ+ [(−ΛN + Λd)e−(Λd+λµ++cNλdNφ)t + cNλdNφe−(ΛN+λµ+ )t]
−ΛN + Λd + cNλdNφ (3.19)
From reference [24], the transfer rate ΛdN , normalized to LHD, is 1.45×1011 s−1 and capture
rate ΛN is 66000 s
−1. Now with the above analytical solution, we can vary the N2 concen-
tration cN and see the deviation of equation 3.19 from the simple one-exponential function
with decay constant λµ+ + Λd. Figure 3.9 shows the normalized [el(t)− eλµ++Λd ]/eλµ++Λd
for cN = 2 ppm, 200 ppb, 20 ppb and 2 ppb. Figure 3.10 is the deviation with 10 ppb
steps: cN = 50 ppb, 40 ppb, 30 ppb, 20 ppb, 10 ppb, 5 ppb.
Now we estimate the purity requirements to reach the 1.5% MuSun goal. The disappear-
ance rate difference between the analytical solution of the decay electron time distribution
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Figure 3.10: N2 impurity effect on the electron lifetime, for cN concentration = 50ppb,
40ppb, 30ppb, 20ppb, 10ppb, 5ppb.





− (λµ+ + Λd) (3.20)
Since el(t) has a simple closed form, we can solve for ∆λN2 explicitly:
∆λN2 =









− (λµ+ + Λd) (3.21)
where
N = λµ+ + ΛN
D = λµ+ + ΛD
Y = cNλdNφ
(3.22)
After substituting the rates λµ+ ,Λd,ΛN , λdN (the last two rates are from the literature
values given in table 3.1) equation 3.21 becomes:
∆λN2 =
(−65600 + Y )(0.873362 + 57292455570+Y )




The above expression can be expanded in terms of Y:
∆λN2 ≈ 0.235898Y + 6.06774× 10−7Y 2 + 1.31347× 10−12Y 3 + ... (3.24)
With a small N2 concentration, such that Y  455570, the correction to the disappearance
rate is linearly dependent on the impurity concentration cZ . This linear approximation
works well for cZ less than 50 ppb. The characteristic parameter is the slope of the linear
dependence, defined as β = ∆λcZ . With deuterium gas density φ = 6%, β ≈ 2.05 s−1/ppb.
Recall that the MuSun error budget is 6 Hz, so if we want to control the uncertainty from
nitrogen capture to be less than 2 Hz, the impurity concentration measurement should be
good to 1 ppb.
As we have seen, because of the linear dependence of the rate correction on the impurity
concentration, we can measure ∆λ with several large values of cN by doping the deuterium
gas with carefully controlled quantities of N2, extrapolate the result to the impurity levels at
the production conditions. In order for this to work, it is crucial to determine the impurity
concentration with high precision (± 1ppb). In MuSun, the two major approaches are gas
chromatography and µZ capture recoil detection in the TPC. A detailed study for the 2013
production data will be given in Chapter 6.
In comparison to the MuCap experiment, O2 impurities are relatively harmless . The
oxygen concentration is limited by the vapor pressure curve. See Figure 3.11. At T=31K
during the 2013 production run, the allowed oxygen concentration is less than 1ppb. With
the corresponding transfer and capture rates on O2, the correction on the disappearance
rate by capture on oxygen is ∼1 Hz/ppb.
As for the isotopic gas purity, a previous µd capture experiment (G.Bardin et al.) mea-
sured the effect of 1H impurities in their liquid deuterium target and reported a shift in
their measured decay rate of 12 s−1 for hydrogen contamination of cP ∼ 1.6× 10−3. Since
the MuSun density is more than 10 times smaller, the effect is expected to be reduced by
an order of magnitude for the same cP . Moreover, MuSun adopted the Deuterium Separa-
tion Unit made by PSI, which can produce deuterium with cP less than 10
−6, essentially
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Figure 3.11: Calculated equilibrium concentrations for N2 and O2 relative to MuSun gas
density as a function of temperature.
Nucleus E(eV) λpZ(10
10s−1) λdZ(1010s−1)
N 0.04 3.4±0.7 14.5 ±0.2
O 0.04 8.5±0.2 6.3±0.5
Table 3.1: Experimental muon transfer rates from µp and µd atoms to N and O, respectively.
Transfer rates given for thermal energies, as thermalization is much faster than transfer at
MuSun experimental conditions.
eliminating the correction from hydrogen.
3.3.2 Capture on the high Z element
Although we try to tune the beam (small ∆p/p and beam focused in the transverse plane)
so that the muons always stop inside the deuterium gas volume, stops and captures on the
high-Z elements in the TPC are unavoidable. These µZ capture processes provide extra
unwanted disappearance channels and also produce charged particles (such as proton and
alpha particles) that can potentially confuse the muon track reconstruction.
The TPC is designed to minimize the problem of high-Z capture. MuSun chose high-Z
materials such as tungsten, silver, stainless steel, etc. with which to construct the TPC.
For tungsten (Z=74) as an example, the nuclear capture rate is on the order of 108 s−1.
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Capture in this channel will appear as a fast component at early times in the lifetime
histogram. Therefore, the effect of fast capture can be much reduced by delaying the start
time of the fitting window. In the analysis, we also apply a fiducial volume cut, a volume
within the TPC that is well-separated from the support structures - we select only muons
that stop within this safe volume. As for the charged particles that are produced through




The basic idea of the MuSun experiment is to use the lifetime technique to measure the
muon disappearance rate with muons stopping in the deuterium gas target. The previous
chapter presented the challenges, the basic experimental design intended to address each
challenge, and the estimates of corrections to the measured disappearance rate. This chapter
is devoted to the details of the MuSun detector system, including the detector design,
electronics, as well as the data acquisition system (DAQ) for each detector. The description
of the experiment is focused on production run 6, which featured a major TPC upgrade
from run 4.
4.1 Overview
The negative muon disappearance rate measurement requires three major detector compo-
nents:
• Muon entrance detector: detect muon entering the target and record its time tµ.
• Deuterium active target (TPC): identify muon tracks and stops unambiguously inside
of the deuterium. Due to µCF products and other capture processes, good time and
energy resolutions are required.
• Electron detector: identify the decay electron and record its time te. Together with
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data from the entrance detector, construct the lifetime histogram.
As mentioned previously, 1010 muon-electron pairs are needed for a 10 ppm measure-
ment. Because PSI has the most intense low-energy muon beam lines in the world, this is
where, like its predecessors MuLan and MuCap, the MuSun experiment takes place.
4.2 PSI beamline
Protons in the primary beam line at PSI are accelerated in three stages: (1) In an electro-
static (Cockcroft-Walton) accelerator, the protons reach an energy of 870 keV. (2) A 4-sector
injector-22 cyclotron booster brings the proton energy to 72 MeV. (3) The main, 560 MeV,
2.2 mA proton beam (1.2 MW) is produced in an 8-sector ring cyclotron. Then the proton
beam is transported through the experimental hall in a shielded tunnel and strikes two
graphite targets, after which it is separated into seven beam lines for muon (pion) extrac-
tion. The available muon energies range from 0.5 keV to 60 MeV. The processes relevant
to pion production are the following:
p+ p→ p+ n+ pi+
p+ n→ n+ n+ pi+
p+ p→ d+ pi+
p+ n→ p+ p+ pi−
p+ p→ p+ p+ pi0
p+ n→ p+ n+ pi0
(4.1)
There are other pi+ production channels, and the cross-section for pion production in
the pp collision also depends on the incoming proton beam energy. In the energy range
from 500 to 800 MeV, roughly 3 times more pi+ are produced than pi−. Then the pions
decay through the following channels:
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Figure 4.1: Decay kinematics of the pion decay, showing the kinematically allowed region.
pi0 → γ + γ (0.89× 10−16 s)
pi+ → µ+ + νµ (26× 10−9 s)
pi− → µ− + ν¯µ (26× 10−9 s)
(4.2)
In the pion rest frame, muons with momentum 29.8 MeV/c are produced isotropically
through charged pion decay. Due to the definite helicity of the neutrino, the decay muon
beam is fully polarized. In the lab frame, that pion carries momentum ppi, the polarization
of the muons produced from pion decay in flight depends on the muon direction. At the
two extreme conditions: forward muon (same direction as initial pion) and backward muon
(opposite direction of initial pion), the polarizations are +1 and -1 respectively. Figure 4.1
shows the flat momentum distribution of forward and backward muons corresponding to
pion decay in flight.
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Figure 4.2: Momentum dependence of beam intensities of the piE5 beam line at PSI (back-
ward muons). Figure credit: from reference [25].
Backward muons are particularly interesting, since their momentum is significantly dif-
ferent from the initial pion beam momentum. These muons are cleanly separated from
other beam particles, such as pions and electrons. The electrons are produced in a two-
stage process: pi0s decay to two photons and electrons arise, in turn, from pair production.
At PSI all the µ−, and some of the µ+ are produced by pion decay in flight, the so-
called cloud muons. Muons produced by pions stopped in the target are called surface
muons. Surface muons are produced copiously and their beam momentum is 29.8 MeV/c,
or a little less, depending on where they are produced in the target. Surface muons are
highly polarized, opposite to their direction of motion but surface muon beams are highly
contaminated with e+. There are virtually no surface µ− because prompt nuclear capture of
pi− takes place inside the target before pi− decay. Fig. 4.2 shows the momentum distribution
of the pion and muon beams at the piE5 area at PSI. The peak around 29 MeV/c of the µ+
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Figure 4.3: Experimental hall at PSI. MuSun takes place at 1 area in production run 6 and
after. Run 4 data production took place in piE3 area.
curve corresponds to the surface muons. Due to more pi+ production and fast pi− nuclear
capture in the target, the µ+ beam has a higher intensity at all momenta. The MuSun
experiment is set up at the terminus of the piE1 secondary beam line. (See Figure 4.3)
piE1 supplies high intensity pion and muon beams with momentum from 10 to 500 MeV/c.
MuSun selects ∼ 40 MeV/c µ− beam for its µd capture rate measurement, and a µ+ beam
with the same momentum for systematic studies. As we can see from Figure 4.4, the flux
of µ+ is about five times that of µ− at this momentum. Besides the generic doublet/triplet
quadrupole magnetic lenses to focus the beam and dipoles to bend it, there are also three
slits and upstream collimators to limit the beam in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The parameters of the beam profile during run 6 are summarized in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: µ+ and µ− momentum distributions at piE1 beam line. Figure from refer-
ence [26].
4.2.1 Kicker
The electrostatic kicker was designed and built for the MuLan and MuCap experiments, and
was used in all the production runs for MuSun. In all three cases, the kicker significantly
improved data-taking efficiency. As mentioned previously, the statistical precision required
by the MuSun measurement demands a very high beam intensity, which is easy to achieve in
the piE1 beam line. However, since our ultimate measurement is the µe time correlation, in
order to remove the ambiguity of mismatching parent muon and daughter electron, we prefer
only one muon in the detector system during one measuring cycle (the length of which is
mainly defined by the maximum TPC drift time 20 µs). The kicker is discharged to allow a
muon to enter the detector system and once that muon arrives, it is then charged to prevent
subsequent muons from entering. Following a measurement period of approximately 25
µsec, the kicker is discharged once again and the cycle repeats. In this Muon-On-REquest
(MORE) mode, the kicker transforms the continuous piE1 beam into a pulsed beam.
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µ+ flux µ− flux (unkicked) µ− flux (kicked) X (FWHM)
429 kHz 45 ∼ 70 kHz 20∼ 24kHz 26mm
Y (FWHM) ∆p/p(FWHM) e+/µ+ (no separator) e−/µ− (with separator)
15mm 1.0% 50 10%
Table 4.1: Run 6 beam profile in the new piE1 beam line. The flux is measured at the muon
entrance counter (next section). The beam size is measured at the bending magnet using a
small scintillation counter. The horizontal distribution is slightly asymmetric.
The basic idea of the kicker is very simple. The kicker consists of the conducting deflector
plates, which are aligned horizontally to produce a vertical electric field across the muon
beam. The distance between the plates is 12 cm and the length along the beam direction
(z) is 1.5 m. When the kicker is charged, the potential difference between the plates is 25
kV. (0 V when off). Four stacks of 17 MOSFETs each are used as a fast switch to charge
and discharge the kicker electrodes. The switching time of the system is approximately
60 ns. The charging of the trigger electrodes is triggered by a signal in the muon entrance
scintillator (the µSC). Between cable delays and signal processing times, the kicker’s latency
is approximately 800 ns, during which time the muons continue to arrive with the full beam
intensity. The kicker’s high voltage is sustained for a 25 µsec measurement period so that
incoming muons are deflected onto a copper absorber and therefore can neither pass through
the entrance counter nor enter the TPC. The kicker efficiency is not 100%. The extinction
factor, defined as unkicked beam rate / kicked beam rate, was approximately 80 during the
run 6 data production. A more detailed description of kicker performance could be found
in the thesis of MuLan graduate student David Webber.
To see how much useful beam rate we gain by running the kicker in the MORE mode, we
calculate the probability of at least one muon entering the TPC during the 800 ns latency
period. We use the Poisson probability distribution to estimate, given an average beam
rate R, the number of muons (n) arriving in a time interval (t).





Here is a comparion of the percentage of single muons in the TPC measuring period for
three characteristic cases:
• No kicker but high beam rate (70 kHz): as shown in table 4.1, the maximum µ−
beam rate is about 70 kHz. According to equation 4.3, the probability of obtaining
one muon in 25 µs is 30.4 %. And the average waiting time is 14 µs.
• No kicker but low beam rate (20 kHz): This low beam rate could be obtained by
closing the upstream momentum slit in the beam line, thus improving the ∆p/p by
a factor of 3. The corresponding fraction of single muons is about 30.3%, and the
average waiting time is 50 µs.
• MORE mode with kicker: For the first ∼800 ns after the kicker receives a trigger,
the detector is exposed to the full 70 kHz beam rate. Then the kicker is switched
on for 24.2 µs. If we assume an extinction factor of 100, then the beam rate during
the kicker on time is 7 kHz. Therefore, after the trigger muon enters the TPC, the










Just downstream of the kicker is an electrostatic separator which separates the background
beam electrons from the muons. The source of these beam electrons is mainly from pi0 decay
followed by pair production as well as muon decay in flight. For the same momentum (∼
40 MeV/c), the electron velocity is about 2.8 times the muon velocity. If the electric and
magnetic fields are balanced for the muons such that (effectively) qvB = qE, they will not
be balanced for the electrons, which will fail to pass through a narrow aperture set up just
downstream. It is worth noting that during run 6, the vertically adjustable collimator was
installed before the bending magnet. Due to a miscalculation of beam direction, the left side
bar which supported the collimator blocked part of the muon beam, producing a wide and
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defocused beam. Additionally, the muon capture on the collimator produced extra electrons.
It is fair to say that in optimizing the beam tune for the highest possible muon flux, the
separation between muons and electrons in run 6 was inferior to that in previous runs. In
addition to the increased electron contamination, the beam was horizontally asymmetric.
4.3 Entrance detectors
The MuSun entrance detectors were inherited from the MuCap experiment. The main goal
of the entrance counter is to detect pile-up protected muons unambiguously and record the
time as the time zero of the event. After exiting from the beam pipe, muons pass through
three entrance detectors first the µSCA then followed by µSC and µPC. Some details about
these detectors are presented below.
4.3.1 µSCA - scintillator for vetoing off beam muons
The µSCA is a 2 mm thick scintillating veto counter with a 45 mm diameter circular hole
in its center. A 1 mm lead collimator with the same dimension is placed right after the
µSCA. In the original design, any hits in the µSCA are considered as far from the optimal
beam center and will be rejected as good entrances. However, as shown in chapter 5, the
new entrance analysis no longer treats µSCA as a vetoing detector and it is up to the
user to define the HasBestEntrance condition. The Run 6 beam tune produced an average
µSCA rate of about 2.5 kHz. Also during Run 6, the µSCA suffered from double-pulsing
periodically. We therefore impose a longer dead time on µSCA signals to eliminate the
potential of false vetoes.
4.3.2 µSC - scintillator for muon time tµ
µSC is a 0.5 mm thick scintillator measuring the muon time, which provides the crucial
muon entrance time for the event. With this choice of thickness, energy loss and scattering
of the muons are minimal but the signal is adequate to provide good separation between
the small amplitude electron signals and the large muon signals. The fast scintillation
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signal is captured by a photo-multiplier operated at 1600 V. The typical muon signal size
is about 300 mV. The analog signal readout by WFD can achieve better than 1.5 ns timing
resolution, sufficient for the pile-up study.
4.3.3 µPC - wire chamber to locate beam spot
µSC provides the time and energy information of the hit and µPC provides the spatial
information for the hit. µPC is a 5 cm × 5 cm multiwire proportional chamber with anode
wires sandwiched by two cathode planes. The X and Y coordinates of the incoming muons
are determined by the 24 vertical and 24 horizontal wires with 2 mm spacing. During
commissioning, µPC was able to provide a clear image of the beam spot. The transverse




Charged particles that pass through the TPC will lose energy through ionization, producing
a trail of free electrons and positive ions. The energy loss is proportional to the number
of ions produced. The simplest ionization chamber consists of two parallel planes with an
electrostatic field applied between them, so that the positive ions will drift in the direction
of the field opposite to the direction of the electrons. In general, the mobility of the drift
electrons is about 1000 times greater than that of positive ions, the exact ratio depending
on the molecular mass of the gas. Drift electrons quickly reach their terminal velocity under
the electric field, and the magnitude of the drift velocity is proportional to the ratio E/P,
where E is the electric field and P is the pressure of the gas (P is proportional to the gas
density). The drift electrons are collected at the segmented anode plane and their signal are
amplified and shaped. The rise time of the pulse depends on the orientation of the track,
and the mobility of the drift e− in the chamber. The relative timing of the pulses and the
location of the pads determine the path of the charged particle and the amplitude of the
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pulses can be used to determine its energy deposition.
A microscopic view of the signal formation during ionization and drift can be divided
into three stages:
• Once the ion/electron pairs begin to separate, a charge is induced on the anode. The
moment the ion pairs are produced, the drifting electrons and positive ions will induce
a surface charge on the anode electrode. From the image charge method, we know
that the charge density induced by a point charge on an infinitely large ground plane is
given by −qa
2pi(r2+a2)3/2
, where a is the distance between the drift charge and the anode,
and r is the radius from the origin of the cylindrical coordinate system on the anode
plane. The induced current is I = qd(v
+ + v−) where d is the distance between the
cathode and anode; v+ and v− are the drift velocity of the positive ion and electron.
• When electrons start to arrive at the anode, the potential of the collector will rise
rapidly. As more electrons are collected, the potential is the collected charge minus
the induced charge divided by the capacitance. This fast rise stage ends when all the
electrons have arrived at the anode.
• The positive ions move much slower than the electrons. In the final stage of pulse
formation, the potential rises as the positive ions drift to the cathode. When all the
positive ions are collected at the cathode, there will be no surface charge left on the
anode and therefore no signal.
Due to the slow-drifting positive ions, the rise time of the pulse is rather long. A Frisch
grid is introduced to screen the anode from the field of the positive ions. The grid also
screens the field of the faster-moving electrons. Therefore the signal only appears when the
electron pass the grid and travel towards the anode (this distance is very small compared
to the cathode to anode distance.) The grid helps create pulses with shorter rise times
(approximately 1 µs) which are easier to amplify in a linear fashion. Using the proper
choice of bandwidth, it is also easier to limit the noise in the signals. Figure 4.5 shows the
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Figure 4.5: Field(upper) and potential (lower) in grid ionization chamber. Positive ions and
electrons at (Q) are produced near the cathode (A) by α-particles. A grid (G) of parallel
wires shields the electron collector (P) from the induction effects of positive ions. From
reference [27].
parameters of an ionization chamber with grid. The rest of this section is a discussion of
how these parameters were chosen for MuSun.
The performance of an ionization chamber is determined by two quantities: L the grid
efficiency (or transparency) and the electron loss at the grid. Reference [27] explains how
these two figures of merit depend on chamber design parameters. Here we summarize the
results pertinent to the MuSun experiment.
Efficiency of the grid shield: The efficiency of the grid shield describes the extent to
which the field at the anode (EP ) is independent of the field in the bulk of the chamber (EQ).
Very good shielding means the variation of the field between the cathode and the grid due
to the ion pairs should not affect the field between the grid and the anode. Quantitatively,
the inefficiency σ is defined as dEp/dEq. As a function of the grid’s geometric parameters
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Figure 4.6: inefficiency dependence on the grid geometry r, d, p. From reference [27].







r : grid wire radius
d : grid wire spacing
p : distance between grid and anode
(4.5)
From graph 4.6, it’s clear that in order to have high grid efficiency (small σ), big r/d, and
small d/p are preferred.
Grid loss: The existence of the grid distorts the field lines nearby and, in fact, some of
them terminate on the grid. The drift electrons that follow these field lines will be stopped
at the grid wires instead of being collected at the anode. So λ, defined as ratio between the
number of lines collected by a unit area of the grid and EQ, represents the loss of signal at








EP − EQ ρ)





with ρ = 2pir/d. When EPEQ >
1+ρ
1−ρ , all the field lines bypass the grid, 1-λ = 1 - this is the
ideal case that all the electrons are collected at the anode. As seen in Fig. 4.7, larger (1-λ)
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Figure 4.7: Fraction of lines from cathode that end on anode Vs field ratio EP /EQ. Figure
taken from reference [27].
requires smaller r/d, and bigger EP /EQ. To achieve 100% bypass, the voltage applied on
each electrode should satisfy the following condition:
VP − VG
VG − VA >
p+ pρ+ 2lρ
a− aρ− 2lρ (4.7)




So overall, in order to achieve balance between the grid’s shielding efficiency and min-
imal electron loss, we need to optimize the chamber geometry and electrode voltages. For
MuSun run 6, a new TPC was constructed with a new grid and pad planes. Table 4.2
summarizes the relevant geometric parameters and high voltages relevant to shielding inef-
ficiency (transparency) and grid loss. The bypass condition (equation 4.7) is satisfied for
cathode voltage 80kV and grid voltage 3.6 kV. However to reduce the effects from other
sources of energy loss, such as recombination, higher voltages are preferred. During the
run 6 preparation period, we used an α source, which was mounted at the corner of the
cathode, to study the effect of cathode and grid voltages on the signal size. (See Figure
4.8). Even though signal size increases with higher voltage, it is experimentally challenging
to maintain cathode voltages higher than 90 kV, and grid high voltages higher than 3.7 kV,
without generating sparks in the chamber.
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Figure 4.8: TPC α signal scan vs cathode and grid high voltages. Y axis is the integral
(energy) of the pulse with units of channels (ADC · clock ticks). For the run 6 TPC, the
calibration is about 0.27 keV/channel.
It is worth mentioning that the shielding efficiency of the grid is not 100% (σ = 0.043),
This means that while the electrons are collected, the positive ions still induce charge in
the pad planes, which reduces the measured signal. The size of this subtraction depends on
the height above the anode of the original charged particle. The further the track is from
the anode, the less charge it induces and thus the less cancellation of the electron signal.
The positive correlation between a track’s distance from the anode and the signal size is
known as the grid effect. However, the grid effect is not the only source of signal loss which
is related to the track’s distance from the anode. Diffusion and reattachment (mostly from
the electronegative impurity O2) both increase with track height. In the end, the variation
of signal size on the track’s height depends on a competition between these effects.
4.4.2 TPC Construction
Figure 4.10 is a picture of the TPC in Run 6. The active TPC volume is defined as the
pad plane in X Z ( See Figure 4.11 for detailed dimensions) and the distance between the
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grid wire radius (r) 0.025mm
grid pitch (d) 0.4mm
grid-anode distance (p) 1.4-1.55mm
grid-cathode distance (a) 71mm
cathode HV (VA) 80kV (85kV)





no grid loss condition EP /EQ >2.29
Table 4.2: TPC grid geometry and voltages for run 6. The grid to anode distance p was
originally designed as 1.4 mm; the actual distance during data taking is the range listed
in the table. Most of the production runs have cathode and grid voltages at 80 kV and
3.6 kV respectively. At the beginning of run 6, about 20% of the good data was taken with
voltages in the bracket values: 85 kV and 3.7 kV for cathode and grid respectively.
cathode and anode is 72.5 mm. As muons enter the TPC, they ionize the deuterium gas.
The electrons then drift to the anode plane with a drift velocity approximately 5.3 mm/µs.
The signals collected by the anode are used to reconstruct the muon track and stop location
(track XZ information is determined from the energy deposition in the active pads and the
track height in the TPC is given by the drift time).
Figure 4.9 is an overall drawing of the TPC. The TPC is housed inside an aluminum
alloy vessel with outer diameter of 202 mm and a length of 360 mm. The thickness of the
wall is 2.5 mm, which is sufficient to sustain the stresses from up to 15 bar hydrogen under
cryogenic conditions. A 0.5 mm-thick hemispherical beryllium window at one end of the
vessel serves as an entrance for the muon beam. A stainless steel flange was installed at the
other end. This TPC vessel is then inserted into a larger aluminum shell with an insulating
vacuum outside of the TPC vessel. The deuterium vessel is sealed with indium wire O-rings.
At the beginning of run 6 with the new TPC installed, a gas leak was observed between
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Figure 4.9: CryoTPC layout. 1 - beryllium window, 2 - heater, 3,10 - heat exchangers, 4 -
shell, 5 - cathode, 6 - α source, 7 -dividing resistor, 8 - cathode HV feedthrough, 9 - main
flange, 11 - anode HV feedthrough, 12 flat signal cable, 13 - support, 14 - ground terminal,
15,22 - brackets, 16 - shielding grid frame, 17 - grid, 18 - anode (pad plane), 19 - field
shaping wires, 20 - MACOR stand, 21 - grid insulator, 23 - guide. Picture from MuSun
progress report 2011.
the deuterium vessel and the insulation vacuum volume. The origin of the leak may have
been an incomplete indium seal or a deficiency of the cold multi-pin feedthrough flange. As
a result, the TPC was remounted in the old pressure vessel.
Below is a list of the main components of the TPC as well as their material composition.
As previously mentioned, high-Z material is preferred when choosing the TPC construction
materials. Mostly we use tungsten, and silver, with muon lifetimes 78 ns and 87 ns respec-
tively, to suppress the effect of high-Z capture on the disappearance rate.
Here we present some of the prominent features of the TPC design.
• Pad plane: silver coated (40 µm) on hot-fired alumina. Segmented into 6×8 small
pads. (Detailed pad dimensions are shown in Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: Run 6 TPC with upgraded grid and pad plane from run 4.
• Grid: gold-plated tungsten-rhenium wires soldered on a tungsten frame. Plated with
a thin layer of silver.
• Field wires: 6 tungsten wires on all 4 sides of the TPC. Wires are connected to 10
kΩ resistors at the downstream side, forming high voltage dividers which correct the
inhomogeneous field at the edge of the TPC to the 5% level. The middle 4 upstream
wires have smaller radius to decrease the muon capture and scattering.
• Cathode: 100 µm thick silver foil glued to an aluminum frame.
4.4.3 TPC electronics
Pre-amplifiers: Six new modules, each containing 8 preamplifier channels were designed
and installed for run 6 data production. The amplification factor at this first stage is 48. The

























to the old TPC1. More details of the pre-amplifiers can be found in reference [28].
• The preamplifiers were moved into the insulating volume at a temperature of 140K.
The resolution decreased from 16 keV RMS at room temperature to 10 keV at 140K2.
• Shorter kapton cables connecting the pad plane to the preamplifier replaced the old
ones that ran from the TPC flange along the insulating volume and out to the preamp.
The old unshielded wires picked up RF and acoustic noise from the cathode fringe
field. To further reduce the noise, the original flat cables connecting the preamp and
shaping amplifiers were replaced by the coaxial cables.
• In another small victory over noise, the original BAV99 input protection diode was
replaced by a BAV 199 diode.
Shaping amplifiers: For run 6, the gain of the shaping amplifier was increased by a factor
of ∼7. Both high gain and low gain outputs were active, with the output dynamic ranges
of ∼1 MeV (high gain) and ∼10 MeV (low gain). A baseline restorer was implemented in
the shaping amplifier to shorten the tail of the pulse. In the final configuration, after the
two stage amplification, 1 MeV of charge (equivalent) produces a 1.1 V amplitude pulse.
Wave form digitizers (WFD): The amplified TPC signals are directed into the 8-bit
WFD which has a maximum input of 1V. Although driven by a 100 MHz external clock, only
one of four samples is stored, giving 25 MHz effective sampling. Data-taking is triggered
once the digitized sample rises above the trigger threshold set on each WFD channel. Each
unit of stored data consists of 88 samples (a WFD block) of which 30 are presamples taken
before the trigger.
To fully benefit from the improved TPC resolution, a second VME crate with 12 more
TPC WFD modules was installed during run 6 (Previous production runs featured only one
1The resolution is determined by sending a pulser to grid. The physics resolution in MuSun is determined
from mono-energetic fusion 3He signals. With the new preamp, the best resolution achieved is 17 keV,
comparing to 40 keV with the old preamp.
2Ionization of deuterium requires 36.5 ± 0.3 eV per electron/ion pair. So 10 keV corresponds to ∼ 270
electrons
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WFD crate, for a single gain system). The high gain crate, with a full range of 255 ADC
counts (∼1 MeV), is mainly used to get the resolution and record upstream muon track.
The high gain threshold is set at approximately 38 ADC counts, with a pedestal near 17
ADC counts. (1 ADC count is equivalent to 3.6 keV energy deposited). The low gain crate,
with full range 255 ADC counts ∼ 10MeV, catches the muon Bragg peak and big signals
from fusions such as piled-up signals of protons and triton.
4.4.4 CHUPS and Gas Chromatography
As presented in section 3.3, MuSun requires very high purity of the deuterium gas. This
required level of 1 ppb impurity is achieved and maintained by our Cryogenic Hydrogen
Ultra-high Purification System (CHUPS) [29]. CHUPS consists of two main elements: a
compressor that provides a continuous flux of deuterium through the cryogenic TPC, and a
block of absorbers at liquid nitrogen temperature for extraction of all air components from
the deuterium. [30] CHUPS provides the TPC with a continuous flow of deuterium of up to
5 liters per minute, purified by Zeolite filters. Saturated Zeolite absorbers were the cause
of the high levels of impurities in run 6. [31]
The CHUPS circulation is used to reduce the impurity concentration, and the gas chro-
matography system is used to measure and monitor the impurity concentration. CHUPS
and the cryogenic TPC were connected to the chromatograph by two direct lines (8 m tubes)
for gas analyses. We were able to take samples from the CHUPS output (to be sure that
we produce pure gas), directly from the cryogenic TPC, and from the gas flux downstream
of the TPC (before CHUPS). Direct lines with the possibility of flushing allow samples to
be taken from different points of the system for comparison. [30] The MuSun Chromatogra-
phy system boosts the sensitivity by cryogenic accumulation of impurities in an absorption
bed, claiming a 1 ppb sensitivity for nitrogen for run 7. This exceeds the conventional gas
chromatograph by three orders of magnitude. Details of the MuSun Gas Chromatography
system and its calibration can be found in the MuSun internal tech note [32].
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Figure 4.12: Physical parameters of the electron proportional chambers (ePCs).
4.5 Electron detector
MuSun used the MuCap electron tracker which consists of two cylindrical chambers (ePC1,
ePC2) and a scintillator hodoscope (eSC).
4.5.1 Wire chamber - ePCs
The electron tracking detectors are two concentric, cylindrical multiwire proportional cham-
bers, each with readout of anodes and cathode strips, to give the complete (φ,z) positions
(in cylindrical coordinates) of an electron track at two different radii. The smaller cham-
ber (ePC1) sits just outside the pressure vessel. The larger chamber (ePC2), with about
twice the diameter of the smaller one, sits somewhat inside the scintillator hodoscope barrel
(eSC). Anode wires run parallel to the cylinder axis, and cathode strips wrap around the
chamber, making an angle of ≈ 45 degrees with the anodes. The inner and outer cathode
planes wind in opposite directions, providing redundancy if both the anode and cathode
planes register hits. Physical parameters of ePC1 and ePC2 are given in the table of Fig-
ure 4.12. The anode and cathode planes are fully instrumented with chamber-mounted,
charge-integrating, preamp-discriminator cards. Although mounting the preamps directly
on the chambers reduced electronic noise in the sensitive preamplifiers, it was necessary
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to shield the cards and the entire chamber from external electromagnetic interference via
thin copper meshes. The outputs of the preamp/discriminator cards are connected to cus-
tom data acquisition modules through 40-wire twisted pair cables (32 wires are used for
signals, the remaining for threshold setting and preamp power), and each cable is wrapped
in braided wire shielding. The custom data-acquisition modules, called compressors, are
based on FPGA circuitry. The discriminated signals from the ePC electronics are transmit-
ted as low-voltage differential signals (LVDS) to the compressors, which encode the time
and channel number into data words that are saved in a buffer.
Two problems appeared in ePC2 during run 6: in the SIS FIFO board, which is used
to record the ePC2 compressor data, the least significant bit of each 32-bit word was set to
zero. This led to one dead wire in every group of 32 wires and a factor of 2 reduction in
time resolution. The other problem was that one of the ePC2 cathode sectors (sector 32)
was very noisy, which severely limited the high voltage that could be placed on the entire
wire chamber. So during run 6, this sector was bypassed in the HV distribution circuit. The
efficiency of the corresponding area is significantly lower than that of the rest of chamber.
4.5.2 Scintillator - eSC
Fast timing of decay electrons is the purpose of the eSC, a scintillator hodoscope comprising
sixteen segments. Each segment has an active area of 90×15 cm2 and is placed with the long
axis parallel to the beam axis. Together the segments form a barrel with a diameter of 78
cm. Each eSC segment has two 5-mm-thick scintillating plastic layers with photomultiplier
tubes on both ends. The 64 photomultiplier signals are input via passive discriminators
to data acquisition modules (CAEN V767 time-to-digital converters) that record the time
of each leading edge with 1.25 ns precision. In addition, the full analog signals are read
out by custom built 8-bit wave form digitizer (WFD) boards. The time difference between
detection by the upstream and downstream photomultipliers provides some information
about where the particle hit along the length of the segment. A 4-fold coincidence is
defined as all four photomultipliers on a given segment firing in coincidence in a small time
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window. This coincidence reduces the level of random noise from the eSC as well as the
effects of afterpulsing, generally leaving only signals from real particles.
The data from run 4 suffered from an oscillation in the early part of the measurement
period. The suspicion is that some noise correlated with the muon and electron time snuck
into the TDC data. This “early time oscillation effect” is much reduced in the WFD signals.
At the beginning of run 6, a WFD bit-dropping problem was observed when the external
clock was set at 500 MHz. The problem was resolved by reducing the sampling frequency
to 450 MHz. Additionally, the number of eSC WFD samples recorded before the trigger
was changed from 2 to 8 in run 6. More pre-samples provide a better monitor of the eSC
pulse baseline - the subtraction of a noisy baseline can improve the amplitude resolution of
the system.
4.6 Run 6 Chronology
The first three beam weeks were used to prepare the detectors, front-end electronics, and
data acquisition systems for the data-taking period. Major activities included final in-
frastructure installations in the area, beam commissioning, tuning of the cryogenic and
purification systems and preparation of the new time-projection-chamber (nTPC). While
the nTPC was being assembled, the old TPC from R2012 was used for beam tuning and for
studying the performance of the new cryo-preamplifiers and the dependence of the energy
resolution on the chamber voltages and gas pressure.
During the same period, we looked for signs of the early-time effects discovered in
the R2011 data. We tested the electron detectors and muon entrance detectors under
varying conditions: running with or without the kicker enabled, using the Michel electrons
or 90Sr source as electron signals, and using the muon beam or a 25 kHz clock as the muon
entrance signal. We saw no sign of the early-time oscillation, neither in our preliminary
studies nor in the production run that followed. However, during this process, we noticed
some intermittent bit-dropping problems in the WFDs used to read out electron detectors,
problems which seemed to migrate through the crate housing the WFDs. We solved the
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problem by reducing the master clock frequency from 500 MHz to 450 MHz.
Once the nTPC was assembled, it replaced the old TPC. Unfortunately, a gas leak from
the deuterium vessel to the insulation vacuum volume was observed: the source of the leak
was either the indium seal or a deficiency of the cold multi-pin feedthrough flange. We then
decided to place the central detection elements of the new system within the old pressure
vessel. The new detector operated with a cathode voltage of 80 kV and a grid voltage of
3.6 kV. The 25% higher grid voltage compared to the old TPC is essential to achieve full
charge collection, which produces larger TPC signals and superior energy resolution.
Renewed data taking with the nTPC was inhibited by a major accelerator failure ( the
overheating of the flat-top cavity in the main ring) which lasted for three weeks. After that,
data-taking resumed, starting with a few days of system tuning. The clock frequencies
were then blinded from the collaboration, and production started. The only significant
problem we encountered in the first few days was low efficiency in the electron detector,
which was corrected by increasing the voltage on the eSC phototubes. We then obtained
approximately two weeks of production data with stable conditions in the TPC: cathode
high voltage of 80 kV, grid high voltage of 3.6 kV, and deuterium temperature of 31 K and
pressure of 5.1 bar.
Data-taking was only interrupted by occasional sparks in the TPC, which would bring
the data acquisition system to a halt for brief periods of time. During this time, the
direct impurity capture detection methodology was developed to the required sensitivity
level, and the results suggested an unexpectedly high impurity signal. This was further
confirmed by gas chromatography. Alas, our cleaning system was not properly working,
due to the saturation of the zeolites, which absorb impurities from the circulating gas.
Therefore we did not achieve an anticipated N2 impurity level of 1 ppb in the TPC, but a
level closer to 20 ppb. The zeolite was regenerated during the second service shutdown and
the system was warmed up and then pumped. While unacceptable for future high statistics
production data-taking, the enhanced impurity level of R2013 can be corrected for with a
precision commensurate with the available statistics, using the monitoring methods that
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was developed.
After a second shutdown caused by the flat-top cavity problem, which lasted for ten
days, we began the systematic error measurement program. Our principle objectives were
to refine our assessment of TPC impurities using gas chromatography and the capture recoil
method, measure the effect of impurities on the lifetime, determine the muon transfer rate
to nitrogen at the relevant cryogenic temperatures, and thus define the optimal running
condition for R2014.
Just after the beam returned, the TPC signals from some pads were found to be missing
or abnormal, and it was soon evident that the grid was shorted to ground. Upon opening
the TPC, we found that there were broken grid wires at the upstream and downstream
side, and that an edge of the cathode plane was floating loose. We used the old TPC grid
and cathode to replace the broken ones, which left us only about 6 days for the systematic
measurements. For these final measurements, the cathode and grid HV were set at 75 kV
and 2.7 kV respectively. We first returned to the production conditions (31 K, 5.1 bar).
By measuring impurities using both the capture recoil and gas chromatography methods,
we confirmed that CHUPS was working properly. Then, after doping the deuterium gas
with 3 ppm N2, we took data at TPC temperatures 37 K and 34 K. Data at these two
temperatures, where the N2 concentration is fixed to the vapor pressure curve, will allow
the extrapolation of impurity distortions of the muon lifetime to the impurity concentrations
of our production data. Moreover, this measurement will calibrate impurity corrections for
future runs. Finally, the deuterium density was reduced to 60% of the nominal value. We
took data at 37 K and 28 K to test whether reduced density is a suitable option for R2014.
In conclusion, we accumulated two weeks of production data in R2013 and collected
approximately (after applying all selection cuts) 2 × 109 stops for µ− and 2 ×108 stops for
µ+ (see Figure 4.13). The slope of the smooth data taking shows that we can obtain 109
per week, which means we need ten weeks of steady data-taking to reach 1010 good muon
stops.
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Figure 4.13: Accumulated statistics for R2013, counting µ - e decay pairs with a track in
the TPC target fiducial volume and a well-identified electron track. The shaded regions
correspond to extended downtime of the PSI high-intensity proton accelerator.
Chapter 5
Analysis framework
The framework of the MuSun data acquisition system (DAQ) is called MIDAS (Maximum
Integration Data Acquisition System). The beginning of a MIDAS event (or MIDAS block)
is marked by a logic control signal from the data acquisition computer, which in run 6, came
at intervals of approximately 10 ms. The readout electronics send raw data (digital signals)
from each detector element to the corresponding front end computers. In the backend
computer, the event builder program then organizes the blocks of data from the front ends
and writes them into MIDAS banks.
The master clock of the MuSun experiment generates a highly-stable 450 MHz frequency
sinusoid, which is used as the precision time-base for the experiment. 1 All other time
standards (at lower frequencies) are derived from the master clock. At the beginning of
each production period, both clocks are adjusted to within 0.4% of the nominal values by a
colleague outside of the collaboration, and we remain blinded through the data taking and
analysis stages. We plan to unblind the clock when all the production runs are properly
analyzed; this is to prevent a biased analysis by the analyzers.
Controls to stop and start runs, read out and then write data, etc., are generated
asynchronously by the DAQ computers. In its MIDAS format, an individual MuSun data
1Before run 6, the master clock was set to 500 MHz. Due to bit dropping problem of high frequency




run lasted about 3 minutes and had a size of approximately 1.6 GB. During run 6 production,
we collected more than 5000 runs with the clock blinded. Before showing details of the
analysis framework, I first describe the experiment’s readout and triggering scheme.
5.1 Readouts
Since the µSC’s measurement of the muon entrance time defines the time zero for all the
detectors, it is crucial to measure this time accurately. The scintillator produces an analog
signal whose waveform is sampled by the WFD. This signal is also sent to a discriminator
module with high and low thresholds. The two NIM logic outputs correspond to muons
and electrons. During run 6, the high and low thresholds were set at about 1090 mV and
310 mV respectively. Two copies of the high signal are recorded by the TDC. One copy is
used to define the muon entrance time and the other is used as a cross-check. The muSC
high signal also triggers the kicker: after a latency period of 700 ns, the kicker is energized
for approximately 25 µsec, greatly reducing the probability of muon pileup. A schematic of
the kicker logic is shown in Figure 5.1, and a detailed discussion about pile-up protection
is given in Chapter 3.
Two sets of 48 channels of WFD record the full waveform of the TPC signals. One set
is for the high gain signals and one set is for the low gain signals. As mentioned in Chapter
3, the high gain channels are intended for use with small pulses. Signals in excess of 1 MeV
appear as saturated pulses in the high gain WFD channels; for them we examine the low
gain WFD channels. In the pulse reconstruction, the strategy is to replace the saturated
high gain samples with amplified samples from the low gain channels. The two-gain WFD
readouts enable us to achieve both better energy resolution and larger dynamic range.
High and low gain WFD data are recorded in separate MIDAS banks. WFD data comes
in blocks of 88 samples, with an effective sampling interval of 40 ns. Since the average pulse
width (FWHM) is about 15 samples, an 88 sample island usually includes a generous number
of pre-samples and post-samples. If at the end of an 88 sample WFD block, the signal is
still above threshold, another 88-sample block is written, a process which is repeated until
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the NIM logic for triggering the kicker with the muSC copy1
signal.
the signal falls below threshold. A 31-bit time word is written along with the samples. By
convention, this time is associated with the first sample of the block. A status word is also
stored in the WFD bank, which can be used to indicate possible problems with the readout.
Signals from the 64 electron detector channels, corresponding to the four outputs from
each of 16 scintillator slabs, are used to determine the time of the muon decay. Similar to the
muSC, copies of the analog signals are routed to both the WFD and to a discriminator/TDC
system, a redundant readout system inherited from the MuCap experiment. The thresholds
for the WFDs are lower than the discriminator thresholds of the discriminator/TDC system.
In the run 4 data, a significant early-time oscillation effect was observed in the lifetime
histograms derived from TDC data, but not in lifetime histograms filled with WFD data.
We saw no sign of this trouble in a variety of tests performed at the beginning of run 6.
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5.2 Tier one: MU
MIDAS-formatted raw data are processed through the standard MuSun analysis software,
a two tier C++ -based package with a modularized structure. In the first tier, MU, raw
data from the detectors is transformed into physics objects. In the second tier, MTA,
the basic physics objects from MU are used to construct the higher-level objects on which
cuts are performed. The cuts select the events used to fill the lifetime histograms. In the
following two sections, I describe the basic analysis philosophy and demonstrate the features
of physics objects in both MU and MTA.
There are four goals we want to achieve in the MU level.
• Translate the raw data from MIDAS banks to the human-readable basic physics ob-
jects;
• Align the detector elements in time and space.
• Produce the diagnostic histograms for data quality checks.
• Create a MuSun event. The event is seeded with a muon entrance object and filled
with all the physics objects in a time-window around the muon entrance object. All
physics objects are stored as ROOT trees.
Below I address the details of the MU analysis for the entrance detector, TPC and electron
detector.
5.2.1 Entrance detector
The entrance detector analysis was originally written for MuCap, and the hardware is the
same as MuCap but the beam line has been changed. In order to gain some flexibility
in the analysis, especially for pile-up protection efficiency studies, Rachel Ryan from the
University of Washington retained the structure of the MuCap entrance analysis but left
to MTA the decision as to whether the entrance was good, or not. To make this possible,
physics objects are labeled with flags that describe their features - cuts will be made at
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MTA based on these flags. Below is a list of physics objects in the muon entrance analysis,
along with a description of the information stored in them.
• MuSC: contains the time of the muSC-high copy 1 signal, otherwise copy 2 if copy
1 doesn’t exist. This time is the seed of the muon entrance object TMuEntrance.
A flag is set if only copy 1 or copy 2 is found. We require that the times of copy 1
and copy 2 be the same within 40 ns. Unlike the MuCap analysis (which had a 29 ns
artificial deadtime), no deadtime is applied at this stage. In addition to the two copies
of the muSC high signal, there is also a muSC signal from the WFD. Figure 5.2 shows
the muSC pulse amplitude distribution from all the WFD triggers (blue): the larger
amplitude signals overlap with the muSC high hits (red) while the smaller amplitude
signals overlap with the muSC low signals (green). The hardware thresholds for the
TDC signals are reflected in the amplitude of the muSC signal in the WFD. In the
end, the user can choose whether to use the TDC copy 1 signal or the WFD signal
for muon timing.
• MuPC: MuPC objects are formed from the hits registered in the X and Y planes.
We loop through the individual hits in X and Y and we form clusters if the spatial
gap between hits is less than or equal to 2 wires and contained in a 229 ns time
window. Otherwise separate clusters are formed. If the anode and strip clusters (X
and Y planes) are coincident within a 380 ns time window, they are joined to form
XY clusters. The time of the MuPC cluster is that of its earliest wire. The number
of hits in both X and Y planes are stored and average locations of the cluster in X
and Y are also accessible in the MuPC object.
• TMuEntrance: Information from other detectors associated with the same event
are all seeded by TMuEntrance. To construct the TMuEntrance object, we loop
through MuSC objects and create an object for each MuPC XY cluster in a 320 ns
coincidence window. If there is a MuPC XY cluster but not the corresponding MuSC
object, the TMuEntrance is then seeded by MuPC. In addition to the MuSC and
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Figure 5.2: The muSC pulse amplitude distribution from WFD data. Blue is for all the
muSC pulses, red is for pulses coincident with the muSC Hi signal from the TDC, and green
is for pulses coincident with the muSC Lo signal from the TDC.
MuPC objects, the time of kicker deployment, useful in pileup analyses, is also stored.
Additionally, for the MuSC and MuPC, flags are set to indicate whether there are
additional objects in the kicker-on period, objects that might be an indication of
pileup. The TMuEntrance object is stored in MU’s output event tree, which will
serve as input for MTA.
5.2.2 TPC
The structure of the TPC analysis was mainly developed by Michael Murray and Justin
Phillips. The framework is robust and established the philosophy for the entrance and
electron analyses as well. In the MU level, a chain of the objects is produced from the
MIDAS bank: TPC Islands →TPC pulses → IslandPulseWrapper. The TPC objects for
each MIDAS block are stored in time order. In this section, I will only focus on two aspects:
island stitching and pulse fitting.
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Island stitching: The two-gain readout system implemented in run 6 and later pro-
duction runs requires that we combine the information from two sets of WFDs. To avoid
artificial systematic errors, we prefer to merge the signals from the two sets as early as
possible - at the TPC islands object level. Since signals from the high gain channels are
large with low trigger thresholds, they dominate the data flow. But when the signal exceeds
the range of the high-gain WFD, the pulse display appears as in Figure 5.3. To solve such
problems, a two step procedure is implemented.
Figure 5.3: Example of a big TPC signal appearing as a saturated island with flat top at
255 samples.
First, the matching low-gain island must be found. In each MIDAS block, I loop over
the high gain islands. When I encounter an island with a maximum sample larger than 245
(255 is the upper limit), I search through the low gain islands in a ±200 clock tick time
window centered around the high gain island time. This is a very generous time window to
compensate for possible time offsets (constant over every MIDAS block) between high gain
and low gain channels. In general, one low gain island is matched to the high gain island,
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but if more than one low gain island is found in this time window, the one with the best
time match is assigned as the matched low gain island.
Second, the saturated samples in the high gain island must be replaced by the corre-
sponding samples from the matched low-gain island found in the first step. Before stitching,
I first apply the smoothing algorithm to filter out any squiggles2 in the low gain island. I
then subtract the baseline from the low gain samples, scale the remaining signal by the rel-
ative high gain/low gain amplification factor (approximately 10, with a slight dependence
on pad) and finally, add in the pedestal (a DC offset for each channel, fixed through the
entire run period) for the high gain channel. Finally I loop through the samples in the
modified low gain island: while the low gain sample is larger than 255, I replace, in order,
any saturated high gain samples. The stitching stops when the high gain sample falls below
255 ADC counts. Figure 5.4 compares the saturated high gain island (blue) the original
matching low gain island (red) and the high gain island after modification. The perfor-
mance of this stitching algorithm is very good. Figure 5.5 is an example showing before
and after the stitch. The blue is the TPC island, and red is the pulse fitted on the island.
Details about pulse fitting are described below, but one already can see that the fit to the
saturated pulse is much worse than that to the pulse formed by stitching. From a broader
view, figure 5.6 shows the pulse amplitude vs pulse energy (integral of the area) before
and after the stitching process. The linear relation between pulse height and pulse energy
is far more obvious after stitching. After stitching, only the high gain TPC islands (some
modified) are retained in the data flow.
The next step, performed by the MuSun pulse fitting algorithms, is to extract a few
physics parameters from the samples. Several algorithms, with different strengths, were
developed to extract the energy deposited in and time of the TPC pulses. I briefly describe
two of the most often-used algorithms.
2A smoothing algorithm is applied to the TPC island to remove the bursts of high-frequency noise known
as ”squigglies”, and when checking if samples are over threshold, the DC offset (pedestal) is first subtracted
from the samples.
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Figure 5.4: Display of a large signal at the stop pad from a fusion event. Blue is the
original high gain saturated island, red is the original matching low-gain island. Green is
the amplified low gain signal described in the text.
• Mini Pulse -Template fit. Most of the TPC signals are produced by stopping muons.
The pulse shape is mainly defined by the shaping amplifier. The idea of the MiniPulse
Template fit is that all the muon pulses have essentially the same shape, which can be
scaled vertically to reflect the amplitude, scaled in time to reflect the pulse width, and
offset in time to set the muon’s arrival time in the TPC. A template can be created
by averaging the shapes from a big sample of muon pulses. This template is then
used to fit TPC islands, with the results returned in the physics object TPC pulses.
Each returned pulse is characterized by four parameters: time, amplitude (height of
the pulse, pedestal subtracted), width and chi-square. The first three parameters are
assigned with initial guess values before fitting. The actual fitting is a gradient based,
chi-squared minimization procedure using the Numerical Recipes dfpmin algorithm.
More details about Mini pulse fitting can be found in Justin Phillips’s thesis.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the Mini pulse fitting on the original saturated island (left) and
stitched island (right). The fit is better after stitching.
Figure 5.6: Pulse amplitude Vs energy correlation plots before and after stitching. Since we
design the electronics to give a fixed pulse width, the energy (integral) of the pulses should
be linearly related to the amplitude. (With the exception of the vertical traveling tracks
for which the pulse width is a combination of the shaper and track angle effect.) After
stitching, better linearity is obtained for the pulses with amplitude larger than ∼250 ADC.
The MiniPulse fitter provides excellent energy resolution. The failure modes mostly
appear for those islands which don’t match the template pulse shape. For example,
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the pulse shapes produced by fusion protons, which are emitted in all directions with
respect to the incoming beam, are not well described by the muon template. In fusion
events with dµd formation at early times, or fusion events where the proton travels
downward, the fusion signals and those of the stopping muon can overlap. The Mini
pulse fitter will perform double pulse fitting (as requested) and it deals with the He-3
channel very well, particularly for delayed fusion signals.
• TOT Pulse - Time Over Threshold. Two thresholds are involved in defining a TOT
pulse. First a ”sample stretch” is identified by finding the first sample above a lower
threshold (10 ADC for run 6) and including subsequent samples in time until a sample
is below this threshold. Then TOT pulses are formed from the sample stretches by
applying an amplitude cut (17 ADC counts for run 6). The TOT pulse is character-
ized by the following parameters: center time, start time, end time, amplitude, and
pedestal. Compared to pulses produced by the Mini Fitter, the TOT pulses are much
simpler because no fitting procedure is involved. Therefore the energy resolution is
worse than for the Mini pulse. However because of its simplicity, the TOT pulse fitter
fails less often and is more useful in dealing with the pulses produced in fusion events.
Pointers to the TPCIslands (sets of samples) and the TPC pulses are stored in a common
object called the TTPCPulseIslandWrapper. The wrapper objects, Islands and Pulses are
stored in the MU output tree for analysis at the MTA level.
5.2.3 Electron Detector
The electron analysis at the MU level shares the same philosophy as the TPC analysis: basic
objects are formed but the selection of ”good” electron tracks is postponed until MTA. This
framework, developed by Luis Ibanez, is far more flexible than the approach adopted by the
MuCap collaboration. Ibanez also fully integrated the WFD gondola data into the decay
electron analysis.
In the MU analysis, each detector is analyzed separately; the hits in the ePC1 and ePC2
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anodes and cathodes are clustered temporally and spatially to obtain hits. The eSC hits
in the readout PMTs are also analyzed. Rather than making cuts to select electron tracks,
the goal is to make available at MTA all the physics objects that might be produced from
the ePC and eSC data. Below is a brief description of these basic electron objects.
Wire chambers ePC1 and ePC2
The wire chambers consist of 3 layers: an inner cathode-strip plane, anode wires and an
outer cathode-strip plane. To eliminate after-pulsing, a 1 µs deadtime is applied in each
individual layer. Clusters are formed in each layer if the gap between hits consists of no
more than two wires/strips and the hits are within a 300 ns time-coincidence window. The
cluster is parameterized by (t, z, φ) where t is the average time of all the hits in the cluster,
and z, φ are the polar coordinates of the average cluster hits. If the time difference between
clusters is less than 200 ns, coincidences are then made among clusters in the anode and
and two cathode layers. The ePC object is labeled as Cathode-Or or Cathode-And
depending on whether one or both cathodes contain clusters that are coincident with the
anode cluster.
The next step is to join ePC1 and ePC2. Figure 5.7 shows the time and φ difference of
the ePC1 and ePC2 hits. An ePC pair flag will be set true if the time difference lies in the
[-150 ns, 180 ns] window, and the φ difference is less than 0.6435.
Barrel Scintillator detector eSC
The precision timing measurement of the decay electron is provided by the signals from the
16 scintillator paddles that comprise the eSC. Each of them is read out by a discrimina-
tor/TDC combination as well as a WFD, which samples the analog signal at approximately
450 MHz. In the MuSun electron analysis, the TDC and WFD data is matched and then
either one can be combined with an ePC object to form an electron track. The reason for
the redundant readout (TDC and WFD) is the poor quality of the scintillator signals as
well as grave doubts about the TDC hardware. We describe the eSC objects as Gondola
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Figure 5.7: The histogram at left is the distribution of time differences between ePC1 and
ePC2 clusters. The coincidence window is chosen as the area between the red dash lines.
Right histogram is the φ difference between ePC clusters. Figure credit: Luis Ibanez’s
electron technote. [33]
WFD/TDC n-folds, where n is the number of coincident signals from each gondola. A
healthy Michel electron is normally seen in all 4 PMTs and registers in an all channels of
TDC and WFD readout. In this case, n = 4.
The goal of the eSC analysis at MU level is to define the gondola n-fold objects. The
following procedure is implemented. An individual TDC trigger is characterized by the
time that a signal rises above the hardware threshold of the corresponding discriminator.
The data format is simple and thus no further analysis is required in forming a physics
object. WFD data, on the other hand, contains the full waveform of scintillator signals.
(The average pulse height is, in principle described by a Landau function convoluted with
a Gaussian; the latter describes the resolution effect of photon statistics.). Like the TPC
WFD, eSC PMT data is is also read out in fixed length blocks. In the case of the eSC
WFDs, there are 32 samples per block with a sampling rate of approximately 450 MHz. If
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the last sample in the first block is still above the WFD hardware threshold, another block
of 32 samples is written. A 31 bit time word is associated with each island. As with the
TPC WFDs, by convention, that time is associated with the first sample of the block.
The WFD islands are processed through a simple pulse finder (without fitting), which
determines the amplitude (maximum value above pedestal), integrated area and various
measurements of the pulse time, including a weighted average of 7 samples around the peak
and the time when the pulse reaches half of its maximum amplitude. Figure 5.8 shows the
amplitude and area distribution of all the gondola WFD channels. The separation between
the signal and noise peak (characterized as the ”valley of death”) is far from ideal but, for
a 4-fold coincidence, usually adequate. In the analysis, we have the option to select pulses
based on energy or amplitude but no selection was made in the run 6 analysis. For each
WFD channel, a 50 ns dead time is imposed so as to eliminate possible after-pulsing.
Figure 5.8: eSC pulse energy (integral) and amplitude distribution from the eSC WFD
pulse finder. Signal/noise separation is not ideal. In the downstream analysis, we require a
4-fold coincidence to obtain a healthy electron signal. Figure credit, Luis Ibanez’s electron
technote. [33]
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The next step in defining the gondola n-fold is to time align all 128 readout (64 TDCs and
64 WFDs) channels with reference to the muSC signal and within each gondola. Offsets are
applied in each channel to compensate for cable-length differences and other signal timing
corrections (such as 4CTA3 in the waveform digitizer.) For each gondola, one TDC channel
is first aligned to the muSC signal. The other three TDC channels are then aligned to the
first one. The WFD channels are aligned to their TDC counterparts using the pulse time.
The final step is to form the n-fold coincidences for each gondola (TDC n-folds and WFD
n-folds are made separately.) Take WFD n-folds as an example. When looping through
all the time-ordered pulses for a single scintillator (4 channels) in the MIDAS block, a
coincidence is formed from groups of electron pulses which all lie within a sliding 40 ns
window. The time used in the n-fold formation is the pulse peak time. In run 6, 65% of all
WFD n-folds are 4-folds, 4% are 3-folds and 30% are 2-folds. Figure 5.9 shows a comparison
of the number of WFD (red) and TDC (blue) 4-folds in each gondola. There are dips at
gondola 6 and 11, which lie in the shadow of the TPC support posts: some of the would-be
decay electrons in these gondolas are scattered away. Because the WFD trigger threshold
is lower, there are more WFD 4-folds than TDC 4-folds. The time resolution of the TDC
is slightly worse than that of the WFD. However, provided the timing performance is the
same, early and late in the measurement, both systems will deliver reliable time spectra.
An Electron object is constructed with data from the electron detector objects: clusters
from ePC1 and ePC2 and eSC WFD n-folds and TDC n-folds. Information from the ePC
and eSC are combined when their data is coincident in time and space. The allowed time
difference between ePC clusters and eSC n-folds is 300 ns, and the coincidence window for
φ and z are [-600 mm, 400 mm] and [-1.5,1.5] respectively. The clusters or hits that are
not in these windows will be labeled, but not cut. An example of a track label could be
ePC1CathodeOR + ePC2CathodeAND + eSCWFD4fold.
It is also worth noting that the spatial alignment of the three detectors is completed
34CTA - 4 clock-tick ambiguity that generated from the unsynchronized internal FPGA clock manager
in the WFD and external WFD clock.
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Figure 5.9: The number of 4-fold coincidences at 16 gondolas. Red is from WFD data, and
blue is from TDC data.
at MU level. The alignment is performed using the tracks from cosmic rays, which pass
straight through the electron detector. Details can be found in Luis Ibanez’s thesis. [34]
Before moving to the MTA analysis, let me summarize the list of objects stored in the
MU output tree:
• TMuEntrance: muSC WFD pulses, muSC TDC high and low hits, muPC X/Y and
XY clusters, kicker start and stop times, etc. TMuEntrance seeds the output tree.
• TPC: Islands, Pulses, TPCIslandPulsesWrapper.
• Electron: ePC1 clusters, ePC2 clusters, eSC TDC hits, eSC WFD pulses.
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5.3 Tier two: MTA
The MU-level data structure is based on the MIDAS readout block, while the structure in
the MTA analysis is based on the entrance muons. The input to MTA analysis is a ROOT
tree with a large number of MuSun events. Each MuSun event is a collection of physics
objects from MU found in a time window of [-30µs, 30µs] centered around the TMuEntrance
time. The goal of MTA is to make cuts on these basic objects and select good MuSun events
with which to fill the lifetime histogram. In this section, I will first describe the higher level
physics objects built in MTA from each detector, and then list the standard cuts used to
select good MuSun events for the lifetime histograms.
5.3.1 Good MuEntrance (HasBastEntrance)
A good muon entrance must satisfy all the conditions below:
• Kicker was triggered on a muSC High signal.
• Time difference between MuPC X and Y clusters are inside of a [-190 ns, 190 ns] time
window. A 300 ns deadtime imposed on each cluster.
• MuSC/MuSCA PP (Pile-up protection) - No additional hits in MuSC or MuSCA in
the 25 µs pile-up protection time window.
• MuPC PP - no additional clusters found in the 25 µs pile-up protection window in
either plane of the MuPC.
• The MuSC object includes both copy1 and copy2 signals.
• TMuEntrance object is not killed by dead time or bookending from any entrance
detector analysis. The standard MuSC deadtime is 29 ns; for MuSCA it is 130 ns.4
Figure 5.10 shows the relative size of the production data sample at each cut for con-
structing the HasBestEntrance flag. The greatest loss of events is caused by the MuPC
4Run 6 suffers from after-pulsing in the muSCA. To eliminate these after-pulses, the dead time is set to
130 ns, compared to 90 ns for other production runs.
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pile-up protection cut. In the end, about 68% of all TMuEntrance objects fulfill the Has-
BestEntrance criteria.
Figure 5.10: Muon entrance statistics at MTA, generated from one file of run 6 production.
5.3.2 TPC
The input objects from MU are TPC Islands and TPC pulses. The goal of the MTA TPC
analysis is to reconstruct the muon stop position and select those entering muons that stop
inside deuterium gas. To reach this goal, two high-level objects are formed: TPC pulse
clusters, and TPC tracks. Standard cuts are then applied on the TPC tracks to define
a good muon stop in the deuterium. The principal author of the clustering and tracking
algorithms is Michael Murray.
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Clustering
The clustering algorithm is characterized by temporal and spatial coincidence windows that
are used to collect the pulses associated with each muon event. Two categories of TPC pulse
clusters are constructed in the MTA level: a set for the MiniPulse finder and a set for the
TOT pulse finder. Since the mainstream analysis uses TOT pulses, I will focus on the TOT
pulse clusters.
The clustering process begins with a loop over all of the TOT pulses in the event. The
pulses are time-ordered. Two pulses are clustered if two conditions are both true: (1) they
are neighboring pulses within 1 pad in X (no gap) and 2 pads in Z (allow 1 pad gap).
(2) their time window (trailing edge-leading edge) is separated no more than 1 µs. Pulses
satisfying this condition will be formed into a TPC TOT cluster object. Additional pulses
in the event may seed other clusters. The optimal choice for the trailing edge-leading edge
time window (1 µs by default) was studied in detail. It turns out that 500 ns is insufficient
to catch scattering events, while 1.5 µs produces a 10 ppm discrepancy in the disappearance
rate when compared to results from 1 µs.
Tracking
TPC cluster objects are fed into tracking algorithms that determine the muon stop position.
Generally speaking, a tracker’s performance is judged by the accuracy of the reconstructed
stop position. Before describing each algorithm, we first define some important terminology.
E0: Sum over all the pulse energies in the stop column (all Z).
E1: Sum over all the pulse energies one column upstream from the stop pad.
E9: Sum over all the pulse energies in the stop pad plus the 8 surrounding pads.
S energy: E0+2∗E1. A rough linear correlation is found between E0 and E1 with a slope
of 2. Therefore, E0 + 2 ∗ E1 is more or less constant. The S energy is used as an estimate
of the Bragg peak energy.
Column: 6 pads with the same Z. (Z lies along the muon beam).
Row: 8 pads with the same X. (X is transverse to the beam and lies in the horizontal plane).
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Four major tracking algorithms (or trackers) were developed at MTA. The user chooses
trackers for production runs or different systematic studies. A detailed description of the
muon stop definition for each tracker is described below:
• TOT Basic tracker: This is the simplest and most straightforward tracker. No attempt
is made to distinguish regular muon stops and fusion events. The most downstream
pad is always considered the stop position. The detailed definition is the following.
Based on the cluster, stop Z is the most downstream column, stop X is the row with
the earliest pulse in the stop Z column, and stop Y is the center time of the pulse at
the stop pad defined by stop X and Z.
• TOT Road tracker: The Road tracker is more sophisticated than the basic tracker.
The idea is to use the energy deposition of the pulses in each Z column to differentiate
the muon road (the pulses leading up to the Bragg peak) and stop. Moreover, instead
of directly using the time of the stop, the road tracker uses a linear fit of the Y
information from the upstream road pads to extrapolate the stop Y. The advantage
of this road projection is that stop Y reconstruction is less likely to be biased by fusion
products such as protons and 3He nuclei. The disadvantage of the road projection is
that it smears the stop Y spatial resolution and mis-reconstruction tends to occur for
scattering events. As will be described in chapter 6, fusion event mis-reconstruction
is time-dependent and hence dangerous. Mis-reconstruction of regular muon tracks
is not time-dependent. Mis-reconstruction of scattering events is not time-dependent
(unless coupled with diffusion). Because it introduces less distortion in the lifetime
histograms, the road tracker is preferred to the basic tracker.
For completeness, the details of the road tracker algorithm are presented here. From
the TOT cluster, we sum the energy in all pulses with the same Z and ask if the
energy is larger than the fusion energy threshold (1200 keV)5. If one of the column
5This threshold is designed to be above the largest E0
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sums is over threshold, the associated cluster is separated into a fusion cluster and a
road cluster. The fusion cluster consists of those pulses in the column which exceed
the fusion threshold as well all those downstream. The road cluster consists of all
pulses in the cluster that lie upstream of the fusion cluster. The Stop Z is given by
the most upstream fusion column; the stop pad in X is given by the most downstream
pulse in the road cluster. If there is more than one, the pad with the greatest energy
deposition is used to determine stop X. The Stop Y is given by projecting the road
cluster from the most downstream highest energy pulse center time one pad forward to
the Stop Z column, using the average time if there are multiple pulses on the column.
If no road cluster is found, then the stop Z is still the most upstream column of the
fusion cluster, and stop X is given by the highest pulse in the stop Z column in this
case; Stop Y is the center time of this highest energy pulse.
If the energy in no column exceeds the fusion threshold, this is unlikely to be a fusion
event. In that case, the stop Z is the most downstream column, stop X is where the
highest energy pulse is located in the stop Z column and stop Y is given by the center
time of the highest energy pulse on the stop pad.
• StopThresh tracker: The StopThresh tracker is very similar to the TOT Road tracker.
The threshold, set by the maximum E1 energy, is set to 1100 keV. Once again, clusters
are separated into a road cluster and a stop cluster. The definition of stop X, Y, Z is
the same as that for the Road tracker except the fusion cluster is now replaced by the
stop cluster. Figure 5.11 shows an example of how the StopThresh tracker determines
the muon stop position. The motivation to have a different threshold from the fusion
threshold (as in the road tracker above) is that fusion events have longer lifetimes than
non-fusion events. An algorithm which treats fusion and non-fusion events differently
may introduce distortions into the lifetime histograms. Since the primary goal of any
tracker is to reconstruct the muon stop, in principle, a different threshold for road
and stop is reasonable. In practice, the performance of the StopThresh tracker and
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the Road tracker (with the fusion threshold) is very similar.
Figure 5.11: Event display for a MC muon event. According to the Road tracker, the stop
Z is the most upstream column (Z=6) in the cluster above the threshold, stop X is the most
downstream X from the road cluster (X=3), stop Y is given by the YZ angle from the road
cluster (dashed arrow) projected to the stop pad 22. Picture credit, from Michael Murray’s
collaboration meeting talk 2015. [35]
• PDir tracker: Correctly reconstructing the muon stop for the PT fusion events is
particularly challenging. The PDir (proton direction) tracker is designed to handle
these events. Fusion protons are emitted isotropically with a range of approximately
16 mm. Protons that travel vertically may confuse an algorithm’s determination of
the stop time, but the use of the upstream road projection can avoid this problem.
For protons that travel horizontally downstream, the most downstream pad is often
a poor choice for the stop position. Fortunately, a handle is found in the E0 Vs
E1 plot where upstream and downstream proton events manifest as almost separate
bands (see figure 5.12). The PDir tracker is characterized by a 500 ns clustering time
window. The initial Stop Z, used to set E0 and E1, is set as the most downstream
column. If the event belongs to the downstream band, the stop Z is adjusted upstream
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by one column. For both the upstream band and for events without PT fusion, stop
Z remains unchanged (see the cartoon on the right of figure 5.12).
To determine stop X and stop Y, a road cluster and stop cluster have to be defined.
For the upstream proton case, the road cluster starts from stop Z - 2 and includes
all pulses that are further upstream - all these pulses are unaffected by the proton
signals. For a downstream-going proton, the road cluster begins at stop Z -1 and
includes pulses that are found further upstream. Stop X is given by the row of the
highest energy pulse located at the most downstream column in the road cluster. As
for stop Y, if the road cluster length in Z is more than 1 pad, the stop Y is projected
from the road cluster to the stop pad. If there is only one pad in the road cluster, the
stop Y is the center time of the highest pulse in the stop pad.
Figure 5.12: Left: the E0 Vs E1 correlation. The upstream-going and downstream-going
protons events appear in separate bands, allowing us to determine the proton direction and
muon stop Z column. Right: a cartoon of stop Z column based on proton travel direction
from E0/E1 correlation, the skinny red arrow shows the stop Z for two cases. Image credit:
Michael Murray’s talk from 2015 collaboration meeting. [35]
After determining the muon stop position from the tracker, a fiducial volume cut is applied
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to the tracks. Again, broadly defined, the fiducial volume is the inner box of the TPC.
Fiducial X includes the central 4 rows of pads and Fiducial Z, columns 3 through 7. Fiducial
Y starts 15 mm above the anode grid and extends upwards to within 15 mm of the cathode.
Finally the track must extend along at least 3 pads in Z and its S energy must exceed 430
keV.
5.3.3 Electron tracks
To evaluate the electron tracks, ePC clusters and gondola n-folds produced by MU serve as
input to the GlobalElectron class. The flexibility of the GlobalElectron framework allows
the user to select various ”good electron” track definitions. Electron tracks are found as
follows:
1. TGlobalElectron input consists of arrays of gondola n-folds from WFD and TDC data,
as well as hits from ePC1 and ePC2.
2. Before coincidences can be formed between ePC and gondola data, the detector sys-
tems must be aligned both in time and in space. Then to join ePC clusters and
gondola n-folds, for run 6, the coincidence windows are [300 ns, 600 ns] in time and
[-0.35, 0.35] in φ.
3. Tracks are formed from the WFD/TDC gondola n-folds and the clusters from ePC1
and ePC2. For systematic studies, we also form tracks from WFD/TDC single tube
hits and the ePC clusters.
4. Multi-tracks are an issue. A multi-track is defined as a track that shares any infor-
mation with another track (for example, two different electron tracks might share the
same gondola hits, but have different ePC hits).
The electron analysis is summarized in the flow chart shown in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: A rough sketch of the path taken by the data in the Electron Analysis. In blue
you can see the path taken by MuCap; in red, what has been added in MuSun.
5.3.4 MuSun events: Standard event selection cuts
After the good physics objects are assembled at MTA, a standard set of cuts is used to
select good MuSun events.
• Good muon entrance: HasBestEntrance = true.
• There should be no sign of muon pile-up: HasLoneMuonStop = true.
• A good muon stop inside the TPC fiducial volume with a track length in Z of at least
3 pads; an S energy larger than 430 keV.
• A good electron track: a standard combination might consist of a gondola 4-fold and
hits in both ePC1 and ePC2.
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• The decay electron track should be associated with the stopped muon. To this end,
we define an impact parameter, the distance from the muon stop to the electron track.
An impact parameter cut at 120 mm will eliminate backgrounds from beam electrons.
• We demand that there be no sparks in the TPC, nor indication of errors in the readout
of data.
Careful systematic studies are required to optimize the values chosen for the cuts. In the
case where cuts are based on a single parameter, such as the S energy or impact parameter,
we look for changes in the disappearance rate as the cut values are changed. And by this
means, we can establish the uncertainties and possible corrections associated with each cut.
But there are also other cuts which are multi-dimensional and more complicated, such as
the tracking algorithm and fiducial volume. The greatest danger (detailed in chapter 6)
arises when the results of these cuts are correlated to the electron-muon time.
5.4 Run 6 Statistics
More than 3000 golden (high quality) runs were collected during run 6 production and in this
thesis I processed over 2200 runs through MU and MTA. In all, we collected approximately
4.8 × 109 events with the HasBestEntrance flag true. Of these, 82% have gondola 4-folds
and 45% are electron tracks labeled as gondola4foldsCathodeOr. From the TPC side, 56%
of all the HasBestEntrance events feature muon stops inside the TPC region of interest
(ROI) and of these about 60% stop within the fiducial volume. (The difference among
various trackers is with 6%). Combining the information from entrance detectors, TPC
and electron detectors, about 27% of all the HasBestEntrance events meet the criteria of
good muon stop inside of fiducial volume and good electron track with gondola 4 fold
coincidence together with cathode OR hits on both ePCs. The number of entries in the
lifetime histogram within the ± 30 µs time window is 1.3 × 109. The 120 mm impact
parameter cut excludes about another 10% of events from the lifetime histogram. If we
choose the fit window [160 ns, 24000 ns], the statistics of the final survived events after the
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standard MuSun cuts is about 7.4 × 108.
Chapter 6
Systematic Studies
Although the basic design of the MuSun experiment is simple, reaching a high precision on
the muon disappearance rate is challenging. In order to improve the precision on Λd by
almost an order of magnitude over past experiments, a great deal of effort is required to
understand the different systematic errors. In general, the systematic effects are naturally
divided into two categories:
• Type One: Any other disappearance channel besides muon decay and capture from
the doublet state.
• Type Two: Artificial lifetime distortions produced by the cuts that are used to select
good MuSun events.
Type One systematics include: muon captures on chemical impurities, principally oxy-
gen, nitrogen and water vapor; muon which stop on TPC wall materials (high Z atoms
such as tungsten, silver, stainless steel, etc.) can then undergo nuclear capture; atomic
and nuclear capture on 3He, protons or tritons produced in dd fusion. Because this last
systematic error is negligible, in this chapter, I am only focusing on the first two, especially
the impurity capture, which requires dedicated study.
Type Two systematics are less straightforward. From a bottom up view, the last step
of extracting the disappearance rate is to fit the lifetime histogram with the 3 parameter
exponential function. The decay rate of the exponential is the muon disappearance rate.
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Figure 6.1: List of the type two systematics: left is the table of the time dependent sources
that migrate events through the cuts; the cuts in the analysis chain are listed to the right.
The arrows show the interactions between the source and the cuts which lead to potential
lifetime distortion.
Therefore, it is crucial that the cuts used in selecting events are not time 1 dependent. If,
for some reason, events migrate through cut boundaries, adding or deleting events from the
lifetime spectrum in a time-dependent way, the result will be a systematic distortion of the
measured lifetime. We need to minimize the net time-dependent migration of events and
correct for any residual distortion. In the end, our systematic errors will be determined by
the uncertainty in these corrections.
The chart in Figure 6.1 shows different physics phenomena which can cause time-
dependent event migration across the MuSun analysis cuts. The general term we use to
describe this type two systematic is “interference”. In this chapter, due to the significance of
the correction, I will focus on the following type two systematic effects: fusion interference,
electron interference, diffusion across impact parameter cut and finally, unseen scattering
1Here time means the observed time difference between muon and electron.
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and high Z capture in muon track reconstruction. In the following subsections, the basic
phenomena of each systematic will be described, and for run 6 data, an estimation of the
disappearance rate correction and its uncertainty will be given.
6.1 Type One: Muon Capture on Gas Impurities
6.1.1 Background story about Run 6 impurities
In contrast with other runs, the dominant systematic uncertainty in Run 6 was the gas
impurities. During the data taking period, the zeolite filters in the CHUPS system were
fully saturated with water, and therefore did not remove the N2 and O2 molecules. The
concentrations of these impurity molecules are therefore limited by the vapor pressure curve
shown in Fig. 6.2. So if we fully trust these curves and the accuracy of the TPC tem-
perature measurement, then at 31K, the expected maximum concentrations of N2 and O2
gas are approximately 20 ppb and 0.1 ppb respectively. As described in section 3.3.1, using
reference [24] transfer rates λdN = 14.5× 1010 s−1 and λdO = 6.3×1010 s−1, the change
in the muon disappearance rate due to N2 and O2 is more or less linearly dependent on
their concentrations - with the conversion factors of ∼2 s−1 / ppb and ∼1 s−1 / ppb. This
means that for run 6 TPC conditions, given the failure of the zeolite filters, we expect the
disappearance rate correction to be approximately 40 s−1 for the N2 impurity and negligible
for O2.
Following this path, an estimate of the rate correction requires that three values be
precisely determined:
• The N2 gas concentration, cZ : The nitrogen concentration was measured with both
gas chromatography and by the direct detection of capture events
• Transfer rate λdN : The transfer rate was determined with a zero-extrapolation method.
A detailed discussion is presented in the next section.
• β ≡ ∆λ / cZ : The relationship between nitrogen impurity levels and changes to the
disappearance rate - closely related to the second item.
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Figure 6.2: Equilibrium concentrations for N2 and O2 relative to MuSun gas density as a
function of temperature. This graph appeared also in Figure 3.11.
In the next section, I explain how these parameters are determined. The methodology
of direct detection was developed mostly by Dr. Frederik Wauters, from the University of
Washington.
6.1.2 N2 concentration - Direct detection from data analysis
If the muon captures on a nitrogen nucleus, we can sometimes see the recoil signals in the
TPC. Figure 6.3 is a cartoon that shows the kinetics of µN capture inside the deuterium
gas. For every ppb of nitrogen, approximately 10 ppm of all the muons are transferred from
deuterium to nitrogen. And out of all the µN atoms, 87% undergo normal muon decay,
13% of them undergo nuclear capture. The final state particles include ionized C-14∗, which
can deposit energy in the muon stop pad. The signature of these capture recoil events (as
in Figure 6.3) is a large pulse from the Bragg peak of the muon track followed by a small
pulse which arises from the energy deposition of the short-ranged recoiling carbon atom.
The amplitude of these recoil pulses is peaked at approximately 105 keV in this plot. (Note
that the amplitude distribution in Figure 6.3 is from an earlier dataset with a different
TPC. The peak value was different for run 6 production run.)
After establishing the signature of this capture channel, the next step is to count how
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Figure 6.3: Description of recoil signals from the muon capture nitrogen. Picture credit:
from Frederik Wauters’s talk in the 2015 MuSun collaboration meeting. [36]
many signals there are. In order to do the counting, we need to distinguish the capture
recoil signals from the background events. What are the backgrounds? Most of the small-
amplitude, delayed pulses are produced by 3He - a product of one of the fusion channels.
In MuSun, the 3He signal is mono-energetic and is used to determine the TPC energy
resolution. For the same reason, it appears as a narrow peak in the energy spectrum of the
delayed pulses which follow the muon stop. The impurity capture recoil signal appears as
a bump that sits between the 3He peak and the “noise”/electron part of the spectrum, just
above the trigger threshold. (See Figure 6.5). Due to partial overlap of the capture signal
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Figure 6.4: The carbon recoil energy spectrum from the muon capture on the nitrogen.
Figure is taken from reference [23].
bump with the low energy tail of the 3He peak2, it is crucial to suppress the population of
3He events in this delayed pulse energy spectrum. In the analysis, the following cuts are
applied to enhance the ratio of signal to background.
• Delayed time window: 4-8 µs. As shown in Figure 6.6, the time scale of 3He produc-
tion is much shorter than that of capture recoil signals. Therefore, the delayed time
window can suppress the 3He peak.
• Event topology to veto PT fusion events: During the time window described above,
veto on events with signals in pads neighboring the muon stop pad. To further clean
the delayed pulses, apply an E9 cut and a pulse fitting chi-squared cut.
The cuts described above will reduce the number of 3He pulses in the delayed pulse-
energy spectrum. In order to achieve a good signal/background separation, we also need
to improve the energy resolution. To that end, new cryogenic amplifiers were implemented
2The low energy tail of the 3He peak is from the 3He events that travel vertically upward - opposite the
direction of the electric field inside of the TPC. In this direction, the recombination effect is largest and the
signal is smallest.
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Figure 6.5: Energy spectrum for delayed pulses following a muon stop, collected with the
new cryogenic preamplifiers in deuterium with N2 content of ∼20 ppb, as confirmed by
gas chromatography measurements. The black spectrum includes only events that have an
observed Michel electron, which enhances the muon-catalyzed fusion signals. This signal
is subtracted from the red spectrum, marked nuclear recoils, so as to isolate the impurity
capture signal.
in run 6. Because of noise reduction (shorter cable runs) and an optimized shaping time,
the energy resolution on the 3He peak decreased from 40 keV in run 4 to 25 keV in run 6.
Figure 6.7 shows a comparison of the delayed pulse energy spectrum in run 4 (red) and
run 6 (black). The separation of the noise peak and 3He peak has obviously improved. The
energy resolution is further improved in software when selecting the N capture recoil signal.
This includes:
• Using the amplitude (rather than the integrated pulse height) to characterize the
energy of the delayed pulse.
• Pad by pad energy calibration: The ADC to keV conversion factor varies slightly from
pad to pad, which would degrade the energy resolution.
• Y/drift time correction on pulse amplitude: signal size depends subtly on the height
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the yield time of 3He fusion channel and muon capture on the
nitrogen. Figure credit is from Frederik’s talk in the collaboration meeting. [36]
of the particle track in the TPC. This effect is caused by a combination of non-zero
grid transparency, diffusion, reattachment, and recombination.
After all these cuts have been applied, the final step is background subtraction. Let
us recap what are the main backgrounds from low to high energy : 1. The low energy
noise mixed with Michel electron energy deposition (low edge of signal region); 2. Deuteron
recoil from the capture-neutron scattering (overlaps with the signal region); 3. The 3He
fusion peak (high side of the impurity capture signal). There is a decay electron in the
event for most background events of type 1 or type 3. However, there should be no decay
electrons in the signal events. Figure 6.8 shows the delayed pulse spectra “with” (blue) and
“without” (red) 3decay electrons. The two curves are aligned (and normalized) at the 3He
peak. Subtracting the spectrum with the decay electrons from the curve without electrons
removes most of the backgrounds (noise, 3He peak from fusion) in the red spectrum. The
leftover events are Michel electrons, deuteron recoil from neutron scattering and the desired
3without electrons here means no electron track is detected, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that there are
no electrons. Since the electron detector only covers 70% solid angle and doesn’t have perfect efficiency, most
of the events in the noise peak and 3He/µ3He peaks still have decay electrons; therefore these backgrounds
will be removed by subtracting the blue curve.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the delayed pulse energy spectrum between run 4 (red) and
run 6 (black). Observe big improvement on the energy resolution due to the cryogenic
preamplifiers. Figure credit: from Frederik’s talk [37].
signals from capture on impurities. µ+ data is used to further remove, with fair success, the
Michel electron background. And finally, the number of deuteron recoil events is tricky to
estimate since the signature of this channel is very similar to that of the impurity capture.
Using the Monte-Carlo as a guide, we find that roughly 1/3 of the events in this signal
region produced by deuteron recoil caused, in turn, by µd capture neutrons.
So far, a series of steps has been described to identify the impurity capture signals in
the delayed pulse spectrum and determine its population. For the run 6 production data
(see Fig. 6.8), in the signal energy region from 110 keV to 210 keV, the signal events are
the difference between the blue and red curves. The impurity capture fraction, the number
of captures divided by the total number of muon stops is 6.87×10−6. The next issue is how
to translate this ratio to a N2 concentration.
The N2 concentration is determined by a zero-extrapolation of the nitrogen-doped data.
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Figure 6.8: Run 6 delayed pulse energy spectrum without decay electrons (red) and with
decay electrons (blue). The difference of the two is considered as the capture recoil spectrum.
Figure credit: Frederik’s talk in 2015 MuSun collaboration meeting. [36]
At the end of run 6, we doped the TPC with 2 ppm nitrogen at T = 37 K and 0.5 ppm
at T=34 K. Due to the grid and cathode mechanical failures at the end of the run 6 data
production period, the doped runs were performed with a spare TPC with different grid
and cathode high voltages. To use the doped data, the impurity capture recoil signals for
the two TPCs must be aligned. The ratio of impurity captures to muon stops is 86.1 times
larger for the 2 ppm doping data than for the production conditions. If we believe that the
direct detection method described above produces an impurity recoil sample of high purity,
then the N2 concentration should scale in the same manner. It should be noted that for the
37K dataset the impurity level was measured to be in the range from 1.75 to 1.99 ppm. If
we divide by 86.1, cN during production is about 20-30 ppb.
A large impurity concentration distorts the pure exponential form the of the decay





Λeff − ΛN (Λeffe
−(ΛN+λµ)t − ΛNe−(λµ+Λeff )t) (6.1)
where λµ is the standard µ
−disappearance rate, ΛN is the rate of muon capture on nitrogen,
and Λeff = cNλdNφ, the effective transfer rate of the muon from deuteron to nitrogen is
proportional to the nitrogen concentration cN and deuterium gas density φ. Function 6.1
is used to fit the lifetime histogram of the two doped datasets. As inputs, ΛN is fixed to
be 69 kHz (from reference [38] page 366), and λµ is fixed to the production value 456275
(45) Hz. So function 6.1 is now a fit function with three free parameters: N, bin width,
and Λeff . The fitted Λeff for 2 ppm and 0.5 ppm datasets are 28.3(3) kHz and 8.5(2) kHz.
Contributions to the errors on the effective transfer rate are 0.4 kHz from error propagation
of λµ, ∼1.5% from electron cuts (there is a gondola ID dependency in the transfer rate) and
∼0.5 kHz from the start time dependence. Figure 6.9 shows, for 2 ppm doped dataset., the
3-parameter fit, fit residual, and the start time scan of the fitted effective transfer rate.
Since Λeff ∝ cN , and cN ∝ (capture yield/muon stops), the effective transfer rate is
proportional to the number of captures per muon stop. Figure 6.10 shows a linear fit for
the proportionality constant using the two doped points. The result is capture yield/muon
stops = 2.12e-05 Λeff . Therefore, with 6.87×10−6 observed captures per stopped muon, the
effective transfer rate at the production condition can be extrapolated as 323 Hz. Mean-
while, the normalized transfer rate λdN calculated from the Λeff using the ∼2 ppm doped
datasets is about 2.2×1011 s−1, 50% larger than the literature value 1.45×1011 s−1. This
large difference remains a mystery.
6.1.3 Run 6 impurity correction and uncertainty
The zero-extrapolation result of the effective transfer rate for production conditions is
323 Hz. Using the first moment method, when we substitute this transfer rate into equation
3.23 (the effective transfer rate is the variable Y in this equation), this results in a ∼ 75 Hz
disappearance rate correction if the fit function is a single exponential with decay constant
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Figure 6.9: Lifetime fit for the 2 ppm N2 doped data using a 3-parameter fit function
with the fixed µ− disappearance rate from the run 6 production data. The top graph is
the lifetime histogram; middle plot is the fit residual in the units of standard deviations;
bottom plot is free fit parameter Λeff vs the start time of the fit.
λµ+ + Λd. In Chapter 3, I mentioned that with the literature value for the normalized
transfer rate (1.45×1011 s−1), 1 ppb of nitrogen contamination produces a 2 Hz change in
the disappearance rate. Now since the transfer rate is about 50% larger, this conversion
factor should also be aoubt 50% larger or approximately 3 Hz/ppb. Since the correction ∆λ
has approximately linear dependence on the effective transfer rate, the uncertainty of Λeff
provides an estimate on the error in the rate correction. Previously, I briefly mentioned
some of the uncertainties introduced by certain cuts in this capture recoil analysis. Here I
summarize the major contributions:
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Figure 6.10: Zero-extrapolation technique using the two doped points - 2 ppm and 0.5 ppm
to extrapolate to the effective transfer rate at the production condition. The Y axis is the
observed captures out of all the muons from the delayed pulse spectrum. This figure of
merit is proportional to the impurity concentration. The effective µd to µN transfer rate
is also proportional to the impurity concentration. Therefore captures/muons and effective
transfer rate should show good linearity.
• Time window for selecting the delayed pulses: varying the window size leads to 0.7%
effect on the transfer rate.
• Electron cut: selecting different gondola IDs during the background subtraction results
in a 2% variation in the transfer rate. Summing over all the gondolas, this effect is
less than 1%.
• Λeff fit using λµ as input: λµ is the disappearance rate from the production data, the
statistical limit of which translates to a 0.6% change in Λeff .
• Energy selection of the delayed pulse: the capture signals are collected in an energy
window from 110 to 210 keV. There is an obvious correlation between the transfer
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rate and the energy of the delayed pulse. The resulting uncertainty is 5-10%.
• Capture neutron background: From Monte Carlo simulation studies, we estimate that
one third of the apparent signal is actually produced by deuterons struck by capture
neutrons.
6.1.4 N2 Concentration - Gas Chromatography Measurements
Several measurements were made during run 6. In the early part of the run, calibrations were
performed by successive dilutions of a sample with pure deuterium and by repeated sampling
from the TPC as it was cooled. Concentrations as low as 3 ppb of N2 and 1 ppb of O2 were
detected successfully during these calibrations. When the CHUPS absorbers were saturated,
the result of the chromatographic analysis was 22±1 ppb N2 at 31 K temperature, which
agrees at the 10% level with direct detection analysis. After the absorbers were purged, the
measured concentration dropped below the threshold of detection of approximately 1 ppb.
The subsequent doping of the gas provided an opportunity to make repeated measurements
under the same conditions, which demonstrated good reproducibility.
6.2 Type Two systematics - Fusion interference
6.2.1 Basic phenomena
Recall from the diagram for muon kinetics in the deuterium gas (Figure 3.4), that dµd
molecules are produced from both the doublet and quartet states. At 30 K and 6% LHD,
the formation rates are 239 KHz and 3.18 KHz respectively. Muon catalyzed fusion, in three
possible channels, follows within a nanosecond. The reactions and the fraction of each are:
(1) d + d + µ→ t + p + µ(0.483);
(2) d + d + µ→3 He + n + µ(0.455);
(3) d + d + µ→ µ3He + n(0.062).
(6.2)
After the dd fusion, muons are generally released and recycled to the beginning of the
kinetic chain. Since it doesn’t make the muons disappear, µCF doesn’t create a type one
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systematic error. However, because the time dependence of µCF isn’t uniform, fusion events
can create a systematic error of type two. Figure 6.11 shows the lifetime spectrum of all
the muon events, the ones with PT fusion (green), and with 3He-n (red) from a fast Monte-
Carlo study. Before 800 ns, while dµd formation dominates, and the rate of fusion events
grows. Later the rate falls, as the muons continue to decay. The mean measured time of
the PT fusion and He-3 fusion events in the time window (0, 25 µs) are 2.737 µs and 2.714
µs respectively, significantly longer than the mean lifetime 2.194 µs of all the muon events
(regardless whether they are fusion or non-fusion events). Therefore, if certain cuts used to
produce the lifetime histograms are biased to select (or reject) preferentially fusion events,
a distortion of the disappearance spectrum will result. As an extreme example, consider
what would happen if we cut out all fusion events. Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of the
fitted disappearance rate between all the events and a data sample with all fusion events
removed vs. the fit start time. If we choose a fit window starting at 1 µs, the disappearance
rate for the spectrum with fusion events removed is 3.4 kHz higher than for all events - a
huge correction compared to our total MuSun error budget of 6 Hz.
For our final result, we wouldn’t make a very harsh cut that throws away good data
(such as all the fusion events) and distorts our time spectrum as well. However, the time-
dependence of fusion events can create systematic problems in a more subtle way. If the
final state particles produced by fusion can change the measured position of the muon stop,
which then changes whether the event is chosen as a good muon stop, that will result in
fusion interference, a type two systematic error. To be more specific, from equation 6.2,
one characteristic feature is the charged particles that fusion produces. The 3 MeV proton
can travel as far as 16 mm (roughly the width of a pad) from the muon stop position, while
the ranges of triton and 3He are less than 1 mm. The ionization created in the TPC by all
three of these particles can mix with that produced by the muon and therefore interfere with
the determination of its stop position. In this case, time dependence can creep into any cut
that is sensitive to fusions. The main concerns are the fiducial volume cut, clustering time
window and the impact parameter cut. Figure 6.13 shows some typical waveform displays
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Figure 6.11: Lifetime spectra of all muon events and events from two dd fusion channels.
These histograms are generated by Robert Carey using fast MC program.
of 3He and PT fusion events. The graph on the left is a delayed fusion event, where the muon
stop pulse and He-3 pulse are clearly separated. The graph on the right shows a PT event,
where the proton is traveling downward. Even though the fusion happens approximately
1 µs after the muon stop, the signal from the proton track reaches the anode plane earlier
than the muon stop pulse. It should be clear that, depending on the fusion time and track
orientation, the pulses from fusion products can overlap with those from the muon track.
The overlap may confuse the tracker, resulting in a time-dependent misreconstruction of
the muon stop location.
It is important to emphasize that as far as type two systematic errors are concerned,
mistakes made in muon stop reconstruction are only harmful if they are time-dependent,
such as those created by fusion events. Figure 6.14 is an example to illustrate the prob-
lem. In both cases, the muon stops in the border pad at the red dot. On the left, due
to the pad energy threshold, the energy deposition on the true stop pad(yellow) is not big
enough to trigger the WFD, and the muon stop reconstruction algorithm decides that the
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Figure 6.12: Start time scan of the fitted disappearance from all the muon events (blue)
and the sample excludes all the fusion events. A 3.4 kHz difference showed after 1µs fit
start time. The original lifetime histograms used in these fits were generated from the fast
MC program written by Robert Carey.
Figure 6.13: Waveform of He3 and PT fusion fusion events from real data.
muon stopped at the green pad. When we make the fiducial volume (FV) cut, because the
reconstructed stop pad (green) is defined as inside of the FV, and real stop pad (yellow)
is outside, such events ( accidental inclusions) are mistakenly included. Luckily, since the
mistake is caused by the finite threshold of the electronic readout, there is no correlation
between this electronics error and the time of the subsequent decay, and therefore no error
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Figure 6.14: Cartoon drawing of accidental inclusion due to pad threshold (on the left), and
the corresponding “correct” reconstruction due to fusion products in the TPC energy(on the
right). In this example, the event on the left is a time-independent mistake, and therefore
not dangerous. But the event on the right, although correctly reconstructed, is dangerous
because the tracker’s decision would be different without fusion. We refer to such events as
migration events 5.
results. Of course, if the threshold were time dependent, that could produce a systematic
error. On the other hand, the event on the right, with the exact same muon stop location,
because of energy deposition from the proton and triton (not drawn on the graph), the
energy at the border yellow pad is above the WFD threshold, and the tracker correctly
decides that the muon stop pad is the same as the real muon stop pad. This time, the
reconstructed muon stop position lies outside of the FV, and thus this event will be ex-
cluded from the lifetime histogram. Such exclusions are time-dependent because the fusion
events are time-dependent. Indeed, the time structure of these accidental exclusions is the
convolution of the fusion time spectrum and the time structure of the TPC clustering.
To summarize, fusion interference is the time-dependent migration of events across cut
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boundaries, caused by fusion events. - the fiducial volume cut is a prominent example. It
is then clear that we should develop a tracking algorithm with two essential design goals:
• The algorithm should accurately locate the muon stop position, regardless of fusion
energy.
• The algorithm should minimize the net migration across cuts caused by fusion.
6.2.2 Monte Carlo study
Before developing such algorithms, let us first estimate how big is the problem in terms of
the disappearance rate correction. The goal of this Monte Carlo study is to use the truth
information concerning the muon stop and fusion products tracks to provide insights for
developing a fusion insensitive tracker. From the simulated data, we know exactly when and
how the mis-reconstruction happens. We can take advantage of the MuSun Monte Carlo to
identify these migration events, reduce the population of the fusion-caused net migration
at the cuts by developing a fusion-insensitive tracking algorithm. To evaluate our success,
we find the lifetime structure of these migration events, and finally estimate the scale of
the disappearance rate correction by comparing the fits of the simulation data with fusion
interference and without.
Method and machinery
A µ− sample is generated using GEANT4 with the full muon kinetics. The ideal simulation
data is then processed through the detector response and standard MuSun reconstruction
codes MU and MTA. The same GEANT4 data file is processed twice in the detector re-
sponse, once with fusion products’ energy deposition turned on in the TPC, which leads
to the result with fusion interference, and the other with fusion energy turned off, which
is considered as a fusion-interference-free dataset. Before filling the lifetime histogram, we
compare the two datasets on an event by event basis, paying special attention to the fiducial
volume cut and impact parameter cuts. The simulation chain machinery is summarized in
Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Simulation chain for fusion interference study
Fusion interference at the fiducial volume cut
With the simulated data, let us first look at the fusion caused migration at the FV cut.
The tracking algorithm used in this study is the so-called “TOTRoad Tracker”, where TOT
stands for the time over threshold pulse, and Road means the stop X and Y of the muon
track is determined by projections of the pulses before the stop pad. This tracker was one
of the early versions, which still shows a relatively high sensitivity to fusion products.
• Event display of the individual dangerous events:
The target events are stops which fall near the fiducial volume boundary and with
fusion energy, may migrate across that boundary. I categorize these migration events
based on the 3D Fiducial volume, and examples of accidental inclusion and exclusion
at fiducial X, Y and Z are shown in Figure 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21.
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Figure 6.16: Example of PT fusion added migration at fiducial X boundary.
Figure 6.17: Example of 3He fusion deleted migration at fiducial X boundary.
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Figure 6.18: Example of 3He fusion added migration at fiducial Y boundary.
Figure 6.19: Example of 3He fusion deleted migration at fiducial XY boundary.
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Figure 6.20: Example of PT fusion added migration at fiducial Z boundary.
Figure 6.21: Example of PT fusion deleted migration at fiducial Z boundary.
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FidX FidY FidZ FidVol PT He3
Accidental inclusion 800ppm 960ppm 750ppm 2010ppm 1290ppm 510ppm
Accidental exclusion 70ppm 850ppm 94ppm 1390ppm 740ppm 370ppm
Table 6.1: Fusion migration events at each fiducial boundary and overall fiducial volume
(FV); migration caused by two different fusion channels normalized by the total number of
muon stops inside the FV. From the MC dataset using TOTRoad tracker.
• Percentage of dangerous events:
In this MC sample, the total number of Fiducial volume stops based on the TOTRoad
tracker is 5.6×106. The fractions of migration events are given in table 6.1.
• Time structure of dangerous events:
Interestingly, if we look at the lifetime spectra of these migration events, they all have
very similar structure. Figure 6.22 shows the lifetime of accidental inclusion (black)
and exclusion (red) at fiducial X, Y, Z. The mean lifetimes of these time spectra are
all about 2600 ns. Therefore, even if the number of migration events (both accidental
inclusion and accidental exclusion) is large, as long as they are similar in number, the
effect largely cancels. In the end, the fractional net migration defines the scale of the
fusion interference problem. Based on this MC study, the net migration at the fiducial
volume cut is 620 ppm of accidental inclusion, where 450 ppm are contributed by the
PT fusion channel and 150 ppm are contributed by the He-3 fusion channel.
• Disappearance rate correction from fusion interference at FV cut:
To estimate the effect of fusion interference, we subtract the weighted mean lifetime of
the accidental exclusion events and add in the weighted mean lifetime of the accidental
inclusion. We may also add and subtract individual events and then compare fits. The
difference of the fitted disappearance rate with and without fusion interference using
the TOTRoad Tracker is shown in table 6.2. This Monte-Carlo study estimates the
number of dangerous migration events (∼600 ppm net fusion inclusion out of all muon
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Figure 6.22: From left to right, the lifetime spectra of accidental inclusion (black) and
accidental exclusion (red) at Fiducial X, Y, Z boundaries.
Fit start time 160ns 300ns 500ns 700ns 1000ns 1400ns 1800ns
∆λ -48Hz -38Hz -31Hz 20Hz -16Hz -14Hz -2Hz
Table 6.2: Fit start time vs disappearance rate correction due to net inclusion of fusion
events at Fiducial volume cut.
stops inside of the FV, and ∼1% of all fusion events) and predicts the scale of the
disappearance rate correction - about 50Hz at 160 ns fit start time and 10 Hz after
2 µs start time. In the final analysis, we chose the more fusion-insensitive “PDir”
tracker, which reduces the net migration. Besides, the size of fusion interference effect
is also very sensitive to the muon stop distribution. Since the beam distribution from
simulation data cannot perfectly match the Run 6 experimental condition, we can
only trust the rate correction within a factor of two.
Fusion interference at the Impact Parameter Cut
In the previous discussion, we examined fusion migration at the FV cut, which is one of
the major concerns of fusion interference. However fusion can also push events across the
impact parameter cut. In this section, using the MuSun Monte Carlo, we estimate the
magnitude of this interference and search for a safe impact parameter cut for the real data
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analysis.
First of all, what is an impact parameter cut? The impact parameter b is defined as
the shortest distance between the reconstructed electron track (from the electron detector)
and the reconstructed muon stop (from the TPC). This distance associates the daughter
electron and its parent muon for every event. It is necessary to apply a cut (bcut) on the
impact parameter distribution, to select only events with b 6 bcut. The main reason is
to veto the beam electrons, and other accidentals in the electron detector such as cosmic
rays, noise, etc, that are not from muon decay. In particular for run 6 data, due to the
misplacement of the upstream beam collimator, there are more than twice as many beam
electrons in comparison to other production runs. This impact parameter cut was also used
in the MuCap experiment. According to their experience, this cut could be very generous
- their final value was 120 mm.
How does fusion turn bcut into a time-dependent cut? Recall that charged particles
from µCF can lead to a mis-reconstruction of the muon stop in the TPC, which is one of
the two elements used in calculating the impact parameter. Similar to the FV cut, the
reconstructed muon stop can be further or closer to the paired electron track because of
fusion, which in turn can cause a migration at the impact parameter cut boundary. Figure
6.23 shows a comparison of the impact parameter distribution between run 6 data and MC,
and illustrates the concept of migration at different bcut. On average, the MC-reconstructed
impact parameter distribution has a smaller tail in the large b region, but the peak value
more or less overlaps with data. Two factors decide the amount of fusion migration at
different cuts: (1) The number of events in the bin at the chosen bcut - the more events
in the bin content, the more migrations there are in both direction; (2) the slope of the b
curve around bcut - migration direction tends to go from the bin with more events to the
bin with fewer events - the slope effect.
In order to find out how many fusion migration events there are across different impact
parameter cuts and then estimate the scale of the lifetime effect, I use the same MC strategy
as I did when dealing with fusion interference at the FV cut: 1. Generate one GEANT4
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Figure 6.23: Impact parameter distribution Data Vs MC.
sample and then pass it through MC response with fusion energy turned on and off; 2.
Two MIDAS files are produced by MC response, which are fed into MU and MTA; 3.
MTA produces a tree for event by event comparison between the two files. The following
information for each event is stored in the two output trees:
• Is the TPC track inside of the FV?
• Is this a fusion event? If yes, which fusion channel?
• What is the impact parameter?
• What is the decay time?
• Where is the muon stop, as determined by different trackers, basic TOT, RoadTOT,
and RoadStopThresh, etc.
• Electron track information such as ePC hits in φ and Z.
With all this basic information, we can monitor changes of impact parameter because of
fusion; we look at the lifetime spectra of these migration events across the bcut; we filter
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the migration events out and examine the difference in the disappearance rate.
The right arrow on figure 6.23 that indicates migration is directed to the right. The
origin of the migration is the slope effect and the net direction indicates that fusion events
are more likely to be killed at the impact parameter cut. The result is intuitively reasonable
because the reconstructed stop position of events with fusion is generally inferior to that for
non-fusion events. Thus, the longer lived fusion events are preferably vetoed by bcut. The
extent of the interference largely depends on the tracking algorithm, and it is necessary to
point out that all the results shown here are produced by the TOTRoad StopThresh tracker,
which uses the upstream muon pulses to define the stop pad in X and in Y, as well as in Z
where the first pulse above a chosen threshold is taken as the stop Z.
Figure 6.24 shows the number of PT and He3 migration events (red are deleted events,
and black are added events) at bcut from 10 mm to 200 mm with steps of 10 mm. Notice that
the red points are mostly above the black points, consistent with the net deletion predicted
above. Because of the long range of the proton, the magnitude of the net migration from
the PT fusion channel is more than ten times larger than that from the 3He channel.
After establishing the amount of net migration, it is interesting to look at the time
structure of these events. Figure 6.25 is an example of the lifetime spectrum of the PT
migration events at bcut = 60 mm. I characterize each time spectrum using its mean
time. Recall that the mean lifetime of the PT fusion migration events at the FV cut is
approximately 2600 ns. The case at an impact parameter cut is very similar. (See Figure
6.26). The mean lifetime of the PT and 3He migration are about 2600 ns and 2800 ns
respectively. However, as we have seen above, unlike the net addition of fusion interference
at the fiducial volume cut, the net migration at the impact parameter cut results in net
deletion. After subtracting these longer-lived events from the clean lifetime histogram,
the observed disappearance rate with fusion interference is larger than the true rate. To
estimate the scale of this correction, I used the lifetime histogram that does not suffer from
the fusion interference, and intentionally add and subtract those migration events and fit the
new lifetime histogram with an exponential function; the range of the fit was from 160 ns to
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Figure 6.24: Number of migrations from PT and 3He fusion channels. There are more
deleted(red) than added(black) events at each cut, mainly due to the slope effect and the
relatively poor muon stop reconstruction of fusion events. The net migration in the PT
channel is more than an order of magnitude larger than for the 3He channel.
20 µs. The difference of the fit parameter between the new lifetime histogram (with fusion
interference) and the original one (without fusion interference) gives the correction to the
disappearance rate.
Table 6.3 contains the fraction of migration events at each bcut. “-” represents the net
deletion, and “+” represents the net addition for PT fusion and 3He fusion, as well as the
corresponding disappearance rate correction from this interference effect. Figure 6.27 shows
the linear dependence of the rate correction on the percentage of migrations. This linear
correlation is a nice confirmation from the Monte-Carlo and provides a powerful tool for
deriving the ∆λ using a data-driven approach - if we can find some observables correlated
with migration such as the TPC clustering configuration, muon stopping density, etc, we
can connect these quantities from data to the disappearance rate correction through the
migrations from MC study.
Finally, let me summarize what we have learned so far from the MC about fusion
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bcut PT net migration ∆λ from PT
3He net migration ∆λ 3He
10 mm -857 ppm 48.1±11.3 Hz -71.6 ppm 6.0±3.3 Hz
20 mm -555 ppm 49.7±4.9 Hz -27.6 ppm 6.0±1.0 Hz
30 mm -258 ppm 16.9±2.7 Hz -12.7 ppm 4.4±0.6 Hz
40 mm -128 ppm 7.8±1.6 Hz -9.1 ppm 1.8±0.6 Hz
50 mm -74 ppm 4.1±1.0 Hz -2.8 ppm 0.0±0.3 Hz
60 mm -38 ppm 1.7±0.8 Hz -3.4 ppm 0.7±0.4 Hz
70 mm -27 ppm 2.2±0.5 Hz -2.9 ppm 0.4±0.2 Hz
80 mm -15 ppm 2.1±0.5 Hz -1.0 ppm -0.4±4.9 Hz
90 mm -11 ppm 0.4±0.5 Hz -0.6 ppm -0.1±0.2 Hz
100 mm -11 ppm 0.1±0.4 Hz -0.7 ppm 0.2±0.2 Hz
Table 6.3: MC results of fusion migration at different impact parameter cuts and corre-
sponding disappearance rate correction ∆λ. Negative sign in the migration column means
net deletion, and positive sign in the ∆λ column means the observed rate with fusion inter-
ference is faster than true rate. In the region of bcut is greater than 100 mm, the correction
is negligible.
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Figure 6.25: Lifetime spectrum of PT fusion events that migrate across bcut = 60 mm.
More PT events get deleted from (black) than added (red) into the lifetime histogram.
Figure 6.26: The mean lifetime of PT migration events (left) and 3He migration events
(right). On average, the migrating 3He live about 200 ns longer than PT events.
interference. Fusion events have longer lifetime than the average muon lifetime, including
decay and capture on the µd doublet state. Signals of charged particles - protons, tritons
and 3He from µCF can interfere with the muon tracks, and then push the reconstructed
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Figure 6.27: Number of PT migration events vs. correction to the disappearance rate.
Roughly a linear dependency.
muon stops across the cuts that define good MuSun events. We used the Monte Carlo to
investigate this migration behavior at the fiducial volume cut and the impact parameter
cut. The conclusions of the MC results are the following:
• Fusion tends to pull muon stops into the FV (600 ppm net addition) using the
TOTRoad tracker, and the mean time of these events is about 2600 ns.
• ∆λ from fusion migration at the FV is about -50 Hz (that is, the observed λ with
fusion interference is ∼50 Hz slower than the true λ) if we start the fit window at
about 160 ns, and less than -10 Hz after 2µs.
• On average, fusion events have larger impact parameters compared to non-fusion
events, causing a net deletion at the impact parameter cut.
• The migration from the PT channel is more than an order of magnitude larger than
that for the 3He channel (see table 6.3 for actual values), and the mean lifetime of
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these migration events (mainly PT) is also about 2600 ns.
• ∆λ from fusion interference at the impact parameter cut is big at small bcut (∼50 Hz
at bcut = 10 mm), but negligible when bcut >100 mm. To minimize the effect of fusion
interference, we choose the final bcut larger than 100 mm.
• Due to the opposite sign of the fusion migration at the fiducial volume and impact
parameter cut, we could choose bcut so as to cancel these two effects. But in practice,
we only use this cancellation effect to exaggerate the interference to gain a deeper
understanding of the data. The ultimate goal is to develop a tracking algorithm
which is minimally sensitive to fusion interference, and choose large bcut to get rid of
migration at the impact parameter boundary.
• The rate correction is very sensitive to the muon beam stop distribution (especially for
the migration at the FV), and the choice of tracking algorithm: e.g. for the TOTRoad
tracker migration at FV is ∼ 600 ppm, and for the StopThreshTracker that migration
is only ∼ 200 ppm.
6.2.3 Data-driven Correction
A great deal of effort was made to tune the MuSun Monte Carlo to match run 6 condition.
However, since the size of the fusion interference at the FV cut is largely dependent on the
muon stop distribution (MC doesn’t have exactly the same stop distribution as the real
data), the final correction should rely on a data-driven method.
A analysis handle that can demonstrate the fusion migration from real data is the stop
scan in X, Y and Z. As previously described, the fusion migration is caused by the inaccuracy
of muon stop reconstruction (from different tracking algorithms) for fusion events. For
example, the basic tracker always considers the most downstream pad as the muon stop
pad, so for the fusion events, if the proton travels one pad downstream from the stop
pad, the basic tracker will mistakenly choose pad Z+1 as the stop pad instead of the real
stop pad, Z; if the proton travels upstream, the reconstructed Z is unaffected by the proton.
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Therefore for fusion events, the basic tracker introduces a systematic downstream migration.
The migration in each Z column is shown in figure 6.28. We can assume the number of
migration events is roughly proportional to the bin content. Take column of Z = 3 for
example. The number of migration events from column 2 to 3 is less than the number of
migrations from 3 to 4 because there are more events in column 3 than column 2. So on
average, column 3 loses the longer-lived fusion events, and the disappearance rate for the
data in column 3 is greater than the true rate. Following the same logic, column 6 gains
more fusion events and therefore the disappearance rate measured for data in column 6
would be greater than the true rate. Indeed, a plot of the disappearance rate vs stop Z
reconstructed from the basic tracker (the red points in figure 6.29) shows that the upstream
columns have a higher muon disappearance rate than those downstream. Note that the last
column is the disappearance rate for the sum of all stops inside of the fiducial volume (from
Z=2 to Z=6 -the index of this graph starts from Z=0), which is approximately the average
of the rates from the individual columns.
The StopThresh tracker is designed to correct the systematic overestimate of the Z
stop position. A plot of disappearance rate vs. Z scan for stop thresh tracker is shown
in the blue points of figure 6.29. The positive slope of the blue points means that the
StopThresh tracker has, in fact, overcorrected the migration problem and produced an
upstream migration of fusion events. Based on the stop Z distribution and the trends of
rate vs. stop Z plots, we can put together a simple numerical model for the migration:
the number of events migrating from a given Z column is proportional to the total number
events in Z; the pull on the disappearance rate in Hz for each Z column is proportional
to the fraction of migration events out of all events. This second assumption is proven by
the MC study illustrated in figure 6.27, which shows a linear trend with a 16 ppm/Hz
conversion factor. Using this model, the trend of the rate scan in stop Z should show the
structure of the derivative of the stop Z distribution. The stop Z distribution in figure 6.28
is approximately a parabola - not surprisingly, the rate scan shows a linear trend.
Recall the ultimate goal is to derive the rate correction due to fusion migration at
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Figure 6.28: Reconstructed muon stop Z distribution from the Basic tracker. Due to a
systematic overestimate of the stop Z, the fusion migration direction is from upstream to
downstream - as represented by the red arrow. The height of the arrow on the graph
indicates the amount of migration, which is roughly proportional to the number of entries
in the bin that serves as the source of migration.
the fiducial volume boundary. To achieve this goal, we can quantify the simple model
described above with two parameters α and β, defined as the fraction of the downstream
migrations and upstream migrations out of all the events. The quantitative details of the
model are given by equation 6.3, where the left hand side of the equation is the fraction
of the migration events at a given column Z = i, and the right hand side ∆λi is the rate
correction for column i from the summed fiducial rate. We take the summed fiducial rate
as the (roughly) correct disappearance rate. In this case, the conversion factor of migration
fraction to rate correction is absorbed in α and β.
α(Ni−1 −Ni) + β(Ni+1 −Ni)
Ni
= ∆λi = λAllF id − λi (6.3)
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Figure 6.29: Disappearance rate scan on stop Z from basic tracker (red), and StopThresh
tracker (blue). The straight lines are linear fits of the two trends with corresponding color.
The trend from the two tracking algorithm are opposite, indicating that the overall fusion
migration is oppositely directed in the two cases.











The solutions for α and β are then used to correct the disappearance rate in each bin.
Figure 6.30 shows a comparison of the rate vs. stop Z plot from the StopThresh tracker
before and after the correction. With the same scale in Y, the rate variation with Z is much
reduced. This means the model can describe the problem efficiently and with α and β, the
final rate correction at the fiducial boundary Z = 2 and Z =7 is given as6:
(N1 −N6)α+ (N7 −N2)β
NAllFid
≈ 15 Hz (6.6)
To conclude, the StopThresh tracker produces a systematic upstream migration of fusion
events. After the fiducial volume cut is applied, a Net Addition of fusion events pulls
6N1 is estimated by extrapolation from the gaussian fit of the stop Z distribution.
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Figure 6.30: Disappearance rate vs. Stop Z using StopThresh tracker. At left is the original
stop Z scan, and at right is the stop Z scan after correction for fusion interference. The
parameters of the model, α and β, are determined by solving equation 6.5.
the observed disappearance rate down by approximately 15 Hz. So to extract the true
disappearance rate, a +15 Hz correction should be applied to the measured value.7 Also,
• The net addition from the StopThresh tracker is consistent with the start time scan
shown in section 6.5.1.
• The systematic error of the correction is dominantly from the method stability. For
example, the values of α and β solved by chisquare minimization are very sensitive to
the number of points included. To be conservative, a 100% error is recommended on
the final correction.
• Here we’ve only shown the data-driven procedure for fusion migrations in the Z direc-
tion. If there are disappearance rate trends in X and Y, a similar process is required to
estimate the correction. For the StopTresh tracker, X and Y show good stability (rate
Scan in Stop X and Y are shown in section 6.5.2). The final correction is dominated
by Z.
7This is for a fit start at 160 ns. A different start time may well produce a different correction.
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• The PDir tracker, considered the tracker most insensitive to fusion interference, shows
much better stability in the rate vs stop X, Y and Z. (see section 6.5.2 for details).
Therefore, no correction is required but a ±15 Hz uncertainty is assigned to the final
value. Interestingly, the fitted disappearance rate from the PDir tracker without
correction is 455780 Hz. It is 4 Hz faster than the rate from StopThresh tracker after
correction (the uncorrected rate from StopThresh tracker is 455761 Hz). The results
from these two tracking algorithm are consistent with each other.
Lastly, comparing the data-driven method to the MC study using the StopThresh tracker,
15 Hz correction corresponds to 240 ppm migration according to the 16 ppm/Hz conversion
from MC. This is similar as the MC result 200 ppm migration.
6.3 Diffusion
6.3.1 Basic phenomena
Muons, in the neutral µd atomic state, can travel without leaving any trace in the TPC.
This process is called diffusion, and it is another time-dependent phenomenon that muons
experience in the deuterium gas. Diffusion leads to a problem - the reconstructed muon
stop, which is determined from the TPC signals, is different from the final position of the
muon at decay. On average, the distance between the two positions is larger for a longer
muon lifetime. Just like fusion interference, because diffusion produces a less accurate muon
stop reconstruction, the longer lived muons tend to have a bigger impact parameter and
may be vetoed by the impact parameter cut. Before we quantify the diffusion problem in
terms of the change in disappearance rate, we present the rough features of µD diffusion in
our TPC.
For a point-like source, the solution of the three-dimensional diffusion equation is:






which can be regarded as the product of three 1-D Gaussians. D is the diffusion constant.
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And the normalized radial diffusion distribution is






From the above distribution, the average diffusion length can be written as Rdiff =
√
6Dt,
with the diffusion constant D = vL/3 and the mean free path L = 1/(
√
2σN), where σ is
the cross section. The thermal velocity v is proportional to
√
T , and the molecular number
density N is proportional to the gas density φ. According to the literature [39], the cross
sections for pure H2 are σ(300 K) = 20.8 × 10−20cm2 and σ(30 K) = 161 × 10−20cm2.
After fitting the diffusion constant to match the reference model for low density (φ = 0.01)
deuterium gas, the results are D(300K) = 900 cm2/s and D(30K) = 600 cm2/s. For the
MuSun experimental conditions, 30K and 6% LHD; the diffusion constant is given by D =
100 cm2/s. Figure 6.31 shows the diffusion radial positions of the stopped muons at their
time of decay - for deuterium gas at 300K and 30K and with gas density φ = 0.01.
Figure 6.31: Radial distribution at time of decay in deuterium gas at 300K (blue) and 30K
(orange) with gas density φ = 0.01. From Peter Kammel’s MuSun internal note.
After establishing the basic parameters of the diffusion model, we should address the
effect of diffusion on the measured lifetime. To illustrate the problem, the cartoon in
Figure 6.32 exaggerates the evolution with time of the impact parameter distribution. The
three curves are snapshots of a hypothetical impact parameter distribution, for muons that
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survive at t=0 (red), t1 (green), and t2(blue), where t2 > t1. Because of diffusion, the
reconstruction of the muon stop position position deteriorates with time, creating a slightly
wider impact parameter distribution. Once we apply the impact parameter cut, the events
in the gray area will be vetoed. As we can see, the percentage of vetoed events under
the blue curve is greater than that under the red curve. This is how diffusion distorts
the lifetime histogram - by cutting more events at later times. Of course, in reality, the
change of impact parameter distribution with time is very slight, but the time-dependent
migrations are still troublesome and must be investigated carefully
Figure 6.32: A much exaggerated drawing to illustrate the impact parameter distribution
is a time dependent distribution. Longer lived muon events on average have larger impact
parameters, thus the fraction of events excluded at late times is greater than at earlier
times.
6.3.2 Simple Data-driven Correction Method
Here I describe the approach we developed to estimate the diffusion systematic correction.
For each event, a muon stop and associated electron track, the impact parameter is cal-
culated. In the plane which is perpendicular to the decay electron track, we draw a circle
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centered on the initial muon stop, labeled (IS)8, with radius b, the impact parameter. (See
Figure 6.33) Within the muon’s lifetime τ following the initial stop, the µd atom diffuses
a distance r, (where r is distributed according to equation 6.8), and decays at the final
muon stop point (FS). So ideally, the observed impact parameter would be b(t=τ). In the
example shown in Fig. 6.33, b(τ) > b(0). But because the decay electron can come from
any point on the right circle, b(τ) can be smaller than b(0) as well. Note that the cartoon
presents only a two-dimensional case, where the diffusion range vector r lies in the plane
perpendicular to the decay electron’s momentum. In reality, r is distributed isotropically
over 4pi of solid angle. However, the component of r that is parallel to the electron track
doesn’t change the impact parameter. So with the simple geometry shown in this cartoon,
we can calculate the modified impact parameter of an event with lifetime τ
b(τ) = b(0)2 − 2b(0)r sin θ cosφ+ r2 sin2 θ (6.9)
where φ is the angle between the diffusion range vector and b(0), and θ is the polar angle
between r and the decay electron momentum vector(perpendicular to the plane). The
isotropic diffusion requires that φ be randomly distributed in [0, 2pi], and cos θ be a random
number between [-1, 1].
In MTA, for each MuSun event, we consider the original calculated impact parameter
b as the b(0) and, using the diffusion model based on equation 6.9, calculate the modified
impact parameter b(τ). The muon lifetime decides the magnitude of r. This way, we
can “turn on” (corresponds to b(τ)) or “turn off” (corresponds to b(0)) the diffusion and
watch the migration at the impact parameter cut caused only by diffusion. We should
point out that the experimental impact parameter distribution already includes the effect
of diffusion. Here we are adding in diffusion for a second time. Since diffusion makes only
very subtle changes to the impact parameter distribution (see Fig. 6.34 (b)) we can estimate
the systematic effect by comparing b(τ) and b(0).
8“Initial” muon stop refers to before diffusion (or atomic capture). As previously explained, the recon-
structed muon stop from analysis only determines IS since µd is a neutral particle and therefore it does’t
ionize the gas.
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In this study, the “PDir” tracker, which is minimally sensitive to fusion interference,
was used to determine the muon stop position. Also, the fiducial volume cut is applied
before adding the diffusion model.
Figure 6.33: Two circles centered at the initial muon stop and point of decay after diffusion.
The radii indicate the impact parameter cut. The diffusion range is r. This cartoon is the
plane perpendicular to the decay electron.
6.3.3 Results
With the methodology established we now show results, adopting the same approach as
with other systematic errors.
• Impose only the effect of diffusion on the impact parameter, using the formula given
in 6.8 and 6.9;
• Compare the b distribution before and after adding the diffusion model.
• Determine the numbers and time distribution of the net migration.
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• Estimate the lifetime shift caused by the diffusion for different impact parameter cuts.
First, as a sanity check, let us examine some basic histograms. Figure 6.34 (a) shows
the diffusion range convoluted with the decay time of each event. (b) shows a comparison
of the impact parameter distributions for diffusion off (blue) and diffusion on (red). The
difference of the impact parameter for each event is shown in Figure 6.35. Define bdiff =
b(τ) - b(0). From the 2D histogram, we can see bdiff is getting larger with longer lifetime,
given the fact that longer lived muon can diffuse further, which causes a bigger b difference.
The projection of bdiff has a positive mean value, representing an average 9 µm increase
on the impact parameter due to diffusion. The bottom two plots in Figure 6.35 are bdiff
distribution in the early and late time windows. The early time bdiff has RMS = 0.07 mm
compared with 0.45 mm RMS at late times. The mean values from early and late time
plots increase from 0.002 mm and 0.025 mm respectively.
Figure 6.34: (a) Diffusion range distribution for the time of muon decay. This distance
is generated by the function given in equation 6.8. The mean value is ∼0.3 mm. (b)
Comparison of impact parameter distribution before and after adding the diffusion model.
The model follows equation 6.9. The basic shape is not changed, and the difference is
visible in the zoomed-in picture of a few bins. The subtle difference confirms the validation
of the method, and the slight differences are potentially dangerous.
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Figure 6.35: Top left: 2D histogram bdiff vs. decay time; top right: the projection on the
t axis of the the 2D histogram. The mean difference is ∼9µm. Bottom left: a slice in bdiff
with decay time in [40 ns, 440 ns]. Bottom right: a slice of bdiff with decay time in [10000
ns. 10400 ns]. See text for detailed explanation.
The systematic effect on the lifetime only occurs when we apply the impact parameter
cut bcut. The definition of migration events here is those events that survive the impact
parameter cut at t = 0 but not at the time of decay (deleted by diffusion), or the other
way (added by diffusion). Very similar to the effect of fusion interference at the impact
parameter cut, the number of migration events depends on the number of events at the bcut
bin and the slope effect, as well as bdiff . Since on average, diffusion increases the impact
parameter, the effect of net migration is net deletion, and these migration events have longer
lifetime than the regular muon lifetime. The percentage of net deletion out of all the good
events can be found in the second column of table 6.4.
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Figure 6.36: Lifetime spectra of the migration events at different bcut. Red curve is from
deleted events and blue is added events.
The lifetime spectra of the migration events across different impact parameter cuts are
shown in Figure 6.36. Observe that at each cut, the shape of added and deleted events are
very similar. However, with the growth of bcut, the mean lifetime is increasing and they are
all much longer than the mean muon lifetime 2.2 µs. Comparing to the lifetime of fusion
caused migration events, the diffusion-caused migration events live longer on average. Also
unlike the stable mean lifetime of fusion migrations, the mean time of diffusion migrations
increases as bcut grows. This increase is an artifact of the analysis method. If we look
at Figure 6.36 carefully, for big bcut, the flat background is more pronounced than for
small bcut. This means more accidental electrons are considered as diffusion migration
events at these large impact parameter cuts. Because the method used in this study cannot
distinguish background events from the Michel electrons with 100% efficiency, it tends to
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overestimate the diffusion effect in the very large bcut region. However, since the percentage
of migration events with the big bcut is very small, the actual lifetime shift is much less and
the overall final result is still trustworthy.
Finally, we are ready to compare the lifetime fit before and after adding the diffusion
model. Since the diffusion migration events have a longer and non-exponential time struc-
ture, it is interesting to see the fitted λ vs start time scan, which is shown in Figure 6.37
(without diffusion model ), and Figure 6.38 (after adding diffusion). The difference of the
two fits represents the systematic correction solely from diffusion. These plots are shown
in Figure 6.39 and Figure 6.40 (zoomed in around the higher bcut ). For reference, the
event sample on which these fits are based consisted of good muon stops inside the fiducial
volume - as selected by the PDir tracker. The general trends in the start time scan are
explained in section 6.5.1. Here I focus on the rate shift caused by diffusion (the difference
plot). In general, the disappearance rate is larger when the extra diffusion is added. Since
those net deletion events don’t quite have an exponential time structure9, the start time
scan of the difference plot is not completely flat, especially for the curves with small bcut.
In this case, the fraction of migration events is significantly larger. In the vertical direction
scan of Fig. 6.39, the shift in the disappearance rate at each successive start time point
decreases quickly with increasing bcut. As was the case with fusion interference, minimizing
the systematic correction from diffusion implies a large impact parameter cut. The zoomed-
in version of the difference plot shows the correction for bcut= 110 mm. If we start the fit
window before 1 µs, the effect on the disappearance rate is approximately 2 Hz. The red
dashed line marks the baseline of zero correction. The error bars in the difference plots
are very small, and they are calculated based on
√
E(diffusion)2 − E(nodiffusion)2 for each
start time point. Since the lifetime histogram with the diffusion model is more or less the
subset of the one without adding the diffusion model, we model the error assuming that
they are highly correlated data sets.
9To be more specific, the shape resembles that of the function f(t) = tp1 exp (−p2t), where p1 and p2 are
the fit parameters.
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Figure 6.37: Disappearance rate λ vs. Start time scan from run 6 data before adding the
diffusion model. Different colors represent different bcut.
Figure 6.38: λ vs. Start time scan after adding the diffusion model
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Figure 6.39: ∆λ = λdiffusion − λnodiffusion calculated from Figure 6.38 and 6.37.
Figure 6.40: Zoom in to the large bcut region where the systematic correction on λ is small.
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6.3.4 Conclusion
Combined with the impact parameter cut, the diffusion effect tends to pull longer-lived
events out of the lifetime histogram. This leads to a positive shift in the disappearance
rate. The fractions of net deletion at different bcut, as well as the rate correction ∆λ with
fit start times at 160 ns and 1 µs are summarized in table 6.4. To reduce the correction,
a large bcut value is preferred. Due to some artifacts of the analysis method for this study,
there is a slight overestimate of the correction at large impact parameter cut. To conclude,
if we choose the fit start time to be 160 ns and make an impact parameter cut at 110 mm,
a -2 ± 1 Hz correction for diffusion should be applied to the final observed disappearance
rate.
bcut Net deletion λdiffOn - λdiffOff (160 ns) λdiffOn - λdiffOff (1µs)
10 mm 794 ppm 341.0±3.8 Hz 291±4.5 Hz
20 mm 191 ppm 170.1±1.6 Hz 147±1.9 Hz
30 mm 55 ppm 93±0.9 Hz 84±1.1 Hz
40 mm 25 ppm 42±0.6 Hz 37±0.7 Hz
50 mm 16 ppm 24±0.4 Hz 23±0.4 Hz
60 mm 10 ppm 12±0.3 Hz 10±0.3 Hz
70 mm 8 ppm 7±0.2 Hz 6±0.2 Hz
80 mm 6 ppm 6±0.2 Hz 5±0.2 Hz
90 mm 5 ppm 4±0.1 Hz 2±0.1 Hz
100 mm 4 ppm 3±0.1 Hz 2±0.1 Hz
Table 6.4: Diffusion-caused migration for different impact parameter cuts and the corre-
sponding disappearance rate correction.
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6.4 Capture on High-Z Materials – Scattering + Diffusion
6.4.1 Basic feature
The support structure and various other physical features of the TPC are constructed of
high-Z materials such as aluminum, tungsten and stainless steel. Because the muon capture
rate is roughly proportional to Z4, the typical capture rate on these materials is typically
at least 30 times faster than the muon decay rate. Therefore muons that stop in these
materials quickly disappear, a process which is manifest in the fast decay-component in the
lifetime histogram. To minimize the effect of residual high-Z captures, we can delay the
start of our fit window. Furthermore, the fiducial volume cut also suppresses contamination
from wall captures. In principle, these two cuts should protect us from high-Z captures.
However, there is a related class of events which remains dangerous: due to scattering or
track mis-reconstruction, the tracking algorithm sometimes finds that the stop is inside the
FV, but the actual stop lies outside of the FV and, in fact, very close to high-Z materials.
Depending on how long the muon lives, a fraction of these muons can diffuse as far as the
high-Z material and then undergo atomic capture, followed by nuclear capture. (See Figure
6.41 for geometric features of such events.) Since the distortion of the lifetime histogram
is caused by a combination of high-Z capture and slow diffusion, we can think of it as a
combination of type 1 and type 2 systematic errors. One can argue that this should be a
second order effect because it requires the coincidence of two low-probability “mistakes’.
However, it should be pointed out that because it uses preferentially the upstream pads,
rather than those that might be sensitive to scattering, the PDir tracking algorithm is
susceptible to this kind of error. In particular, this class of algorithm is not sensitive to
muon scattering in the Y direction. Just like fusion interference, this systematic uncertainty
is caused in part by inaccurate muon stop reconstruction.
The first hint that this type of “scattering + diffusion” event could be troublesome
can be seen in lifetime results separated out by the vertical stopping coordinate. Figure
6.42 shows results from start time scans vs Y. If there were no effect from scattering plus
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Figure 6.41: Example events that couple scattering/mis-reconstruction and diffusion.
diffusion, we would expect very simple results: for a Y slice close to the anode, we should see
a quick drop off in the measured rate at early times and for Y slices that are further away
the quick drop off should disappear. For central values of Y, the start-time scan should be
flat. Indeed, we observe the fast disappearance rate before ∼300 ns with the lower Y limits
of 0 mm(blue), -1 mm(orange), -2 mm(light gray), -3 mm(dark gray). But the unexpected
feature of these four datasets is that even when we start the fit window late, there are
constant positive shifts of λ from the rest of the datasets, those where the muon stops far
away from high-Z material. And the shift from the blue is smaller than that from the other
3 sets. The plausible explanation is that the fast decay component arises from tungsten
captures, and the constant shift at later times corresponds to longer-lived events where the
muon stops very close to the anode. It can then diffuse to high-Z elements and capture. In
contrast to the diffusion across the impact parameter sphere, in this case, diffusion occurs
across a flat plane. Here the time structure is similar to that for diffusion across the impact
parameter cut, but now coupled to high-Z capture. The smaller shift of the 0 mm (blue)
dataset is possibly due to the fact that fewer muons stop on the grid than on the anode.
How often does large angle scattering happen? We can do a quick estimate from the
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Figure 6.42: Start time scan of the disappearance rate from muon stops at different Y slices
close to the anode. The events in different colors are selected from all the muon stops for
which the Stop Y is below 55 mm (the upper limit of Fiducial Y) and above the lower limit.
For example, the orange means the lower limit is at -1 mm. The lower limit is from -3 mm
to 8 mm with a step of 1 mm. 0 is defined as the position of the grid, and the pad plane is
1-2 mm below the grid. The green and orange curves are the corresponding “Kawall band”
for the 1 mm and -1 mm stop slice, representing the allowed statistical variation.










After changing from the center of mass frame to the lab frame10 and projecting the 3D solid
angle to 2D in the YZ plane, the number of events dN in the scattering angle dα is given















10The formula change uses the small angle approximation for simpler expression, which works well with
angle below 30 degrees.
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where
• N: total number of events
• M/V: the density of deuterium gas (6% of LHD)
• d: the distance the muon travels before scattering (on average 3 pad lengths (∼
48 mm))
• Z1, Z2: charges of muon and deuteron
• Elab: average kinetic energy of the muon beam ( ∼2 MeV)
• a0: Bohr radius
• Ry: Rydberg constant
• α: the scattering angle in the YZ plane
• dN: the number of events scattered in the dα area.
The graphs in Figure 6.43 show dN vs α from the formula 6.11 (left) and GEANT4
simulation (right) with Coulomb scattering process turned on. Both indicate a very small
probability for large angle scattering. For example, from the simulation plot, the fraction
of scattering events with angle bigger than 45 degrees is on the scale of 50 ppm.
Because of the symmetry in the transverse plane, the scattering projection in the XZ
plane should have the same angular distribution as the YZ plane. Figure 6.44 is an
example pad-plane event display showing large angle scattering in X. The tracking algorithm
determines the stop X pad as the last pad for which the pad signal lies below the muon
stop threshold. This means that like the stop Y position, the tracker’s determination of
Stop X relies heavily on upstream signals - and is therefore ill-suited to spotting scattering
events. Since the cathode and anode are continuous planes, the probability of terminal stops
in those materials after scattering in Y is higher than the probability of stops in the six
tungsten field wires after scattering in X. So from this point of view, the inclusion of high-Z
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Figure 6.43: Angular distribution of scattering in the YZ plane. Left graph is plotted from
the theoretical Coulomb scattering formula in equation 6.11 and the right graph is from
the MuSun GEANT4 simulation.
capture events because of scattering in X is less than that for scattering in Y. One other
component of the TPC wall construction is the 4 macor posts located at the 4 corners of
the TPC. Since the composition of macor is a mix of medium-Z elements such as Si, O, Mg
etc, stops at the posts should be strictly excluded from the lifetime histogram. Fortunately,
because of energy loss, few muons can travel far enough along the diagonals of the TPC to
reach these posts.
It is important to emphasize that because it happens instantaneously and has no effect
on the electron-muon time difference, hard scattering is not a time-dependent effect. Only
when the scattered muon stops near high-Z materials but is identified as a good muon stop,
does scattering become problematic.
6.4.2 Coping with Scattering plus Diffusion
The straightforward way to deal with the type 1 systematic errors is to veto the source
events from the lifetime histogram. So the clear goal is to develop a finder to tag these
target events and eventually veto them. A more sophisticated strategy is to build a robust
finder that enables us to adjust the fraction of potentially dangerous events and watch
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Figure 6.44: Event display of large angle coulomb scattering in X.
the variation of the fitted disappearance rate. There are two major steps in looking for
the target events: 1. The scatter finder should look for stops that the tracking algorithm
places inside the FV but which stopped outside. It should also distinguish vertical (Y) and
horizontal (X). 2. Using the superior spatial resolution in Y, we should veto events that the
scatter finder traces to a problematic slice in Y (very close to the cathode or anode). These
events are potential high-Z capture events because of diffusion.
Scattering Finder
Scattering in the horizontal and vertical directions are considered separately. For the vertical
direction, the signal arrival time for each pad along the track gives the Y position of each
pulse. ∆Y between the sequential pulses in the track determines the vertical pitch of the
muon track. A difference in neighboring ∆Y s indicates possible scattering in the vertical
direction. Figure 6.45 is an example illustrating the Y coordinate/time information for
a muon track in the TPC. Two quantities are used to define ∆Y : the time difference of
the leading edge ∆tLE of the neighboring pulses and the time difference of the center time,
∆tCT . Also define ∆t
′
LE = ∆tLE(pulse2) − ∆tLE(pulse1) as a measure of the change in
track direction between two pads. The same is done for the center times, that is ∆t′CT is
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also formed. If the vertical hard scattering occurs within a pad region, this will appear as
a wide pulse in the track. The pulse width is characterized by the length of the pulse over
threshold. Finally, the tracks with a large YZ angle but no sign of scattering may also be
problematic, so these tracks are tagged by the scatter finder as well. It is worth noting that
µCF events are more likely than non-fusion events to be mistaken as scattering events. By
applying energy cuts, fusion events are largely ignored by the scatter finder.
Figure 6.45: Cartoon for defining a scattering event in the Y direction. ∆tLE is the time
difference of the leading edge between sequential pulses, and ∆tCT is the time difference of
the center time of the sequential pulses.
A good scattering finder should tag scattering events efficiently, but should not tag the
non-scattering events. The events which satisfy one or more conditions below are considered
as possible vertical scattering events:
• Steep Y slope track: the maximum of leading edge and center time differences of
neighboring pulses |∆tLE(max)| and |∆tCT (max)| are both larger than 160 ns. The
reason to set this condition is to avoid the 4 clock tick ambiguity (4CTA) problem of
the WFD, which is an artifact of the electronic digitizer rather than a real change in
pulse time.
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• In the Y direction, the track’s curvature has a kink. Mathematically, a large element
among the sequential pulse ∆ts : ∆t′LE(max) and ∆t
′
CT (max) are both larger than
280 ns. If the muon track occupies 2 or more rows in Y, this condition is relaxed to
240 ns.11 The values for kink cuts are based on the data in Figure 6.46.
Figure 6.46: track curvature in Y direction (∆t′LE(max)) vs. ∆X = Xmax - Xmin. For the
region where ∆X > 1, tracks with ∆t′LE(max) > 240 ns are flagged as Scatter in Y events.
For the rest of the events, ∆t′LE(max) > 280 ns are required to be considered as scattering
events.
• Scatter occurs within a pad: pulse width (time over threshold) is larger than 1200 ns
and pulse amplitude is less than 600 keV. Cut values are chosen by comparing µ+
data and µ− to exclude fusion products. See Figure 6.47
• Track has large YZ angle: the angle between the z axis and the line formed by the
stop and start point of the muon track is larger than 20 degrees. Technically, this
angle does not help spot the scattering events, but since those tracks with a large YZ
11The reason to relax this track curvature limit in Y is for those tracks that cross more than one row in
Y are potential scattering with 3D solid angle contributed from both X and Y direction.
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Figure 6.47: TOT pulse width (trailing edge time - leading edge time ) vs. pulse amplitude.
Since µ+ data is free from µCF, and Coulomb scattering is the same for µ+ and µ−, the
fraction of scattering is optimized by selecting the events inside of the black square.
angle can potentially stop in high-Z material, these events are flagged as well. See
Figure 6.48
Figure 6.48: YZ angle distribution of the StopThresh track. In order to avoid overwhelming
the finder with regular muon stops inside of the safe FV region, I put the cut at the red
line after the fast drop of the curve .
The Scatter in Y flag is set if any combination of the four conditions above are met. The
Scatter in X events are defined as tracks with significant horizontal spread: ∆X > 1. This
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simple condition is guaranteed to misidentify many tracks that enter the TPC at a large
angle as scattering events. But the bottom line here is to design an algorithm which does
not miss any scattering events. If extra non-scattering events are included by the scattering
finder, that should not distort the lifetime fit, provided the non-scattering events are chosen
in a time-independent way. The current scattering finder and tagging algorithm attempts
to ignore all fusion events, which does create a small bias. However, if the exclusion is clean,
we can estimate the rate correction, a topic which I will discuss later.
So far, we have constructed flags to identify Scatter in X and Scatter in Y. In order to
further remove the fusion products, a few energy cuts are also applied. Recall that the S
energy ≡ 2E1+ E0 where E0 is the energy from the stop Z column, and E1 is the energy
from the column just upstream ; Also, E9 ≡ stop pad energy + surrounding 8 pads energy
of the stop pad. The final flag which defines a scattering event is (ScatterX) OR (ScatterY)
AND (S energy > 2200 keV) AND (E9 energy > 2050eV). Figure 6.49 shows the E9 energy
of all the muon tracks, tracks after applying FV cut, tracks flagged as scattering events,
and tracks inside of the FV flagged as scattering events. The E9 cut is applied just below
the 3He peak.
With the algorithm described above, about 6% of all the muon stops inside of the
fiducial volume are flagged as scattering events. The majority of the scattering events are
harmless in terms of a systematic effect on the disappearance rate. Only those scattering
events leading to diffusion-driven high Z capture together are truly dangerous. However, the
scattering finder is only the first step. The second step, tagging target events, is described
below.
Tagging Target Events
The idea is to use the highest (in Y) and lowest pulse in the largest cluster as a monitor
of scattering. If the highest (lowest) pulse is above (below) the fiducial Y high (low) limit
55 mm(15 mm), but the muon stop position determined by the tracker is inside the FV, such
events are considered as dangerous cathode (anode) “scattering”(or mis-reconstruction)
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Figure 6.49: E9 energy spectrum of all the tracks and scattering tracks. To avoid cutting
out fusion events, the scattering finder applies an E9 cut at 2050 keV, just below the 3He
peak.
events. Furthermore, if the highest pulse is very close to the cathode (anode), it could
potentially diffuse to the cathode (anode) and result in high-Z capture. These events are
considered as our target scatter and diffusion events. If the highest or lowest pulse, is less
than 6 mm away from the cathode or anode, diffusion becomes relevant (Figure 6.34). To
summarize the tagging strategy, I define:
• Cathode tagged events: Pulse Y is greater than 65 mm but reconstructed Stop Y is
less than the upper Fiducial Y limit of 55 mm.
• Anode tagged events: Pulse Y is less than 6 mm but reconstructed Stop Y is larger
than the lower Fiducial Y limit of 15 mm.
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• Horizontal tagged events: Has pulse in the border pads, but reconstructed stop is
inside of fiducial X and Fiducial Z, the central four rows and columns 3,4,5,6, and 7.
To assess the effect of the tagging, I create two sets of lifetime histograms. I make one
set with the standard cuts and then a second set with the scattering-tagged events removed.
The difference of the disappearance rates is an estimate of the systematic correction from
the scattering + diffusion effect. It should be noted that the size of the correction depends
on the choice of tracker. Because the PDir tracker is less efficient than the Basic tracker at
identifying scattering events, we expect to see a bigger correction using the PDir tracker.
Figure 6.50 shows a start time scan for the disappearance rate, before and after cutting
the tagged events. Their difference (the rate correction) is also plotted. Figure 6.51 shows
the same plots for the Basic tracker.
At early fit start time (less than 1µs), the correction from PDir tracker is about 20Hz,
and Basic tracker is about 10Hz. The error bar in the difference plots are not correctly
calculated by ROOT, which treats the “before” and “after” histograms uncorrelated his-
tograms. Because the histogram after vetoing the tagged events is essentially a subset of
the histogram before cutting the tagged events, therefore the error bars in the difference
plot reduced drastically. (The error bars shown in the graph are highly overestimated.)
Evaluation of the tagging strategy
The methodology of tagging scattering + diffusion events are still in an early stage. The
above estimated rate correction (20 Hz from PDir tracker and 10 Hz from Basic tracker) set
the upper limit of the correction, and should be taken with a grain of salt. The deficiencies
of the method are mainly indicated from the following two reasons:
• Fusion bias: all the fusion events are intentionally excluded in the tagging algorithm;
this means no fusion events will be vetoed as potential scattering+diffusion events.
Since the fusion events live longer on average, a biased inclusion to the lifetime his-
togram introduce a correction on the disappearance rate. A rough estimate rate
change due to the fusion bias (using the current tagger) is approximately 10 Hz.
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Figure 6.50: Start time scan of the µ− disappearance rates before (top) and after (mid-
dle) cutting the tagged events. The difference of the two (indicating the size of the rate
correction) is shown in the bottom plot. This set of plots are produced using PDir tracker.
• Comparison with µ+: figures 6.52 (PDir tracker) and 6.53 (Basic tracker) are the
same set of the plots before and after vetoing the tagged events but applied to the µ+
data. Both show a 10Hz difference at the early time. We know that positive muons
do not disappear through nuclear capture so we don’t expect any difference of before
and after cutting the tagged events if the tagger is efficient. Therefore this 10 Hz rate
change from the µ+ data indicates that further improvement of the tagger efficiency
is needed, and it sets the limitation of the current methodology.
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Figure 6.51: Start time scan of the µ− disappearance rates before (top) and after (middle)
cutting the tagged events. The difference of the two (indicating the size of rate correction)
is shown in the bottom plot. This set of plots are produced using Basic tracker.
6.5 Lifetime scan with full Run 6 statistics
Before scanning the fitted disappearance rate on individual cut parameters, let us first look
at the run 6 lifetime histogram with the standard cuts. Figure 6.54 shows the lifetime his-
togram with a fit (red line) of a 3-parameter (N = total number of events, B=background,
R = decay constant) exponential function and its fit residual. The number of good MuSun
events in this histogram is 1.24×109, which defines the statistical power of the dataset. The
residual of the fit is flat within the range of 2σ, indicating no significant sign of systematic
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Figure 6.52: Start time scan of the µ+ disappearance rates comparison before and after
cutting the tagged events. From PDir tracker.
effects. This section is devoted to lifetime scans of individual cut parameters. These studies
not only elucidate the fundamental features of the systematic distortion on the disappear-
ance rate, but also guide us in choosing the optimal cut values at the region where the
disappearance rate is most stable.
6.5.1 Start Time Scans
If the lifetime histogram is filled by muons that only disappear through muon decay and
nuclear capture on the deuteron, the spectrum should be a perfect exponential distribution.
The decay constant from the single exponential fit should not depend on the location of the
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Figure 6.53: Start time scan of the µ+ disappearance rates comparison before and after
cutting the tagged events. From Basic tracker.
fit window boundaries. Therefore, we expect the fitted rate to be constant when we vary
the start time of the fit. If the fitted rate is not constant, this hints at some systematic
effects.
Before scanning the start time on real run 6 data, let’s first gain some intuition about
how different systematic effects manifest themselves in the start time scan. The two biggest
systematic errors in run 6 are the chemical impurities and fusion interference. To study the
impurities, I used the analytical solution of the differential equation (see equation 3.12)
and added the time of these impurity events to the lifetime histogram generated from a
perfect exponential function ( the decay constant is the sum of muon decay and capture
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Figure 6.54: Lifetime histogram from run 6 data with nearly full statistics. The cuts used
to fill this histogram are the standard cuts presented in the end of chapter 5. The lower
plot shows the residual of the fit in units of standard deviation.
on the deuteron). Figure 6.55 shows the start time scan and the fit residual for different
N2 concentrations. The general feature is that the impurity causes the fitted rate to grow
linearly as the start time is increased. The spacing in λ between the different impurity
concentrations with 10 ppb step is uniformly distributed. And the magnitude of the slope
is bigger for higher concentrations. At a characteristic 20 ppb contamination, the difference
from the correct disappearance rate (black line with no impurity) is about 70 Hz.
Using a similar analytical method, I add the lifetime spectrum of the fusion migration
events from the MuSun Monte-Carlo to the perfect exponential function, and fit the summed
histogram using the generic fit function: the start time scans for different migration fractions
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Figure 6.55: Start time scan for the lifetime spectrum generated from the sum of a single
exponential function and the lifetime of the impurity capture events, with different impurity
concentrations. The latter is derived from the analytical solution of the differential equation.
The fit function is the 2-parameter exponential function.
are shown in figure 6.56. The net deletion and addition distorts the lifetime in opposite
directions: in the first two microseconds, net deletion produces a decrease in the rate, and
net addition produces an increase in rate. Naturally, the more migration there is, the larger
the deviation from the correct central value. Interestingly, based on this simple analytical
model, there is a crossing point at around 400 ns. Since the model is oversimplified, and the
time distribution of fusion migrations according to MC is fitted to the ideal function, we
should not take the exact value of the crossing point too seriously, nor the rate after 2 µs,
where fusion interference starts to fade away. However, this study is useful for providing
insights into the correlations of fusion migration direction and the slope of the start time
scan over the first 2µs.
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Figure 6.56: Start time scan for the lifetime spectrum generated from the sum of the
single exponential function and the time spectrum of fusion migration events. The fusion
events are derived from a MuSun MC study. Different colors indicate different fractions of
migration events. This graph includes both net deletion and net addition. The fit function
is the 2-parameter exponential function.
When the effects of impurity and fusion interference are combined, the start time scan
looks like figure 6.57. It is not trivial that the changes on the start time scan from two
effects is the direct sum of the individual effect. It gives us confidence in deriving the final
rate correction and uncertainty by summing over each systematic effect. Furthermore, since
impurity and fusion interference are potentially the biggest contributions to the start time
distortion, it is important that with this study, we are able to explain the structure of the
start time scan in the real data.
Other systematic effects, such as diffusion, may also produce effects in a start time scan.
In the previous section (6.4), in particular figure 6.40, we learned that diffusion results
in an approximately constant, positive shift of the disappearance rate when we vary the
start time from 0 to 5 µs. To minimize the effect, we choose a large impact parameter cut.
Thus, diffusion’s effect on the start time scan is nearly invisible for the final fits. Similarly,
because of the optimal cuts we choose, the rate correction, hence, start time distortion from
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Figure 6.57: Start time scan of a lifetime histogram which is generated from the sum of an
exponential function, with distortions from both impurity captures and migrations produced
by fusion. The impurity concentration is fixed at 20 ppb but results for a range of fusion
migration fractions are presented. The trend of the start time scan is the direct sum of
impurity and fusion interference.
the electron interference is also negligible.
Equipped with the information from these analytical studies, let us look at the start
time scan in the real data. The logic I am following here is to find some knobs that we can
turn to vary the systematic effects. I will try to increase the effect of fusion interference
(since impurity is not removable by varying the cuts), and observe changes in the start time
scan. If we understand the trend, we gain confidence in our claim that with optimal cuts,
where the start time scan is flat, the disappearance rate is close to the true value.
There are three knobs that we can use to adjust the scale of fusion interference: the
impact parameter cut, different trackers and the size of the fiducial volume. Figures 6.58,
6.59, 6.60 are three sets of start time scans, from Basic, StopThresh and PDir trackers
respectively. Each set of scans is divided into different impact parameter cuts. All the
lifetime histograms used for the scan are filled with events that satisfy the standard fiducial
volume cut. Here we summarize some interesting features of these plots:
• Basic tracker: The disappearance rate in the early time region (0 - 1.5 µs) shows a
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Figure 6.58: Start time scan of the run 6 data using the Basic tracker and impact parameter
cuts bcut = 10 mm, 40 mm, 70 mm and 100 mm. A black, horizontal line is marked at
455780 Hz as a baseline reference.
decreasing trend for all impact parameter cuts, and smaller bcut produces a bigger
slope than larger bcut. The early time trend can be explained by net deletion of fusion
events, as shown in the green curve of figure 6.56 from the analytical study. The
net deletion is produced by fusion migrations at both the impact parameter cut and
the fiducial volume cut. For small impact parameter cuts, migration at the impact
parameter boundary dominates. By increasing bcut to 100 mm, the falling trend is
mostly from the net deletion at the fiducial volume cut. The increasing trend observed
after 2 µs is more prominent for small bcut than large bcut. This is also consistent
with the analytical study’s result that the net deletion results in a concave up trend
in the start time scan, and the magnitude of the curvature scales with the fraction
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Figure 6.59: Start time scan of the run 6 data using the StopThresh tracker and impact
parameter cut bcut = 10 mm, 40 mm, 70 mm and 100 mm. A black horizontal black line is
marked as 455780 Hz as a baseline reference.
of migration. Additionally, comparing data to the black line (marked as 455780 Hz
as a baseline reference), it seems there is an overall downward shift in rates when
increasing bcut. This can be understood as an effect of diffusion. As described in
section 6.3.3, at smaller impact parameter cuts, there is more deletion of longer-lived
diffusing muons. This leads to a bigger positive shift (the approximately constant
shift shown in figure 6.39). The diffusion effect is almost invisible for a bcut larger
than 100 mm.
• StopThresh tracker: The obvious difference with the Basic tracker is that a concave
up shape only appears for the (very harsh) impact parameter cut bcut = 10 mm. For
bcut larger than 40 mm, the rate is consistently going up. If we examine the trend with
a more gradual increase in bcut, the trend in the first microsecond actually flips sign at
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Figure 6.60: Start time scan of the run 6 data using PDir tracker for impact parameter cut
bcut = 10 mm, 40 mm, 70 mm and 100 mm. For a baseline reference, a horizontal black
line is marked as 455780 Hz.
bcut ∼35 mm. We know that fusion migration at the impact parameter is always net
deletion, which gives the falling trend in early time. To cancel this trend, the fusion
migration at the fiducial volume cut using StopThresh tracker must be addition. At
small bcut, the fusion deletion at the impact parameter boundary is more than the
addition at the fiducial boundary, thus overall net deletion leads to a decreasing trend
in the start time sca. At bigger bcut, the fusion deletion at the impact parameter
boundary mostly fades away - thus the net addition at the fiducial volume boundary
creates an increasing trend in rate.
• PDir tracker: Start time scan trends are largely the same for different bcuts. They are
generally flat in the first microsecond and rise uniformly at later times. This indicates
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an insensitivity to fusion - the impact parameter cut no longer makes significant
changes to the fraction of fusion migration. The uniformly rising trend is likely caused
by the high impurity contamination for the run 6 data. The constant shift from the
diffusion is still visible but diffusion is not a concern to us if we use a large impact
parameter cut. Overall, the PDir tracker is very promising for reducing the systematic
effect of fusion interference.
Figure 6.61: Start time scan of run 6 data; the lifetime histogram for this scan is filled with
the standard cuts: PDir tracker, bcut = 120 mm, standard FV cut, etc.
Finally, to summarize the features of different systematic effects in the start time scan
( 3-parameter exponential fit function is used for the scan study):
• Impurity: according to the analytical study with the literature value of the transfer
rate and µN capture rate, the impurity capture will distort the start time scan of the
lifetime histogram from flat to a straight line with positive slope.
• Fusion interference: appears mostly in the first microsecond. If fusion interference
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causes a net deletion, the slope in the start time scan is negative. For net addition,
the slope is positive. Decreasing impact parameter cut is a knob to turn up the
net deletion effect of fusion interference. Depending on which tracking algorithm is
used, the fiducial volume cut may introduce either net deletion(Basic) or net addi-
tion(StopThresh and Road).
• Diffusion: Small impact parameter cut excludes more longer-lived diffusion events.
This leads to a higher rate, manifest as a constant shift through the start time scan.
The rate correction can be reduced by choosing a large impact parameter cut.
The final start time scan of the entire run 6 data set with standard cuts is shown in
figure 6.61. The upward going trend is on the order of 70 Hz within a start time range of
0-5µs, which is predicted by our analytical study (the blue line in figure 6.57). So we can
claim that based on the start time scan, the fusion interference using the PDir tracker is
under control and the marginally non-statistical rising trend is caused by impurities.
6.5.2 Stop X Y Z scan
In principle, the muon disappearance rate should not depend on the location of the muon
stop. Therefore, when we plot the disappearance rate of the events that stop in each slice of
the TPC in each dimension, we should expect consistent results. However, time dependent
systematic effects such as fusion interference can displace the reconstructed muon stop
from its true stop location. This effect is manifest as a change in the disappearance rate in
different slices of the TPC. The purpose of the stop XYZ scan is to diagnose if there are
such systematic effects. For large λ variations, a correction should be applied to pull the
measured disappearance for each slice to a consistent value, presumably the true value.
To produce the scan in the X direction, the standard fiducial volume cut is applied
to Y and Z. For each stopping row in X, the number of events, fitted disappearance rate,
background, and fit chi-square are plotted in figure 6.62. From N vs StopXScan, we can see
that the beam stop distribution is more or less gaussian, and fitted background trend follows
N. The rates from the TOT Road tracker (green) and Basic tracker show more deviation
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than the other two. The PDir tracker, which is chosen as the best tracker with minimum
systematic effect from the fusion interference shows the most consistency (fitted rate from
each row is marginally within the statistical error bar), with variations of 150 Hz. The fit
chi-square is consistent with the trend in R, that the TOT Road tracker and Basic tracker
have larger chi-square than the PDir and StopThresh tracker.
Figure 6.62: Fit result for Stop X scan. For each row in X, proceeding clockwise the plots are
number of events, disappearance rate, chi-square and background. The numbering scheme
for the rows in X is from 0 to 5. The last bin in each plot is for the sum over row 1 to
row 4, which is defined as the inside of the fiducial volume. Different colors represent the
different trackers which are used to determine the stop position.
The stop Y scan is performed in a similar fashion. Since we have better spatial resolution
in Y, the scan step is 2 mm. The N vs StopYScan plot in figure 6.63 shows that the beam
stop distribution in Y is asymmetric with more stops in the bottom half of the TPC. Recall
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that cathode and grid are located at 71 mm and 0 mm in Y, so we expect high Z capture
with much faster rates at these two boundaries. Indeed, as shown in figure 6.63, high rates
appear as two horns in the R Vs StopYScan plot. The chi-squares at cathode and anode
are also much larger, reflecting poor fit of a single exponential on a distribution with two
disappearance components (fast component: nuclear capture on high Z; slow component:
muon decay). As for the comparison on the performance of different trackers, figure 6.64 is
the zoomed version of R Vs StopYScan in the more central Y region. The Basic tracker (Y)
shows a much larger variation compared to other road trackers. The reason for this is that
for the Basic tracker, the stop Y is determined by the time of the pulse located in the most
downstream pad. For fusion events, it is very likely that the reconstructed stop Y is higher
(delayed) than the true stop Y because of the delayed fusion. This causes a migration of
the longer lived events from lower Y to higher Y. This is why the disappearance rate is
decreasing with increasing stop Y. But the road trackers use the upstream Y to determine
the stop Y, which should be less sensitive to fusion interference. We can see from figure
6.64 that PDir (black), Road (green) and StopThresh (blue) indeed all have quite flat rate
distributions through the slices in Y. Fiducial Y is the region between the magenta dashed
lines.
Finally the same plots for a stop Z scan are shown in figure 6.65. Focusing on the
disappearance rate, the Basic tracker shows a very straight negative slope. The origin of
this trend is similar to that for the trend in Y. Because the basic tracker always uses the
most downstream Z as the stop Z, fusion events tend to migrate downstream. This explains
the lower rate for the more downstream pads. Interestingly, the Road and StopRoad tracker
share the same trend, which is the opposite trend comparing to the Basic tracker. Since
the only difference between these two trackers is the threshold used to separate the road
cluster and stop cluster, the almost identical trends are expected. Following the same logic,
this positive slope indicates that these two trackers overcorrect the muon stop error of the
Basic tracker - there is a net migration of events upstream. To compensate for the over-
correction, the PDir tracker differentiates the upstream and downstream traveling protons
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Figure 6.63: Stop Y scan of the lifetime fit parameter Number of events, disappearance
rate, Background, and chi-square. Stop positions are determined for all four trackers. The
different trackers are identified by the colors given in the legend in the bottom right.
and adjusts the stop Z correspondingly. It is therefore less sensitive to fusion interference.
The disappearance rate does show better consistency for the PDir tracker, although there
is still an almost 400 Hz difference between the largest rate (Z=2) and the smallest rate
(Z=7).
6.5.3 Impact parameter scan
Sections 6.4 and 6.3 showed that fusion and diffusion are the two sources for the migration of
muon stops across the impact parameter cut. In order to reduce the size of both systematic
effects, a large impact parameter cut value is preferred because there are fewer events, and
thus fewer migration events than for a small impact parameter cut. In the small impact
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Figure 6.64: Zoomed-in version of the rate vs stop Y plot in figure 6.63. The large rate
from high-Z capture at the cathode and grid are excluded in this plot. The fiducial Y is the
volume within the the magenta dashed line. The road trackers show good consistency vs.
Y.
parameter region, the direction of migrations from both fusion and diffusion is from left to
right (small b to large b), and these migrations, with different characteristic lifetimes, both
have characteristic average times that are greater than the muon lifetime. So we expect a
higher disappearance rate in the small b region.
Figure 6.66 shows a plot of the fitted disappearance rate vs. impact parameter cut. Dif-
ferent colors represent the same scan for different trackers, which is used to define the muon
stop position and therefore helps determine the impact parameter. A fiducial volume cut is
applied to the events used to fill the lifetime histogram. For all histograms, the fit window
starts at 160 ns. In the region where b is less than 40 mm, much higher disappearance
rates are observed from the Basic, Road and StopThresh trackers. The PDir tracker shows
less change than the other three. At a impact parameter cut of approximately 40 mm to
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Figure 6.65: Stop Z scan of the lifetime fit parameter N: Number of events, R: disappearance
rate, B: Background, and Chi2: chi-square. Stop positions are determined from all four
trackers. The different trackers are identified by the colors given in the legend in the
bottom right.
50 mm, the fitted rate for all trackers reaches its lowest point, and gradually recovers after
that. The differences in disappearance rate between different trackers are fairly constant in
this region. The disappearance rate determined by the Basic tracker is greater than that
for the PDir and StopThresh trackers by approximately 80 Hz. The Road tracker gives the
smallest disappearance rate, approximately 50 Hz smaller than the StopThresh tracker.
As mentioned before, the trends are determined by a combination of fusion interference
and diffusion. Let’s focus on the trend for one tracker, StopThresh for example. The higher
rate at b≤40 mm is caused by losing longer-lived fusion/diffusion events due to migration
from small b to large b. For diffusion, this direction of migration is always unchanged no
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matter where we place the impact parameter cut. Presumably, the slight upward trend
in the region where b larger than 40 mm should be caused by fusion migration, but the
exact mechanism is not clear to me. Different tracking algorithms are sensitive to fusion
interference at different levels, but should react similarly for diffusion. Therefore, the trend
difference for different trackers is mostly provided by the migration across the bcut from
fusion interference. As expected, the PDir tracker is the least sensitive to fusion interference;
thus the trend in the small b region is less obvious than that in the three other trackers.
In the large b region where the trends are flat, there are still about 150 Hz rate difference
among all the trackers. In this case, it is the fusion-caused migration at the fiducial volume
boundary that produces the difference.
For comparison, figure 6.67 shows a plot of the the disappearance rate vs impact
parameter - but with a fit start at 1000 ns. If we delay the start of the fitting window, the
fusion interference effect is much reduced. As we can see, the trends from all the trackers
are much reduced. (Notice the division of the Y axis is 20 Hz for the 1000 ns start time, and
50 Hz for the 160 ns start time.) The differences between trackers are also much smaller.
Indeed, in the b > 40 mm region, the differences are all within the error bar. Even though
the fusion interference migration across the the impact parameter cut and fiducial volume
cut did not completely go away at 1000 ns start time, we can see that the residual trend
(the drop at b < 40 mm followed by a flattening out at b > 40 mm ) in figure 6.67 mostly
comes from the diffusion. It is also promising to see that for the PDir tracker, the scan for
160 ns and 1000 ns are almost the same. Again, this indicates the insensitivity of the PDir
tracker to fusion interference.
What do we get out from this impact parameter scan study? In general, the scan on
a single cut parameter provides an analysis handle to choose the optimal cut value. We
already learned that the PDir tracker has the best performance on fusion interference, and
the impact parameter scan shows consistent result. Meanwhile, we want to place the cut
in the region where the rate is mostly stable. So 120 mm is chosen as the final impact
parameter cut.
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Figure 6.66: Disappearance rate vs. impact parameter. The fit start time is 160 ns. The
impact parameter cut ranges from 10 mm to 120 mm with 10 mm steps.
6.5.4 Electron track definition scan
In MuCap, discrepancy appeared between disappearance rates for different electron track
definitions, in particular, choosing ePC CathodeOR or CathodeAND. In MuSun, the whole
electron analysis framework is much more flexible which enables the scan of the disappear-
ance rate on all kinds of electron track definitions. The scan result is shown in figure 6.68.
The differences between electron tracks definitions are well within the error bars, thus not
significant.
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Figure 6.67: Disappearance rate vs. impact parameter. The fit start time is 1000 ns. The
impact parameter cut ranges from 10 mm to 120 mm with 10 mm steps.
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Figure 6.68: Disappearance rate fit for different electron track definitions.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis is to derive the rate of muon capture on deuteron from the
MuSun run 6 data set. Detailed systematic studies can be found in chapter 6. The prelim-
inary result from the run 6 data has an uncertainty which is about 4 times that of the final
goal. The statistical error is large because the size of the run 6 dataset is about an order
of magnitude smaller than required. Systematic errors such as high impurity contamina-
tion and fusion interference are also significant. This means that smaller systematic effects,
some of which are not even discussed in this thesis, can be ignored in this dataset. The
result presented in the next section is preliminary and contains two-fold blinding: software
blinding, and hardware clock blinding. The final result from run 6 will not be revealed until
the analysis of all the other production runs are ready for unblinding.
7.1 Run 6 result of disappearance rate
Using the standard MuSun analysis framework and optimal cuts, 1.24 ×109 good MuSun
events are selected for the lifetime histograms. The histograms are fit with a 3-parameter
exponential function. The cuts are:
• HasBestEntrance = true
• TPC Tracking algorithm: PDir tracker
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• Impact parameter cut: 120 mm
• Electron track: ePC1CathodeORePC2CathodeOrGond4foldsWFD
• SEnergy: 430 keV
• Fiducial Volume: exclude most outside row and column in X and Z, 15 mm to 55 mm
in Y
• fit window: 160 ns to 24000 ns. 1
These cuts are chosen to minimize the size of various systematic effects. The observed
disappearance rate is 455780Hz with ± 18 Hz statistical uncertainty. Individual systematic
effects are studied and the results of corrections and their uncertainty is summarized in
table 7.1. The type one systematic errors, such as impurity capture, cannot be removed
by optimizing the cuts. Therefore, a correction is needed. Type two systematic errors are
introduced by the cuts, but the cut values are chosen so as to minimize possible distortions
to the lifetime fits. The goal is to eliminate the need for a correction and assign only
error bars. This is the case for fusion interference, diffusion, etc. As expected, due to the
failure of the gas cleaning system in run 6, the most significant correction in table 7.1 is
from the chemical impurities. The 10 Hz error is the upper limit of the uncertainty. The
collaboration is engaged in an ongoing effort to finalize the estimate of background from
the capture neutron scattering. The 15 Hz uncertainty for fusion interference using the
PDir tracker is a very conservative estimate. There is room to improve the data-driven
methodology to reduce this error to less than 10 Hz.
There are other systematic effects which have potential non-negligible corrections or
uncertainties. Scattering + diffusion, described in section 6.4, is one of them. The scatter-
tagging method results in an unphysical 5∼10 Hz shift for µ+ data, which defines the limit of
the method. The rate correction for µ−, based on this method is on the scale of -15∼ -20 Hz,
which is 10Hz more than for the µ+ data. It is unclear how much of this -10 Hz correction
1The total number of events in the fit range is ∼ 8.4×108.
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Systematics correction Error
Impurity -83 Hz ± 10 Hz
Fusion interference (StopThresh tracker) +15 Hz ± 15 Hz
Fusion interference (PDir tracker) - ±15Hz
Diffusion -2 Hz ±1 Hz
Electron definition 0 ±2 Hz
Total systematics -85 Hz ±18 Hz
Statistics - 18 Hz
Table 7.1: Preliminary systematic corrections and uncertainties on λµ− for run 6 data.
is contributed from the high-Z capture convoluted with diffusion. Further investigation on
the fusion bias embedded in the method is needed.
Electron interference is another systematic effect having unsettled correction. An out-
dated MC study, using an earlier tracker, had shown a -7 Hz correction. Data-driven studies
using a more recent tracker is required.
There are a few systematic effects that are not covered but still important for extracting
an accurate disappearance rate: the detector dead time scan in defining the good muon
entrance objects; the entrance pile-up protection efficiency. Run 7 and run 8 implemented
the kicker trigger on clock signal, which mimics the MuSC signal used to energize the kicker.
In principle, this clock signal will enable a measurement of the lifetime distortion caused
by pileup. As a reference, MuCap had the same muon entrance counter as MuSun, but the
experiment was located in a different beam line with a higher extinction factor. Their final
result on the disappearance rate of muons in protium applied no correction from pile-up
protection inefficiency. Here we’ve assigned a 2 Hz error for this systematic effect.
With the systematic corrections shown in table 7.1, the preliminary (blinded) result for
disappearance rate is 455695 Hz ± 18 Hz (Stat.) ± 18 Hz (Syst.).
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7.2 Unblinding
A small relative offset was applied to both MuSun clocks in run 6. Additionally, separate
analyzer offset for different institutions is embedded in the fitting procedure. For each
production dataset, a two-fold unblinding procedure is needed to adjust the above result
before the final comparison. The clock unblinding requires a re-fit of the lifetime histogram
with an extra conversion factor r in the fit function:
N(t) = N · ω · λ · r · e(−λ·rt) +B (7.1)
To extract the final capture rate, the unblinded disappearance rate has to be adjusted
for the rate of the decay in orbit, which is about 59 Hz slower than the free muon decay
rate.
7.3 Discussion and Outlook
In 2014 and 2015, two large production data sets were taken. As a small dataset, run
6 plays an important role in developing methods for studying systematic errors. A few
remarks about run 6 data are highlighted below.
• The impurity doped data taken at the end of run 6 provides N2 concentration cali-
bration for all the other productions.
• The improved TPC energy resolution since run 4 makes possible the direct detection
of impurity captures with high precision. Improved energy resolution may also reduce
the effect of fusion interference.
• Tests made during the run 6 preparation period show no sign of the early time oscil-
lation seen in run 4 data, assuring us that the electron detector data from run 6 (and
run 7 and run 8) will be superior in quality to that of run 4.
• Run 6 data is not sensitive to any systematic effects smaller than 5 Hz.
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• Because an upstream collimator was misplaced, the beam electron background is larger
than for other production runs.
For the data analysis, there are two unsettled issues concerning the impurities: what is
the O2 impurity concentration at 31K and what is its effect on the disappearance rate;
why do we observe a 3 Hz correction per ppb of N2 instead of the literature value of
2 Hz/ppb? For fusion interference: we suggest that future analyses cross check the results
from different trackers after applying a data-driven correction. This will potentially set
a smaller uncertainty on the method. Additionally, we learned that a more focused and
symmetric beam stopping distribution will significantly reduce the fusion migration at the
fiducial volume boundary. Aside from developing a more accurate tracker in the analysis, it
is also worthwhile to devote some effort to better beam tuning. Finally, we’ve shown that
for run 6 data, the MuSun Monte Carlo is a powerful tool for studying systematic errors.
There is hope that it will help to improve our understanding of the impurity and electron
interference systematic errors for future runs.
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